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ABSTRACT
ARTISTIC FRAMES: AN ARTS-BASED STUDY OF TEACHERS‘ EXPERIENCES
WITH ARTS-INTEGRATED ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
FOR STUDENTS WITH DIS/ABILITIES
by
Alisha M. White

This arts-based, qualitative investigation focused on high school English teachers
of students with learning dis/abilities (Baglieri & Knopf, 2004) who used visual arts
integration (Eisner, 2002) to find out how teachers experience using visual arts in English
and what their experiences mean (Zoss & White, 2011) in order to understand why
certain experiences stood out for the teachers as being important. I framed the study
theoretically with complexity theories of teaching and learning (Davis, Sumara, & LuceKapler, 2008), while combining aspects of sociocultural theory (Smagorinsky, 2001;
Vygotsky, 1978; Wertsch, 1991), cognitive pluralism (John-Steiner, 1997) and Dewey‘s
notion of experience (1934/1980). The teacher participants were three high school
English teachers employed at an independent school for students with learning
dis/abilities. A/r/tography (Irwin & Springgay, 2008; Springgay, Irwin, & Kind, 2005,
2008) influenced my methodology in that I created visual art to theorize the data and my
experiences conducting the study. I collected data during spring and summer 2011. Data
sources included participant observation and field notes (Dewalt & Dewalt, 2002),
photography (Coover, 2004; Harper 2000, 2002), teachers‘ visual texts (La Jevic &
Springgay, 2008), artifacts (Prior, 2003), and interviews (Smagorinsky, 2008;
Smagorinsky & Coppock, 1994). I used qualitative methods of coding analysis (Charmaz,
2006; Ezzy, 2002; Saldaña, 2009) and visual analysis (Riessman, 2008; Rose, 2001), as
well as arts-based methods for educational research (Cahnmann-Taylor & Siegesmund,

2008). This study fills a gap in empirical research in both English education and special
education by examining English teachers integrating art in classes for students with
dis/abilities. Furthermore, understanding how teachers experience visual arts integration
can inform methods courses for teaching secondary English educators.
INDEX WORDS:

Visual arts integration, arts-based learning strategies, secondary
English language arts, teaching students with dis/abilities, teacher
experience, meaning construction, a/r/tography, visual research
methods, arts-based educational research, qualitative research
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ARTIST‘S STATEMENT
Framing Images
Images played an important role in my dissertation both in terms of expressing the
meaning I made from the theories, literature, and methods I used and in terms of
illustrating concepts for my reader. As someone who enjoyed taking art classes growing
up and who continued to create visual art as an adult, I wanted to explore how to
incorporate images in my doctoral work. I drew visual representations of the literature I
read, depicted class discussions in quick sketches, and drew mind maps to plan my
writing. I wanted to show readers how I value images in my academic writing and how
images were an important aspect of conducting a study of how teachers experienced
integrating visual arts in their English curriculum. I created a cover design after deciding
on the title theme of Artistic Frames. The process of producing a cover design gave me
the opportunity to consider how to use artistic and creative expression to frame my study.
As I drew the cover design, I thought about the different objects, metaphors, and figures
of speech based on frames, such as picture frames, window frames, door frames, building
frames, frames of mind, theoretical frameworks, and framing a shot in photography.
Throughout my dissertation I
used the idea of artistic frames
as a way of highlighting how my
study was bound by my
perspective as a visual thinker
(John-Steiner, 1997).
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Positioning Dis/ability
In this study, readers should note that I added a slash (/) in the term dis/ability as
―an indicator of an active process of disabling‖ (Baglieri & Knopf, 2004, p. 528). I
intended my use of the slash (/) to visually represent my belief that the lines drawn
between ability and dis/ability form a binary that is a social construction, resulting from
discursive practices (Foucault, 1972/1969), the rules and practices that govern a subject
and determine what is considered normal or ab/normal, rather than innate characteristics
of the people who have been labeled as disabled. Kim Reid and Jan Weatherly Valle
(2004) used Foucault‘s notion of discursive practices to ―question conventional and
naturalized ways of thinking about difference‖ (p. 467) and to look at how ―disability
becomes constructed and reconstructed through the ways we choose to speak about it and
practice it‖ (p. 467). According to Brent Davis, Denis Sumara, and Rebecca Luce-Kapler
(2008), learning dis/ability labels are descriptions or names of symptoms that do not
provide any solutions because, ―naming a problem and dealing with it are two very
different matters‖ (p. 121). In order to change the way people think about naming,
labeling, and categorizing people with dis/abilities, I emphasized the complexities I saw
in learning and teaching.
As a high school teacher of students with learning dis/abilities I spoke openly
about my own experiences with learning dis/abilities and continued to do so as a PhD
student. Simi Linton (1998) argued for stating one‘s subject position, as a person with a
dis/ability, as a way of highlighting ―the absent voice of disabled people in scholarship‖
(p. 538). By stating my position as someone with learning dis/abilities, I hoped to make
readers aware of assumptions they may make about the authors of the works they read.
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Teri Holbrook (2010) used the term ability traitor to describe a non-dis/abled person who
works to disrupt notions of dis/ability by stating her positionality as someone without a
dis/ability. In stating my own position as a graduate student with learning dis/abilities, I
hoped to open up opportunities for others with learning dis/abilities to attain graduate
degrees and conduct research on dis/ability from the position of dis/ability.
In addition, I was in a unique position to propose the current study as a PhD
student with artistic talents who taught secondary English to students with learning
dis/abilities by integrating visual arts into my curriculum. I viewed my study from several
positions: as a graduate student with learning dis/abilities, as a researcher with learning
dis/abilities, as a teacher with learning dis/abilities, and a teacher of students with
learning dis/abilities. These positions are also framed from my position as an artist, which
inspired me to name my study with the phrase artistic frames.
A Note on Naming
In addition to my use of the slash (/) in dis/abilities, another area I wanted to draw
readers‘ attention to is my use of first names for in-text citations. In several of my
graduate courses this practice was discussed as a way of recognizing the work of feminist
academics. Similar to Linton‘s (1998) practice of making readers aware of a lack of
scholarly publications by people with dis/abilities, I included first names the first time I
cited a researcher as a way of looking at the representation of women academics in the
research literature included in my study.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Approaching the front entrance of Marian Academy (a pseudonym), the first thing
one sees is the beautiful mosaic sculpture garden. Inside the main lobby brightly glazed
ceramics catch the eye and student artwork decorates walls and display shelves in
classrooms, hallways, and meeting areas. Many of the curriculum materials posted in
classrooms utilized image and color to communicate the concepts teachers presented to
students. This plethora of visual art was not a coincidence. Marian Academy made a
conscious, purposeful commitment to weaving the arts throughout every subject area.
The teachers were dedicated to providing students with multiple pathways for learning
and expression (Eisner, 2002), often through the arts. Many of the students had been
assessed for learning dis/abilities and given labels that described their thinking and
learning styles as divergent, but Marian Academy‘s philosophy recognized the need for
viewing students as individuals with wide ranging strengths and weaknesses and ways of
seeing the world. Such a philosophy asked teachers to consider the way they viewed,
taught, and interacted with students. As an independent school for students with learning
dis/abilities and diverse learning needs, Marian Academy was a particularly interesting
setting to study teachers‘ experiences integrating visual arts into literacy curriculum. In
my experiences there, I saw an emphasis on both encouraging students to express
themselves creatively and helping students accommodate their learning needs through
visual arts. For this study, I was interested in investigating English language arts
teachers‘ experiences integrating the visual arts in the curriculum to support the literacy
learning of students with diverse educational needs.

2
Phenomenon to Be Studied
Visual Arts Integration
Teachers integrate visual arts into literacy curricula in a number of ways. One
method is to provide opportunities for students to make meaning by viewing images and
representing meanings through the creation of images, also called arts-based learning
strategies (Zoss, 2009; Zoss, Siegesmund, & Patisaul, 2010). Teachers can also introduce
paintings by famous or historical artists as prompts for creative writing (Buckelew, 2003;
Ehrenworth, 2003). Likewise, teachers have students create images in conjunction with
writing, such as writing and illustrating comic book scripts (Carter, 2007), body
biographies for personal expressive writing (Underwood, 1987), and collages for creative
story writing (Olshansky, 1995). Teachers also have students create drawings as
responses to literature, including sketch-to-stretch drawings (Whitin, 1996), drawing
personal interpretations of short stories (Bussert-Webb, 2001), and body biographies of
characters in which students create life size drawings of the characters from a novel using
symbols and quotes to represent the character‘s identity and journey (Morawski, 2010;
O'Donnell-Allen & Smagorinsky, 1999; Smagorinsky & O‘Donnell-Allen, 1998).
Drawing options for book projects can include drawing character illustrations, scenes
illustrating an alternative setting, and story maps (Zoss & Jones, 2007). Teachers use
storyboarding to develop both students‘ writing and reading comprehension (Essley,
2008; Wilhelm, 2004).
Many of the studies on arts integration and arts-based learning strategies are either
reported from the standpoint of the students‘ experiences making meaning through image
and choreography (Smagorinsky & Coppock, 1994a; Smagorinsky & O'Donnell-Allen,
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1998) or as models for others to implement integration (Burnaford, Aprill, & Weiss,
2001; McDonald & Fisher, 2002; Piro, 2002). There has also been recent interest in
methods of analyzing the visual texts students make in arts integrated classrooms (Albers,
2009, 2010; Albers, Frederick, & Cowan, 2009; Moss, 2001; Pahl, 2007; Pahl & Rowsell,
2010; Rowsell & Pahl, 2007). However, only a few studies examined arts integration
from the perspective of the teachers‘ experiences (Berghoff, Bixler Borgmann,
Helmerick, & Thomas, 2010; Bussert-Webb, 2001; Essley, 2008; Zoss et al., 2010; Zoss
& White, 2011).
Visual arts integration with diverse learners
Visual arts integration in literacy curricula has been used to support the learning
of students with dis/abilities and differences. Diane Lapp, James Flood, and Kelly Moore
(2008) described differentiated instruction as changing the rates and complexity of
instruction and encouraging students to use ―different learning modalities by appealing to
differing interests‖ (p. 538). In studies where teachers encouraged the use of multiple
modalities, students with attention issues used drawing to represent personal
interpretations of poetry (Smagorinsky, 2010; Smagorinsky, Cameron, & O‘DonnellAllen, 2007). Students with reading and language difficulties represented literary
characters‘ relationships through drawing (Smagorinsky & Coppock, 1994a) and dance
(Smagorinsky & Coppock, 1994b, 1995). Students who struggled with reading learned
about visual elements and narrative voice by analyzing graphic novels (Jacobs, 2007) or
viewed graphic novels and then created their own illustrated stories (Frey & Fisher,
2004). Students with learning dis/abilities were also taught to use visualization, a strategy
for creating visual imagery, through activities such as storyboarding (Essley, 2008),
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symbolic story representation, visual protocols, reading illustrated books, illustrating
books, picture mapping, and collages (Wilhelm, 2004, 2008). In my search for studies
with visual arts integration and students with dis/abilities, I also looked for studies
located in school settings similar to Marian Academy. While I found studies on visual
arts integration into literacy instruction for students with learning dis/abilities in
mainstreamed public school settings (Essley, 2008; Smagorinsky et al., 2007; Walling
2006; Wilhelm, 2004, 2008), I found few studies conducted in alternative or independent
school contexts specifically designed to accommodate the needs of diverse learners
(Smagorinsky & Coppock, 1994a, 1994b, 1995).
Marjorie Siegel (2006) called for studies that ask how teachers are ―making space
for multiple sign systems‖ (p. 74), and Ellen Winner and Monica Cooper (2000) argued
for future research to ―look closely and ethnographically at what happens to schools that
grant the arts a central role in the curriculum‖ (p. 66). My study addressed the gaps in the
areas of teachers‘ experiences of integrating visual arts in language arts and specifically
teachers‘ experiences integrating visual arts in alternative or independent school contexts
specifically designed to accommodate the needs of diverse learners.
Overview of the Study
I studied three high school English teachers of students with learning dis/abilities
to find out how they experienced integrating visual arts in their classes. Guiding this
study was the following question: How did three high school English teachers in an
independent school for students with learning dis/abilities experience visual arts
integration?
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Participants in this study were three high school English teachers employed at an
independent school for students with learning dis/abilities. Data collection occurred
during the spring and summer of 2011. Data sources included participant observation and
field notes, sketches and photographs taken during observations, artifacts, interviews, and
visual texts created by the teachers. I analyzed the data using qualitative methods of
coding and visual analysis, as well as arts-based research methods. I represented my
findings through both visual media and written language. Exploring the experiences of
the teachers in this study may contribute to the fields of English education and special
education by looking at their experiences within the specific context of an independent
school for students with learning dis/abilities. Understanding how the teacher participants
experienced visual arts integration can also inform methods courses for teaching
secondary English educators. In order to investigate the experiences of teachers in my
study I used theories for understanding complexity, meaning making, experience, and
pluralistic ways of thinking. In addition, I framed my study in a methodology that seeks
creative and artistic methods for research in education. The following section outlines my
theoretical framework.
Theoretical Framework
Complexity theory of teaching and learning
Complexity theorists consider learning to be ―nonlinear, dynamic, and relational‖
(Springgay, Irwin, & Kind, 2008, p. 84). Namely, learning does not follow precise,
predictable, and distinct lines. Complexity theory of learning and teaching (Davis,
Sumara, & Luce-Kapler, 2008) views knowing as relational: ―knower, knowledge, and
the phenomenon known can‘t be separated. What one knows, who one is, and what one
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does aren‘t distinct issues‖ (p. 8). There are webs of association that connect who a
person is to both the concepts the person explores and the actions the person takes. The
metaphor of webs that connect a person to knowledge and knowing presents a
multifaceted view of knowing and learning. Complexity theory also uses the visual
metaphor of rhizomes (Deleuze & Guattari, 1983) with various individual parts unified as
a system to represent interconnectedness and how separate ideas can be entangled.
Complexity theorists stress a need for knowing differently through a view of knowing as
―embedded, embodied, and situated‖ (Davis et al., 2008, p. 9).
According to Brent Davis, Dennis Sumara, and Rebecca Luce-Kapler (2008),
complexity theory rejects the machine-based metaphors originating in the 1600s that
thought the universe was a ―grand clockwork‖ (p. 76) (see Figure 1). From the view of
machine-based metaphors, everything can be understood by breaking it down into its
component parts just as a clock can be taken apart to reveal all of the constituent pieces
from which it was made. However, complexity theorists argued
that while complicated systems such as mechanical objects can be
reduced to individual parts, complex systems cannot be broken
down into component parts because they are always tied to other
complex systems ―in a dance of change‖ (p. 77). Davis and his
colleagues described complex unities as ―spontaneous,
unpredictable, irreducible, contextual, and vibrantly sufficient—in
brief, they are adaptive‖ (p. 77). Complex unities are constantly
evolving and the changes are dependent on the specific
circumstances of the individual system. Davis and his

Figure 1. Clock
representing machinebased metaphor.
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colleagues outlined the development of learning theories in order to understand learning,
knowing, and teaching as complex systems and how the complexities can be teased out
for deeper, richer understandings.
In looking for alternatives to machine-based metaphors for learning and teaching,
complexity theorists viewed learning in terms of cycles of ―recursion, iteration, feedback
loops, folding back, elaboration, and growth‖ (Davis et al., 2008, p. 83). Davis and
colleagues pulled from fractal geometry to explain how learning can be seen as spreading
out in many directions, for example a ―tree-like fractal image, based on branches
branching into branches, is useful for characterizing emergent spaces of possibility‖ (p.
85). Fractal images of learning allow for seeing movement in multiple directions instead
of a linear progression. Figure 2 is a fractal image drawing of a Sierpinski triangle in
which an equilateral triangle is repeated within itself over and over. This repetition
creates movement in various directions, and in learning theory it places learning in a
nested structure in which an individual learner is seen as situated within gradually larger
biological, social, cultural, and environmental situations, like family, classroom, school,
community, state, nation, world. In a nested
view, ―learning systems are embedded in other
learning systems‖ (p. 86), as each branched tree
is connected to other trees through a root system.
An interconnected system, or rhizomatic space
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1983), allows for a number
of ideas, theories, and approaches for
Figure 2. Sierpinski triangle.

understanding teaching. In my study
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complexity theory provided an interconnected framework for bringing together
sociocultural theories of mind, disability studies theories, and a/r/tography theories. I
used these multiple and varied theories throughout the development, execution, and
presentation of this study. I next discuss each theory in turn.
Sociocultural Theories of Mind
Sociocultural theories of mind helped me to understand the experiences and
meanings teachers attributed to their experiences. I begin with defining sociocultural
theory (Vygotsky, 1978; Wertsch; 1991) and explore what goes into meaning and
mediated action (Wertsch, 1991; Zoss, Smagorinsky, & O'Donnell-Allen, 2007). Then I
move into cognitive pluralism theory (John-Steiner, 1995, 1997) and the concepts of
experience (Dewey, 1934/1980) and an expressive teaching moment (Zoss & White,
2011).
Meaning and mediated action. Lev Vygotsky (1978) viewed thinking and
learning as encompassing a person‘s social interactions, cultural context, institutional
setting, environment, biological development, and historical position. Human actions,
filtered through ―a system of social behavior and being directed towards a definite
purpose, are refracted through the prism of the child‘s environment‖ (p. 30). All human
activity is influenced by the social norms and the purpose and context of the activity. He
considered humans as both affecting and affected by their interactions with others, the
groups to which they belong, and their physical environment. Peter Smagorinsky (2001)
defined culture as ―the recurring social practices and their artifacts that give order,
purpose, and continuity to social life‖ (p. 139) viewing people as ―products of culture‖ in
that social practices frame people‘s lives and world in particular ways (p. 140). In other
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words, culture is the organizing force that defines human society through routines and
products that in turn are constructed by how humans interact with them. James Wertsch
(1991) described sociocultural theory as assuming that ―action is mediated and that it
cannot be separated from the milieu in which it is carried out‖ (p. 18). This means that a
person‘s actions are situated within his or her context and that in mediated action there
are links, in the form of tools and signs, between the person and the action that helps the
person achieve the action. Mediational means, then, are tools and signs to help a person
complete an action and are directly aligned to the social, historical, and cultural
circumstances as well as the people that produced them. In order to contextualize my use
of mediated action and mediational means for my study, I will first explore tools and
signs.
Tools and signs. Wertsch (1991) suggested that one of Vygotsky‘s main claims
was that ―human action, on both the social and individual planes, is mediated by tools
and signs‖ (p. 19). Vygotsky (1978) compared the invention and use of signs and tools:
―the sign acts as an instrument of psychological activity in a manner analogous to the role
of a tool in labor‖ (p. 52). In this analogy signs are instruments for mental activity and
tools are instruments for physical activity. Vygotsky considered that while both signs and
tools are used to solve problems, they situate human behavior in different ways. Signs are
used in solving psychological problems and are ―a means of internal activity aimed at
mastering oneself‖ (p. 55), whereas tools are used in solving external problems and are ―a
means by which human external activity is aimed at mastering, and triumphing, over
nature‖ (p. 55). Smagorinsky (2001) further defined a tool as ―a means by which one acts
on one‘s environment‖ (p. 139), which implies a physical action and is in line with
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Vygotsky‘s use of tool as an external means
of solving problems. Smagorinsky also
pointed out the situatedness of tool use in that
a tool and its purpose are defined differently
at different times, in different places, and by
different groups. How a person uses a tool

Figure 3. Triadic of representamen.

depends on the circumstances, specifically the
person‘s culture, how the tool is conceptualized within the person‘s culture, and the
specific situation in which the person is using the tool. Tools and signs function as
mediational means that shape human action, and can be conceived as cultural tools
(Wertsch, 1991). Cultural tools are situated in cultural, historical, and institutional
settings and shape the local settings in which they are used.
In Charles S. Peirce‘s semiotic theory, a sign is something that stands for
something else and is part of a semiotic system that is formed from meaning construction
―when one sign is translated into another‖ (Siegel, 1995, p. 459). It is important to note
that signs are not just substitutions, in that ―sign functioning always involves an
enlargement and expansion of meaning‖
(p. 457). In addition, Peirce‘s theory
recognized sign relations as including more
than linguistic signs (Witte, 1992). For
Peirce (1977), any concept is a sign and all
thought and knowledge happens through

Figure 4. A spiral of Peirce‘s unlimited semiosis.
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signs and sign systems. Stephen Witte (1992) described Peirce‘s unlimited semiosis as a
spiraling connection between an object, the sign that represents it, and the interpretant of
the sign. A sign determines an interpretant to represent an object (see Figure 3).When the
interpretant is recognized as representing the object, the interpretant also becomes a sign,
which begins a new triadic relation and ―the original interpretant, now a sign, participates
also in a new dynamic relation with an object and another interpretant, which becoming
itself a sign—permits the occurrence of yet another semiotic moment‖ (p. 281) (see
Figure 4).
Smagorinsky (2001), used Witte‘s (1992) notion that signs and the configuration
of signs, what he called a text, can have different meanings to different people or no
meaning at all if ―the configuration has no codified cultural significance, in which case it
is not a sign‖ (p. 135). In other words, in order for a sign to be a sign, it has to have
meaning to a person ―as part of a culturally-learned network of associations‖
(Smagorinsky & Coppock, 1994a, p. 285). In addition, some sign systems are preferred in
particular situations and ―become established as the privileged mediums of
communication‖ (p. 285). Both Smagorinsky (2001) and John-Steiner (1997) agree with
this view of signs as a collection of connections learned through social interactions in
culturally specific settings and that signs have value depending on the context in which
they are used. John-Steiner focused on the diversity of modes of thinking and
communication in developing a conception of languages of the mind as socially
dependent, while Smagorinsky and Coppock focused on how meaning is constructed
through activities involving both reading and making/composing signs into texts. Next I
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will I explore a sociocultural view of meaning construction and how tools and signs
mediate meaning.
Tool kit. Wertsch (1991) argued that Vygotsky‘s analogy comparing ―technical
tools and psychological tools‖ (p. 93) was limited because it failed to take into account
―the diversity of meditational means available to human beings‖ (p. 93). Instead, Wertsch
argued for viewing meditational means, ―not as some kind of single, undifferentiated
whole but rather, in terms of the diverse items that make up a tool kit‖ (p. 93). Figure 5 is
a visual representation of Wertsch‘s tool kit metaphor. Instead of drawing the kind of tool
kit I have at home, which is small and just has the bare essentials for hanging pictures and
tightening screws, I drew a larger tool box system that has different size drawers for
different kinds of tools. I have known an art teacher, a hair dresser, and an aircraft
mechanic who all used this kind of storage system illustrating that this kind of tool
storage system is versatile and multipurpose. The tool kit metaphor was also expanded to
consider how tools are valued in particular settings (Smagorinsky & Coppock, 1994a,
1995).
Cultural tool kit. Peter Smagorinsky and John
Coppock (1994a) argued that Wertsch‘s tool kit cannot be
carried by students with them to classes when the tools
students possess ―are not valued as cultural tools; rather,
the tools are only useful when used in milieus in which
they are valued as mediums of constructing meaning and

Figure 5. A visual representation
of Wertsch‘s tool kit metaphor.

engaging in social transactions‖ (pp. 285-286). In other
words, the tool kit metaphor is limited by the value
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placed on the tools in particular settings and for particular purposes. On the other hand,
Smagorinsky and Coppock argued a variety of cultural tools ―including writing, art,
dance, and other mediums capable of producing ‗texts‘—have potential for enabling
students to construct meaning in classrooms, depending on the extent to which they are
valued in that context‖ (p. 285, emphasis in original), a notion borrowed from Peirce‘s
semiotic theory (1977).
Tool kit drawings. In taking another look at Figure 5, there are a couple of ways
this drawing mediated my meaning construction both for a class I took on sociocultural
theory and in writing my dissertation. In one sense, my drawing represented my memory
of a class discussion on Wertsch‘s tool kit metaphor during which I drew two different
tool boxes on the board. The first drawing was a traditional tool box with only one level
of storage space. The second drawing was a box similar to Figure 4 with different sizes
and shapes of drawers for storing tools of different shapes and sizes and purposes. As I
scanned Figure 4 into the computer I reflected on how the ACME brand label on my tool
box and the Mag brand of flashlight have particular cultural meanings to me that might
be different for another person, or not even recognized by some people as signs. To me
ACME is an allusion to the character Coyote in the Road Runner cartoons, who orders
everything from simple tools to major mechanical contraptions that all arrive with the
ACME logo on the packages. The Mag flashlight has a specific design and is a common
tool for builders and mechanics (I have several from my friend the airplane mechanic).
And lastly, by including my drawings and other artwork in my dissertation, I draw
attention to my reliance on visual thinking (John-Steiner, 1995, 1997) and my negotiation
of using images in my academic writing, in a setting that may or may not value the
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meaning construction I am able to accomplish through the production of images
(Smagorinsky & Coppock, 1994a, 1994b, 1995).
Meaning. Vygotsky‘s (1978) theory of meaning contains two Russian terms for
sense. Smysl is sense in terms of unarticulated thoughts and ideas and Smagorinsky
(2001) compared to smysl to a rain cloud in the process of forming a storm (see Figure
6). The articulated sense is znachenie, or the representation of sense. In the rain
metaphor, znachenie is the rain dropping from the cloud (see Figure 6). Znachenie is the
meaning that corresponds to ―the notion of a sign, regardless of modality‖ (p. 145). In his
cultural theory of reading, Smagorinsky attributed meaning to ―a reader‘s joint activity
with mediating tools and signs, among them the signs of the text‖ (p. 140). In other
words, meaning is constructed through the interactive use of tools and signs. He also
attributed meaning construction to ―the cultural practices through which both have been
produced and through which the two become engaged‖ (p. 141). Meaning is closely tied
to both a person‘s mediated action and the
sociocultural context of action with tools and signs
used to create and interpret texts. In order to define a
sociocultural theory of meaning, I narrowed down my
definition of tools to include a variety of cultural tools
with the possibility for mediating meaning depending
on their value in specific contexts (Smagorinsky &
Coppock, 1994a). If meaning is closely tied to both a
person‘s mediated action and the sociocultural
context of the action, then investigating teachers‘

Figure 6. Metaphor of meaning as
cloud (unarticulated sense) and rain
(articulated sense).
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meanings of their experiences would necessarily require understanding how their use of
tools and signs mediated their actions.
Cognitive Pluralism. Taking a sociocultural approach to mind, Vera John-Steiner
(1997) asserted that ―in constructing meaningful representations of experience, children
and adults appropriate culturally patterned modes of reflection and expression‖ (p. xix).
People make meaning and represent their experiences using ways of thinking and
communicating that are socially and culturally situated. Her theory, cognitive pluralism,
described diversity of thinking in terms of both inner representational modes and
external representational modes. The inner representational modes are ways of thinking
and reflecting internally and include thinking of the body, the language of vision, and the
inner voice. Thinking of the body is the use of movement and dance in ―kinesthetic
imagination‖ (p. 17). The language of vision is the use of visual imagery and visual
metaphors in ―visual primacy‖ (p. 21, emphasis in original). The inner voice is the use of
―verbal representation of reality‖ (p. 30) and creating ―auditory imagery of words and
sentences‖ (p. 33). The external representational modes are ―expressive means by which
thinkers convey their discovery to others‖ (p. xx) and include visual thinking, verbal
thinking, languages of emotion, and scientific thinking. John-Steiner argued that her
investigations into creative thinking supported the use of Wertsch‘s (1991) tool kit
metaphor. While Wertsch used the term psychological tools, John-Steiner used the term
languages of the mind. Her investigations expanded the notion of psychological tools by
exploring pluralistic modes of thinking such as drawing images, choreographing dances,
and composing music. Cognitive pluralism fits well with Dewey‘s (1934/1980) notion of
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experience because doing, undergoing, and past experiences can happen using multiple
languages of the mind.
Experience. I used John Dewey‘s (1934/1980) concept of educative experiences
to understand my participants‘ experiences integrating visual arts into their literacy
curricula. Dewey described experiences that result in learning, thus educative experiences
as combining doing, undergoing, past experiences, and emotion. Doing is an active
process, such as picking up a stone from a river bank. Undergoing is a passive process of
going through something, such as feeling the weight and texture of a stone in one‘s hand.
In addition, undergoing is receptive and ―involves reconstruction‖ (p. 41). In order for an
educative experience to stand out from the rest of the milieu of daily life, doing and
undergoing must be incorporated into past experience, such as when an amateur geologist
blends a present doing of holding a river stone in her hand with undergoing the feel of the
stone through weight and texture, while also remembering her past experiences of
collecting stones from other places.
Expressive Teaching Moment. Michelle Zoss and I (2011) used Dewey‘s notion
of experience to analyze how a middle school teacher, who integrated visual arts into her
reading and language arts curriculum, understood one moment of teaching as valuable to
her teaching practices. We framed our findings in Dewey‘s (1934/1980) description of
learning moments as expressive when past experiences and present doing and undergoing
are woven together in a way that alters the learner‘s meaning of the moment. We used the
term expressive teaching moment to theorize how a drama project combined the teacher‘s
memories of past acting experiences, her present doing and undergoing of teaching a
drama project, and her relationships with students, materials, and physical space in a way
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that made one moment special and separated it from her other experiences that year. In
discussing her memories of the project in interviews, she constructed a mental narrative,
or a story reflecting on her teaching practices that served as a mediational tool for
understanding her experiences (Smagorinsky, 2001; Wertsch, 1991). The story she told
about the project helped her compare how her teaching practices during the drama project
differed from her teaching practices during other projects that year. In other words, in
exploring the idea that the project put a ―glow‖ on her year, the teacher articulated how
she defined good teaching and explored the possibilities the dramatic project offered.
I used sociocultural theories of mind to inform my study. Specifically, I define
meaning as containing both the unarticulated ideas and the representation of articulated
ideas (Smagorinsky, 2001). I understand that meaning is mediated by cultural tools such
as signs and sign systems that are valued in particular contexts in particular ways
(Smagorinsky, 2001; Smagorinsky & Coppock, 1994a, 1995; Wertsch, 1991). The notion
of mediated meaning helped me understand how English teachers used cultural tools to
make meaning of their experiences. I used cognitive
pluralism (John-Steiner, 1995, 1997) to understand the
complex ways teachers used and valued multiple means of
constructing and articulating meanings. Lastly, I used the
notion of an expressive teaching moment to understand
moments the teachers described as standing out in their
experiences.
I took the photograph in Figure 7 in the ruins of a

Figure 7. Windows framed by
windows.

building near the border of Colorado and New Mexico. It is
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a view through a window looking into the windows of the next room and through those
windows into yet another room. I love images like this one because they show how my
view into the next room was framed by the window where I stood. This kind of
compositional framing of photographs is one meaning in my use of the metaphor artistic
frames. The photograph was composed through an actual window frame that looked out
into other rooms and windows. The large window frame in the foreground is the one
where I am standing and through which I see two other window frames, looking into yet
another room. In my metaphor, each window represented part of my theoretical
framework. I considered the window where I stood as how I organized and made my own
meaning of each part of my study. In the first part of my theoretical framework I
explained the theories I used to understand my participant teachers‘ experiences of visual
arts integration. The theories I chose about experience and meaning functioned as frames
that guided my study. In the next part of my theoretical framework, I describe disabilities
studies theory and then the conceptual underpinnings of a/r/tography and how they fit in
my study. Both of these theories provided additional frames to create a complex view of
the teachers‘ experiences.
Disability Studies
In my research I used the frame of Disability Studies as a way of considering how
the concept of dis/ability is defined through social practices. In this section I explore
Disability Studies and Universal Design as a model for teachers to accommodate the
needs of all students. Disability Studies scholars (Baglieri & Knopf, 2004; Ferri, 2004;
Mooney, 2007; Reid & Valle, 2004) wanted to change the way dis/ability is considered
by examining how the concept of dis/ability is constructed through discourses (Foucault,
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1969/1972), or how an object is formed through practices and disciplines, and how the
discourse constitutes domains of normativity (p. 61), or how boundaries between what is
acceptable and what is not are established and maintained. They emphasized the
importance of examining how the discourse of dis/ability constructs an individual
through the process of educational assessments, referral for psychological testing, and
labeling the individual as abnormal (Reid & Valle, 2004). Disability Studies is used to
critique the exclusionary practices that reinforce the division between those labeled
normal or abnormal. One such critique was an examination of how the norms used to
categorize what it means to be a good student distribute people along a scale that forms
hierarchies (Foucault, 1975/1995). The practice of using that scale to place students in
categories determined that ―for some to be above average, others must settle for below
average‖ (Brantlinger, 2004, p. 491). Disability Studies scholars argued that instead of
situating students along a hierarchy, educators should view difference as a natural part of
what it means to be human beings and view students as complex individuals.
Disability Studies scholars also argued for using a Universal Design model in
education. With its origins in architecture, Universal Design (UD) began a movement
toward planning spaces to be equitable for everyone instead of retrofitting access after the
fact. Jay Dolmage described the importance of UD for Disability Studies scholars as ―a
way to plan, to foresee, to imagine the future. The universal of UD also suggests that
disability is something that is always a part of our worldview‖ (2008, p. 24). In other
words, if dis/ability becomes an essential part of all educators‘ worldview, they will
design classroom spaces, curricula, and pedagogy with all students in mind. When altered
as a model for teaching instruction, Universal Design for Instruction (UDI) added ways to
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teachers to plan curricula, teaching strategies, and assessment for all students. When
teachers use a UDI model they ―encourage collaboration and cooperative learning; that
they fluctuate teaching methods and diverse media; that they allow students to share their
knowledge in a variety of ways‖ (Dolmage, 2008, p. 24). In a third alteration, Universal
Design for Learning (UDL) is a model for planning educational experiences for students
to develop as successful learners by providing multiple means of representation, multiple
means of action and expression, and multiple means of engagement (CAST, 2011).
Multiple means of representation includes providing options for how students access
information. Multiple means of action and expression include offering students multiple
ways to demonstrate their learning. Multiple means of engagement include offering
students options for accessing their interests and monitoring their own learning. Universal
Design for Learning can enhance the school experiences of not just students with
dis/abilities or those who struggle to succeed in school, but every student, by offering
learning environments, materials, and instruction in a variety of ways to meet the needs
of all kinds of learners.
Theories and Concepts of A/r/tography
As a doctoral student I learned that part of planning my dissertation research was
matching the questions I was interested in with methods that fit how I make meaning of
the world I live in and the experiences I have. In looking at the innumerable theories,
methodologies, and methods available to researchers, I had to figure out which pieces
would help me in my endeavors based on how I think and learn and communicate best. In
deciding on a methodology I had to figure out what I would need to put the pieces
together to turn a puzzle into a complete picture. Another part of planning my dissertation
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study was to anticipate how I might contribute to the fields of English education and
special education and push them in new directions. By using a/r/tography to influence
my methodology I hoped to expand the theories and knowledge bases about teachers‘
experiences of integrating visual arts into literacy curricula. In this section I explain
a/r/tography, the theories behind it, and how I see it helping me create an artistic frame to
pull many puzzle pieces into a whole picture.
A/r/tography encourages multiplicity in thinking, questioning, and understanding
(Springgay et al., 2008). One way a/r/tography focuses on multiplicity is in the meaning
of the term a/r/tography. In one sense a/r/tography is a combining of image and writing
in various ways with an emphasis on valuing both image and writing, as well as valuing
the mixture of multiple media and genres. In another sense a/r/tography takes a view of
identity in which the professional and personal roles one plays are interwoven,
specifically for those in the roles of artist, researcher, and teacher. This view of identity
as pluralistic, or identities, encourages one to see personal life and professional life as
intertwined and part of a larger whole and represents the weaving of personal and
professional with a/r/t standing for artist/researcher/teacher. Those who use a/r/tography
are ―artists-and-teachers-and-researchers who examine educational phenomenon through
an artistic understanding and inquiry process‖ (p. 87). In other words, a person
conducting educational research can be an artist and a teacher and a researcher at the
same time and can reach understandings through both artistic and inquiry processes. My
initial interest in a/r/tography was in a search for a methodology that would help me
structure my research around understanding phenomena through both scholarly writing
and creative artistic explorations and that would help me value my experiences of
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becoming an artist and teacher while I began my journey of becoming a researcher. In
learning about a/r/tography I began to explore the theories in which it is based.
A/r/tographers use complexity theories to investigate education by looking at how
the phenomena under study are part of multiple complex systems. They consider
educational environments to be ―relational, interconnected, independent living systems,
that adapt themselves to changing circumstances‖ (Springgay et al., 2008, p. 84).
A/r/tographers explore alternative metaphors, rejecting a mechanistic view of education
in order to understand the complexities of knowing, learning, and teaching. The creative
and artistic processes used to come to understandings in a/r/tography are based in six
concepts called renderings (Springgay, Irwin, & Kind, 2005).
Renderings. According to Stephanie Springgay, Rita Irwin, and Sylvia Wilson
Kind (2005), the concepts used in a/r/tography, called renderings, are considered
theoretical spaces that mediate understandings. A rendering is an act of interpretation or a
representation. The renderings outlined by Springgay and colleagues are ways of using
creative and artistic practices to theorize, interpret, and represent research
understandings. Renderings are considered methodological concepts instead of methods
because concepts are ―flexible, dynamic, and intersubjective locations through which
close analysis renders new understandings and meanings‖ (p. 898). In other words,
a/r/tographers are interested in exploring phenomena in multiple, active ways that allow
for movement in different directions, for looking from different perspectives, and for
seeking out new possibilities. What follows is a discussion of each rendering I used in my
a/r/tography: metaphor and metonymy, contiguity, and openings.
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Metaphor and metonymy. One rendering in a/r/tography is metaphor and
metonymy. According to George Lakoff and Mark Johnson (1980), the human conceptual
system is metaphorical and is how humans define their realities. Metaphor is
―understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another‖ (p. 5), such as
comparing the mind to a machine in the phrase ―Boy, the wheels are turning now!‖ (p.
27, emphasis in original). The phrase ―the wheels are turning‖ to describe a person
thinking is a comparison of how a person‘s mind works to how a machine works. This is
an example of a machine-based metaphor like those critiqued by Davis et al. (2008).
Metonymy is the use of ―one entity to refer to another that is related to it‖ (p. 35), such as
using a part to represent the whole, a producer to represent the product, or a place to
represent the institution. For example, the phrase ―he‘s got a Picasso in his den‖ (p. 38)
uses the name of the producer, the artist Picasso, to represent the product, a painting by
Picasso. In metonymy the relationships can be ―word-to-word (or image-to-word, or
image-to-image)‖ (Springgay et al., 2005, p. 904).
Metaphors and metonymy are used in a/r/tography to render a variety of concepts.
One example is using a physical object, such as a gate, to represent the concept of travel
or arrival (Irwin et al., 2009). Pauline Sameshima and Rita Irwin (2008) used the idea of
liminality, being in transition or being on a threshold, to explore in between spaces. They
described their theory of dynamic curriculum in which a liminal learning space is a
―space between or the passageway‖ with a ―multi-layered complex interplay of
dimensions which span breadth, depth, height, and time‖ (p. 2). This in between space is
a place of possibility, a place from which research may expand out in many directions.
Sameshima and Irwin each rendered the metaphor of liminal space through photography
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to explore how the arts offer ways to understand ―liminal spaces of experience‖ (p. 8),
and how representing motion, edges, and borders visually helped them understand how
―navigation through, in, or on the running passageway of constructed currere
[curriculum] is possible, always honouring difference‖ (p. 10).
Contiguity. Contiguity means adjacent, and in a/r/tography contiguity is a way to
explore multiple meanings of a concept by looking at how the placement of two things
together might add to what they could mean as a whole. Often, a broadening of possible
meanings is represented by a slash (/) ―intended to divide and double a word—to make
the word mean at least two things, but often more‖ (Springgay et al., 2005, p. 904). In the
term a/r/tography, art (image) is placed next to graphy (words) in order to represent a
bridging of image and words. But, more than setting image and words next to each other,
a contiguous rendering uses images and words to represent a doubling that can both
widen and destabilize meanings. Contiguity is meant to value what art and graphy can
mean separately side by side and intertwined, as well as what meaning can be found in
spaces between the two (Springgay et al., 2005). Rendering contiguity can bring out
multiple meanings and combinations of meanings to be viewed simultaneously, as well as
subverting other meanings. In addition to bringing together image and words,
a/r/tography also doubles art and a/r/t as an ―unfolding between process and product, text
and person, presence and absence, art and audience, teacher and student, author and
reader‖ (p. 901, emphasis in original). In other words, using the term ―a/r/t‖ represents
multiple meanings and teasing out those meanings by exploring the layers and
connections of the texts researchers produced, researchers‘ multiple identities, what
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researchers included and left out of texts, the audiences who experienced the text, and the
roles of teacher/student and author/reader.
One example of contiguity is Irwin‘s (2003) concept of in/sights, to ―open up or
unfold implicit aesthetic sensibilities held within seeing‖ (p. 64). She used the slash (/) to
represent the in-between spaces that included multiple meanings of insight, in sight, and
in/sight as ―at once looking within while seeing beyond: a delicate balance between
seeing possibilities and recognizing limitations‖ (p. 65). Irwin used the slash to double
the word ‗insight‘ to include both ‗insight‘ as a realization and being ‗in sight‘ or in view.
She used artistic practices of underpainting and overpainting to represent her metaphor
for curriculum as an ―aesthetic of unfolding in/sights‖ (p. 71).
Openings. The rendering openings, such as gaps or holes, beginnings, or
opportunities, looks for ways to expand understanding by looking for the gaps and
exploring what might be hidden. Openings look for ―attentiveness to what is seen and
known and to what lies beneath the surface‖ (Springgay et al., 2005, p. 905). Openings
are discussions of what is taken for granted as known and what else might be learned by
asking a different question. It is an invitation to explore the ―multiplicity of perceptions
held between and within sensual and textual ways of knowing. Engagement that is
between is open and porous, whereas knowing is situated within the midst and on the
edges‖ (p. 905, emphasis in original). Openings invite a/r/tographers to look in different
ways through multiple senses and textures. Patricia Leavy (2010) used a fragmented
prose or montage style to create ruptures in the dichotomies she found in her academic
experiences and to (re)assemble her a/r/t identities by ―carving poetic doorways on my
way, creating homes in an academy far from home‖ (p. 243).
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In addition, a/r/tographers play with the ambiguity
of meaning in metaphors and metonymy to create openings
and explore tensions (Sameshima, 2006). For example,
Sameshima (2006) used multiple forms of a tetrad or group
of four. She used a visual tetrad graphic of a ribbon folding
in on itself to make four points in a closed circle (see
Figure 8). The form of her poem was four groups of lines.
Figure 8. A tetrad of heart,
mind, body, and spirit.

The four sections of the poem were about the body, mind,
heart, and spirit as four parts of a whole. She used the
tetrad metaphor to represent how these ideas are ―inter-

relational, resonating, and complementary, suggesting that when this foursome dances
holistically as a collective, learning can be enhanced‖ (p. 52). Her metaphor was
represented visually in the graphic, linguistically in the content of the poem, and
structurally in the form of the poem.
The renderings (contiguity, metaphor and metonymy, and openings) that I used
are ways to think about, interpret, and theorize research through artistic and creative
practices. Of the renderings, the two I have found most in the literature were contiguity
(e.g., Irwin, 2003; Leggo, 1998; MacKenzie, 2008), and metaphor (e.g., Irwin et al.,
2009; Leggo et al., 2010; Sameshima, 2006; Sameshima & Irwin, 2008; Springgay, 2005;
Vaughan, 2009). In many of the a/r/tography studies I have read, there was not a clear
distinction made between the renderings, and in fact, I noticed attempts to show the
complexity and interrelatedness of the concepts (e.g., Irwin, 2003; Irwin et al., 2009;
Leggo et al., 2010).
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In addition, the slash (/) can be used in a combination of renderings, such as
Irwin‘s (2003) concept of in/sights, which both looked at multiple meanings of the sign
insight through contiguity and played on the metaphor of insight as both related to vision
and to understanding. I used my metaphor of artistic frames to frame in/sights (incite)
possible renderings of my research. In Chapter 3 I further describe the renderings I
developed in the study.
A/r/tography provided an important influence to frame for my study for several
reasons. First and foremost, a/r/tography has been widely used to study education and
specifically teachers‘ experiences (e.g. Irwin, 2003; La Jevic, & Springgay, 2008; Leggo
et al., 2010; Sameshima & Irwin, 2008; Springgay, 2005; Vaughan, 2009). Second,
a/r/tography encourages the use of creative products in teacher reflection and considers
using the notion of becoming teachers to frame teachers as always growing and evolving
in their practices and identities (Irwin, 2003). Third, a/r/tography‘s basis in complexity
theories of learning, knowing, and teaching (Davis et al., 2008) provided me with
multifaceted ways of viewing my research. For example, I considered images from fractal
geometry such as the Sierpinski triangle to understand that the teachers‘ experiences were
leveled sets of interactions and ideas rather than hierarchies of better and worse examples
of arts integration. Finally, the emphasis in a/r/tography on knowing through artistic
practices aligns with my theories on experience and meaning, the literature on arts
integration, and my need to conduct a research study that is designed to support and
encourage my own learning, knowing, and teaching.
In subsequent chapters of this dissertation I present the research base on which I
based this study, a discussion of my methods, a presentation of the openings that I
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developed as renderings of the analyzed data, findings representing further analysis of the
teachers‘ experiences, and a discussion. In Chapter 2, I provide a comprehensive review
of the literature on arts integration as well as the role of visual methods and the arts in
educational research. Chapter 3 details the methodology of my study in terms of the
context, participants, data collection and analysis, and the rigor and ethics to which I held
myself accountable. In Chapter 4 I present several openings that framed the teachers‘
articulations of their experiences integrating visual art for students with dis/abilities. With
Chapter 5 I present a sociocultural view of the openings that illuminated teachers‘
experiences with integration. Finally, in Chapter 6 I discuss the importance of the
teachers‘ experiences and the implications of this research for future studies in arts
integration for teachers and students.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
In Chapter 1 I introduced my interest in studying visual arts integration by high
school English teachers of students with learning dis/abilities, gave a brief overview of
my study, and explored my theoretical framework. I framed my study with the following
question: How did three high school English teachers in an independent school for
students with learning dis/abilities experience visual arts integration? In addition, in
Chapter 1 I began a discussion of how I used the metaphor of artistic frames to explore
my question in a variety of ways. I took the photograph in Figure 9 in a castle in England.
Again, illustrating my metaphor of artistic frames, the photograph shows a window
within a window. What I find interesting about this photograph is the way I framed the
image; because the outer window is out of focus, the viewer‘s gaze (Kress & van
Leeuwen, 2006) centers on the small window in the center of the image. I use this
photograph here to signify that in my literature review I
will center my reader‘s attention within a larger frame. In
Chapter 2, I discuss a review of the literature on arts
integration in literacy and the literature on a/r/tography as
an influence on my methodology.
I began my doctoral studies knowing that I wanted
to study how English language arts teachers bring arts into
their classrooms. I also knew that I was interested in how I
could capitalize on my own experiences with visual
arts and strengths in visual thinking in my research.

Figure 9. Using focus to frame a
window within a window.
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What I did not know was that I would find the areas of arts integration and arts-based
research to be very expansive and diverse. Over the past four years I compiled literature
relating to so many topics within my two areas of interest that it was often difficult to
categorize and synthesize my resources. The literature review that follows is divided into
two main sections. In the first section, I will define terms for my discussion of arts
integration and explore ways the arts are used in English classrooms. In the second
section, I will define terms related to my discussion of the visual methods and the arts in
research and explore examples of research studies using visual and artistic methods.
Defining Arts Integration in English Classrooms
In this section I will discuss definitions of the arts and integration, and narrow my
focus to visual arts integration in English language arts settings. Several important recent
volumes inform the literature on arts integration in English language arts classrooms and
how image and language relate in learning (e.g., Albers & Sanders, 2010; Connery, JohnSteiner, & Marjanovic-Shane, 2010; Flood, Heath, & Lapp, 2005, 2008). For example, in
a new volume edited by Peggy Albers and Jennifer Sanders (2010), 6 out of 13 chapters
are related to visual arts and literacy connections. The research topics related to visual
arts and the visual texts students produce include a teacher collaboration to integrate
music and visual arts into the curriculum (Berghoff, Bixler Borgmann, Helmerick, &
Thomas, 2010), reading students‘ visual texts (Albers, 2010), teaching arts-based learning
strategies in a middle school language arts class (Zoss et al., 2010), comparing students‘
composition processes for producing visual art and written texts (Sanders, 2010),
multimodal picture books (Robertson, 2010), and teaching students to read illustrations in
picture books (Martens, Martens, Croce, & Maderazo, 2010).
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The Arts
Nan McDonald and Douglas Fisher (2002) defined the arts as ―the larger
umbrella concept of all the arts as a unique discipline area‖ (p. 6) and specified that the
larger area is made up of separate disciplines of music, dance, drama, and the visual arts
(p. 6). The arts play important roles in schools and children‘s learning. According to
Elliott Eisner (2002), the arts teach how to express content and experiences, expand
imagination, look for patterns and relationships, and take an ―aesthetic perspective‖ (p.
83). The arts also provide a variety of ways to form and express understanding, offer
strategies for remembering new information and ideas, and represent meaning and
learning (Burnaford, Aprill, & Weiss, 2001).
For the purposes of this study, I narrow my review to focus on information and
studies related to integration of visual arts, as that is my area of interest. Michael Parsons
(2004) described the ideas of visual arts as ―elements and principles of design (such as
shape, color, and balance, contrast, focus)‖ (p. 786, emphasis in original) and proposed
that studying art included the substantive, the meaning students find in what art is about,
and the artistic, the qualities or characteristics of the artistic technique used to create art
(p. 787). Basing my inquiry on Elliott Eisner‘s (2001) argument that ―the arts can serve
as a core paradigm for the rest of education‖ (p.9), I review terms here used to describe
approaches to integrating curricula and some of the models used in arts integration.
Curriculum Integration
One of the problems with defining curriculum integration has been the
inconsistent use of terms for teaching multiple subject areas, and terms include
integrated, multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary, and cross-disciplinary (Grossman,
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Wineburg, & Beers, 2000). In this section I will define the terms relevant to my
discussion and describe criteria for categorizing and evaluating arts integration. Robert
Burroughs and Peter Smagorinsky (2009) described their idea of curriculum as
emphasizing ―what is learned‖ (p. 172) in and differentiated between curricula as
planned, enacted, and received. The planned curriculum includes the requirements of
state and federal governments in the form of standards and the lesson plans developed by
teachers or found by teachers in curriculum resources. The enacted curriculum is the plan
that teachers ―put into action‖ (p. 172), which may differ from the planned curriculum as
changes happen in the classroom. The received curriculum is ―how students perceive
what is presented and enacted‖ (p. 172). Burroughs and Smagorinsky also emphasized
the socializing function of curricula for schools through the hidden curriculum as the
values expressed in explicit ways as well as the null curriculum as what is left out of
curriculum (Eisner, 1994).
Gail Burnaford, Arnold Aprill, and Cynthia Weiss (2001) defined curriculum
integration as ―engaging a rich array of skills and learning strategies so that the
understandings of each content area is enriched and illuminated by the presence of other
content areas‖ (p. 10). This definition implies variety and balance in the combination of
content and skills. According to Eisner (2002), the lines between disciplines taught in
schools are drawn based on ―the disciplinary studies of university academics‖ (p. 227),
but those subject divisions are not necessary outside the university system. Thus,
organizing school subjects based on ―relationships, as well as differences, may be more
useful and therefore more meaningful‖ (p. 227). Veronica Boix Mansilla, William C.
Miller, and Howard Gardner (2000) viewed disciplines as lenses to look at the world and
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described disciplinary understandings as how students apply a specific discipline‘s
content and theories (p. 18).
A continuum of integration. Arthur Applebee, Robert Burroughs, and Gladys
Cruz (2000) situated approaches to integrating curricula on an interdisciplinary
continuum in ascending order of correlated knowledge, shared knowledge, and
reconstructed knowledge (see Figure 10). On the left of the continuum with the least
amount of cross-over of content, correlated knowledge, are curricula domains with
related subjects that keep distinct boundaries between disciplines. The symbol for parallel
lines in Figure 10 show that the related subjects are taught at separate times (Rényi,
2000). Correlated knowledge is represented by multidisciplinary curricula. In
multidisciplinary work students study the content of multiple subjects but only juxtapose
the concepts of the different fields without making connections across disciplines (Boix
Mansilla, Miller, & Gardner, 2000). In the middle of the interdisciplinary continuum
with some cross-over of content, shared knowledge, are curricula domains with concepts
in common in multiple disciplines but distinct disciplinary boundaries remain. The
intersecting lines in Figure 10 show that shared concepts are taught at the same time
(Rényi, 2000). Shared knowledge is represented by interdisciplinary curricula.
Interdisciplinary understanding relates to how students ―integrate the knowledge and
modes of thinking‖ (Boix Mansilla, et al, 2000, p. 18) from multiple disciplines through
projects and problem-solving activities reaching broader understandings of the world. In
case studies of eighth-grade social studies courses, Boix Mansilla et al. found that for
interdisciplinary curricula to be successful, three characteristics were important:
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Figure 10. Visual representation of continuum of curriculum domains.
―emphasizing knowledge use‖ (p. 26), ―treating each discipline carefully‖ (p. 27), and
planning purposeful ―interaction between disciplines‖ (p. 29).
On the right of the continuum with the most cross-over of content, reconstructed
knowledge, includes ―reconstructed curricular domains that merge concepts and
understandings across disciplines in order to create curricular conversations that go
beyond disciplinary boundaries‖ (Applebee, et al, 2000, p. 95) and disciplines are most
blended. The circle in Figure 10 shows that there are no separate boundaries between
disciplines. Reconstructed knowledge is thus represented by integrated curricula. (See
Table 1.) Based on the discussion defining categories of integration (Applebee et al.,
2000; Boix Mansilla et al., 2000; Rényi, 2000), I formulated seven factors to look at
when critiquing research and resources on integrated curricula:
1)
2)
3)
4)

How are curricular domains organized?
To what extent are discipline boundaries defined?
Where are conversations located?
How is the use and teaching of concepts and tools timed or sequenced (one at a
time or at same time)?
5) How are concepts in multiple domains related, shared, or blended?
6) How are tools and modes for thinking in multiple areas used and taught?
7) To what extent are connections made that go beyond disciplinary boundaries?
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A Continuum of Integration
How Knowledge is
How Domains and
How Disciplines
Resulting
Presented
Concepts are Used
are Used
Curricula
correlated knowledge curricular domains
remain distinct
multidisciplinary
with related subjects
disciplines
curricula
shared knowledge
curricular domains
remain distinct
interdisciplinary
with shared concepts
disciplines
curricula
reconstructed
reconstructed
disciplines are
integrated/ive
knowledge
curricular domains
most blended
curricula
with merged concepts ―conversations
that go beyond
disciplinary
boundaries‖ (p.
95)
Table 1. Interdisciplinary Continuum from Applebee, Burroughs, & Cruz (2000, p. 95).
I will explore these factors by looking at examples of approaches to arts
integration in the next section.
Approaches to Arts Integration
Eisner (2002) described the forms of arts integrated curricula as including 1)
When the arts of a particular period in history are studied to ―enrich students‘ experience
and their historical understanding‖ (p. 154); 2) When students identify the similarities
and differences among the arts by exploring the ―means employed‖ to create an artistic
piece (p. 40); 3) ―Identifying a central, key idea that a variety of fields would examine‖
(p. 155); and, 4) Problem solving ―through several disciplines, including the arts‖ (p. 40).
Depending on how these forms are implemented the first and second might correspond to
either correlated knowledge or shared knowledge and the third and fourth might
correspond to either shared knowledge or reconstructed knowledge.
In addition, Eisner‘s forms of arts integrated curricula correspond to those
described by Don H. Krug and Nurit Cohen-Evron (2000). Eisner‘s first form matches
Krug and Cohen-Evron‘s category of using the arts as resources for other disciplines that
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helps students to ―illustrate various forms of knowledge, to clarify particular subject
matter, and/or to enhance some skills‖ (p. 265), in particular reading and writing skills (p.
265). In this context, students use visuals to explore other subjects‘ content such as
visually representing their understandings of English content. Eisner‘s second form
matches interpreting subjects, ideas, or themes through the arts whereby students ―learn
to interpret artistic representations of the world‖ (p. 267). Many inquiry-based curricula
use a specific artist or piece of artwork as a centerpiece around which students can
explore a theme found across content areas. Eisner‘s third form of art integration focuses
the curriculum on a central theme that can be seen across disciplines, what Krug &
Cohen-Evron term enlarging organizing centers through the arts, where students use the
arts to make connections to other disciplines by focusing on a theme with common ties to
each discipline. Eisner‘s fourth form of art integration of problem solving through
multiple disciplines could focus curriculum on real-life issues and current events.
Understanding life-centered issues gives students the chance to look across content areas
to learn about ―personal and socially relevant ideas, issues, or problems‖ (Krug & CohenEvron, 2000, p. 268).
CAPE. One of the many organizations that have influenced research on arts
integration is the Chicago Arts Partnerships in Education (CAPE) formed in the early
1990s (Burnaford et al., 2001). CAPE brought together ―23 Chicago Public Schools, 33
professional arts organizations, and 11 community organizations‖ (p. xxxvi) to structure
school reform by bringing artists and teachers together to plan integrated instruction that
combined dance, theater, music, and visual arts with other school subjects like math,
science, history, and language study. The study presented by Burnaford et al. detailed a
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flexible model of arts integration developed by analyzing interviews with artists and
school personnel, and focus groups with students and their families, as well as student
artwork, teacher‘s curriculum artifacts, and photographs. The teaching methods text that
came out of the study provides ideas and processes for teachers and artists to develop an
arts integrated curriculum, but also tells the stories of the schools, teachers, students,
artists, arts organizations, and community organizations that worked together to improve
the schools and students‘ learning in the CAPE network. Burnaford et al. suggest
evaluating arts integration programs based on the following criteria: 1) Does it include
one or more area of dance, drama, media arts, music, or visual arts, and ―what did the arts
integration process look like?‖ (p. 234); 2) Does it include reading, writing, speaking,
listening?; 3) Does it include at least one content area of mathematics, science, social
studies?; and, 4) How did the basic skills, content areas, and art forms intersect and
interact?‖(p. 234).
Approaches to Arts Integration Literacy Curricula
After exploring several models for curriculum integration (Applebee et al, 2000;
Boix Mansilla, 2000; Rényi, 2000) and arts integration (Burnaford et al., 2001; Eisner,
2002; Krug & Cohen-Evron; 2000), I next examine studies of arts integration in English
language arts. The studies that have the most factors of integration were those that
focused the curriculum on a theme or central idea, studies focusing on meaning
construction, and then studies focusing on writing with images, and focusing on reading
with images. These studies were most likely to have reconstituted domains through
blending concepts in multiple disciplines and give fuller treatment to the tools and
methods of thinking in each discipline.
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Focusing on theme. The studies that had the most factors of integration were
those that focused the curriculum on a theme or central idea. While some offered general
models for using themes to integrate curriculum (Berghoff, Egawa, Harste, & Hoonan,
2000; Wiggins & McTighe, 2005), others gave specific examples (e.g., Albers, 2006,
2010; Chung, 2009; Katzive, 1997; Morawski, 2010; Parsons, 1998; Piro, 2001). An
example of a theme-based curriculum design program is Wiggins and McTighe‘s (2005)
Understanding by Design that suggested teachers across disciplines decide on a theme
around which to center all of their curricular units. The teachers write the theme as an
overarching idea, called an enduring understanding, and then write essential questions to
help students unpack the theme‘s concept.
Another example of a model for focusing on themes is focused studies (Berghoff
et al., 2000), which use a collaborative inquiry process for students to investigate their
own questions from as many perspectives as possible building a ―coherent network of
information‖ (p. 85). Peggy Albers‘s (2006) focused study on the Harlem Renaissance
framed preservice teachers‘ investigations of multimodal teaching methods. Michael
Parsons‘s (1998) university used the concept of hero as a key idea in which arts, language
arts, and history combined as students looked at how the concept of heroes has been
explored in history, literature, and art, researched their own heroes, wrote biographies,
and made portraits.
Identity was a common theme in studies combining literature study and visual arts
Morawski, 2010; O'Donnell-Allen & Smagorinsky, 1999; Smagorinsky & O'DonnellAllen, 1998; Zoss, Smagorinsky, & O'Donnell-Allen, 2007). Cynthia Morawski (2010)
integrated visual arts within the study of an adolescent novel which focused on the main
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character‘s ―journey of identity‖ (p. 7). Participants included 20 preservice teachers in
two undergraduate secondary English language arts methods courses. In groups of five,
the teachers made body biographies representing the character‘s transformation over the
course of the novel. The body biography included elements of the character‘s ―emotional,
physical, and cognitive self, as well as any related environmental forces‖ (p. 7). Each
group posted their body biography on the wall and talked first in the small groups about
their ideas and how they represented their ideas visually, and then presented their body
biography to the whole class. Later they responded to an open-ended questionnaire and
follow up email conversations about the experience of creating the body biography.
Morawski analyzed the teachers‘ responses to the questionnaire, but did not analyze their
body biographies as visual data.
Sometimes the theme used to structure the integration of content was historical
periods or themes (Eisner, 2002). Joseph Piro (2001) worked with The Rembrandt
Teaching Project to create an art curriculum unit guide using Rembrandt paintings and
etchings to teach about the 17th century. This interdisciplinary unit connected geometry,
economics, ecology, and geography, as well as teaching visual literacy skills. Bonnie
Katzive (1997) framed her writing curriculum around analyzing visual culture such as
photojournalism, advertising, combat art and protest art from the Vietnam War era,
looking at ―common symbols, such as flowers, doves, and the U.S. flag appear in protest
posters‖ (p. 28). She had students write lists to frame how they looked at the images to
find details for constructing their interpretations. They viewed paintings, sketched
compositions, and looked at the structure of the images. She also combined studies of
Greek mythology and history in which students created a Greek vase painting. Students
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wrote ―artist‘s statement comparing and contrasting the subject matter on his/her vase
with ancient Greek subjects, and sharing how it feels to journey 2000 years into the
future‖ (p. 29).
In another integrated unit that structured a theme around history, Beth Berghoff,
Cindy Bixler Borgmann, Melissa Helmeric, and Carol Thorne (2010) described a
collaboration among seven teachers arguing that ―a multi-modal arts-infused curriculum
better meets the needs of diverse learners‖ (p. 212). In this integrated collaborative unit
on Native American perspectives for a fifth grade teaching team, the unit design was
spearheaded by two teachers, the music and visual arts teachers, during a two week
graduate summer seminar on arts integration. When the unit was implemented with the
other fifth grade teachers, they emphasized viewing Native American tribes as a ―diverse
group of people by studying their lives from different perspectives, including the arts‖ (p.
225). Integrating content from multiple disciplines, teachers‘ instruction moved from
―interpretation (looking at artwork and discussing its meaning, listening to music or
songs, and thinking about what they communicate) to creation (making symbol shields
and calendar robes, choreographing a dance) to sharing at the exhibition‖ (p. 228,
emphasis in original). Berghoff and colleagues argued that ―shared focus and coherence
is critical to effective integrated instruction‖ (p. 230). This study stood out in that it
brought together multiple arts teachers with a grade level team of content teachers in a
coordinated effort to integrate a thematic unit across disciplines. In addition, each content
area teacher focused on interpretation, creation, and shared understandings in each
content area related to the central theme.
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Focusing on meaning construction. In addition to studies of teachers using
themes to integrate visual arts into literacy curricula, I also found studies of how students
used visual media to mediate meaning of language arts concepts and literary texts (e.g.,
O'Donnell-Allen & Smagorinsky, 1999; Smagorinsky, 2001, 2010; Smagorinsky et al.,
2007; Smagorinsky, & Coppock, 1994a, 1994b, 1995; Smagorinsky & O'Donnell-Allen,
1998; Whitin, 1996; Zoss, 2010; Zoss, & Jones, 2007; Zoss et al., 2010; Zoss et al.,
2007). Peter Smagorinsky and Cindy O‘Donnell-Allen (1998) used body biographies to
structure high school students‘ thinking about characters in Hamlet. The students worked
in groups to create life-size representations of a character using color, symbols, text, and
drawings. This assignment required students take their individual meanings of the text
and create shared meanings which were represented pictorially and linguistically.
O'Donnell-Allen and Smagorinsky (1999) also analyzed the talk of one small group of
high school senior girls during the body biography project for how they developed ―both
individual and group power‖ (p. 37) through collaboration. The findings suggested small
group work gave more tentative students opportunities to explore their ideas through
―supportive, inclusive speech‖ (p. 40). In addition, they suggested teachers demonstrate
to students their expectations for group talk (p. 41).
Another example of a teacher using drawing to mediate students‘ meaning of
literary texts is called sketch-to-stretch (Short, Harste, & Burke, 1996; Whitin, 1996), in
which students draw a visual representation of their understanding of a text, talk about
their representations, and then return to the literature to write about connections between
their drawings and their interpretations of their reading. Phyllis Whitin (1996) conducted
teacher research over the course of one school year to investigated the connection
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between sketching and writing by observing her 7th grade students‘ exploration of
sketching as a response to literature and as an authoring tool. Her classes consisted of
two periods of language arts, one for writers‘ workshop with a heterogeneous mix of
students and one for literature study with a homogeneous group of academically gifted
students. Whitin found the sketches helped students explore ideas during reading, make
connections across stories, generate ideas for writing, and learn about themselves as
learners. Students‘ talk about their sketches helped them make personal connections to
the readings, expand the meanings of their sketches, and think flexibly about how they
used and interpreted symbols in their sketches. In addition, students made connections
among the literature, art concepts, and mathematical concepts.
Focusing on writing with images. The literature on teaching writing through
visual arts included descriptions of specific projects such as reading and drawing comics,
storyboards, and graphic novels to work on writing skills (Carter, 2007; Essley, 2008;
Frey & Fisher, 2004), viewing images to enhance writing (Alejandro, 2005; Buckelew,
2003; Ehrenworth, 2003), as well as drawing with personal writing (Leggo et al., 2010;
Whitin, 1996, Underwood, 1987) and making collages for creative stories (Olshansky
1995). I also found studies from art educators using writing to help students reflect on
their artwork (Ernst, 1994; Rauch & Almond, 1997), experimental studies of drawing as a
tool for learning (Caldwell & Moore, 1991; Edens, & Potter, 2001), and teaching
methods texts that focused on writing with images (Van Horn, 2008; Walling, 2005,
2006).
James Bucky Carter (2007) used a comic book show ‘n’ tell in his writing
workshop to teach students about creating an authentic voice and editing to add details.
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Students studied both the Marvel Comics scripting style in which all of the art was
produced before the script writer came in, and the DC Comics scripting style in which the
writer completed the full script before the artist illustrated the story. Carter‘s students
wrote scripts and then switched with each other to illustrate a partner‘s script. When they
compared the end result to how they saw their stories in their heads, the students began to
understand the importance of including sensory details in their writing. According to
Nancy Frey and Douglas Fisher (2004), teaching graphic novels as a literary form for
writing instruction helped students develop both writing and reading skills. They
conducted a study on using popular culture, including graphic novels, Manga, and teen
magazines, with struggling 9th grade readers to create illustrated stories. They used
shared reading and think aloud methods to teach writing skills and found that ―students
became not only better writers but also more knowledgeable consumers of ideas and
information‖ (p. 24).
In another study in which writing and drawing were tightly intertwined, William
Underwood (1987) used the body autobiography (or biography) writing project to teach
his 8th grade students English language arts skills, such as mechanical skills, research
skills, and ―tools of expressive writing‖ (p. 44). Students used an ―outline of their body,
collage material snipped at odd moments in class, a folder of partially edited and
proofread compositions in a variety of forms, and hopefully, a stack of memorabilia
gathered at home‖ (p. 46), which they assembled onto the body outline. Underwood
found that creating body autobiographies helped students find metaphorical language ―to
express the complex, the seemingly inexpressible‖ (p. 45), intangible aspects of personal
experience.
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Focusing reading with images. I found the most studies on teaching reading with
images including drawing as a response to literature (e.g., Bussert-Webb, 2001; Essley,
2008; Wilhelm 2004; Zoss, 2010; Zoss & Jones 2007), analyzing features of visual texts
in graphic novels to improve reading skills (Frey & Fisher, 2004; Heath & Bhagat, 2005;
Jacobs, 2007), and incorporating attention to visual details while drawing and attention to
literary details in a short story (Zoss et al., 2010). Drawing as a response to literature is
one way teachers create opportunities for students to explore literary concepts visually.
Michelle Zoss and Sherelle Jones (2007) described four options for students‘ reading log
journals: 1) a flipbook depicting aspects of the book, 2) a sketch-to-stretch collection of
three drawings with written descriptions, 3) illustrations of a scene from a different
setting in which students changed the setting of the book, and 4) character illustrations in
which students changed digital photographs of themselves into book characters.
In another study of drawing as a response to literature, Kathy Bussert-Webb
(2001) problematized asking students, who were pregnant urban 6th-8th graders, to
compose self-revealing writing after her participants resisted an assignment to write their
mothers‘ biographies (p. 511). She found students‘ comfort level increased and they were
more willing to share their experiences after they completed drawings as a response to
literature (p. 512). Through analyzing students‘ drawing responses to a scary story, she
found that in their drawings students put themselves in the story. In doing this drawing
activity, students added elements to the story not in the initial text, which Bussert-Webb
surmised came from ―an unconscious desire to ‗story‘ through art‖ (p. 516). She
concluded that ―opportunities to draw rather than write their interpretations of short
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stories helped these young women overcome their reticence to personally connect with
classroom literature experiences‖ (p. 518).
In his work with seventh graders, Jeffery D. Wilhelm (2008) used visual protocols
in which students were asked to stop reading and draw their mental imagery when they
perceived strong images from the text. He taught students strategies for visualization in
reading, such as symbolic story representation, visual protocols, reading illustrated books,
illustrating books, picture mapping, and collages. He worked closely with three students
who struggled with reading and were particularly frustrated with school in general and
concluded that ―the creation of artwork provides students with concrete tools and
experiences to think with, talk about, and share‖ (p. 184).
A model of integrated literacy curricula. Michelle Zoss‘s (2009) model of
integrated literacy curricula is one that combines multiple pathways for making meaning
(Eisner, 2002), ―content consisting of texts based in language and image, and of a process
founded in transmediation and medium-specific analysis‖ (p. 193). Transmediation
(Suhor, 1984) is the act of translating knowledge from one sign system to another,
building new connections and leading to formation of new, deeper meanings. Zoss
described medium-specific analysis as a constraint (Eisner, 2002; Suhor, 1984) in that
―the analysis of texts in different sign systems requires instances of reasoning specific to
the sign system in use‖ (p. 188). In other words, when demonstrating how to interpret a
short story, teachers use the language of elements of story, such as plot, character, and
setting. However, when analyzing a painting, teachers use the elements of design as
analytic tools, such as line, form, color, and value. In order to use the analysis tools
specific to the medium under study, students need to learn to analyze and express
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meanings in multiple sign systems, and in the case of image-analysis, students need the
elements and principles of design. This model of integrated literacy curricula also
considers medium-specific analysis for images as an affordance (Eisner, 2002; Suhor,
1984) in that it provides ―the opportunity to teach adolescents about perceiving the
different kinds of texts they encounter in and out of school‖ (Zoss, 2009, p. 188) and
expanding their literacy practices. This model could be an avenue for teachers to create
reconstructed knowledge (Applebee et al., 2000) through combining images and language
and blending the domain concepts of visual arts and literacy.
In the first part of my literature review I have explored literature on arts
integration through focusing on a theme or central idea, studies focusing on meaning
construction, and then studies focusing on writing with images, and focusing on reading
with images. In addition to visual arts as a pedagogical tool, Richard Hickman (2007)
argued for visual arts as a research tool and suggested a potential research question is ―to
what extent can visual art forms provide insights into teaching and learning which go
beyond that provided by written text?‖ (p. 322). In part two of my literature review, I
explore the role of visual methods and artistic approaches to research.
Defining the Role of Visual Methods and the Arts in Research
This section explores literature on both visual methods and artistic approaches to
research. Several important edited volumes have been published that include
explorations of the role of visual research methods and the arts in qualitative research
across a wide range of fields (e.g., Denzin & Lincoln, 2000, 2005; Hesse-Biber & Leavy,
2004; Knowles & Cole, 2008), in fields specifically interested in visual and artistic
methods, such as visual ethnography (Pink, Kurti, & Afonso, 2004), social semiotics
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(e.g., Albers, 2009, 2010; Jewitt & Kress, 2003; Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006; Norris,
2004; Pahl & Rowsell, 2010), and arts based educational research (Cahnmann-Taylor &
Siegesmund, 2008). I am also especially interested in one area of arts based educational
research called a/r/tography (Irwin, & de Cosson, 2004; Irwin & Springgay, 2008;
Springgay et al., 2008). This section will focus on the literature related to methods I plan
to use in my study, photo elicitation, visual narrative, and a/r/tographic renderings.
Visual Methods in Research
Many researchers in social sciences and education use photography and film for
visual ethnography (e.g., Coover, 2004; Harper, 2000, 2003; Pink, 2004). Douglas Harper
(2000) described four paradigms of visual methods of social research as 1) Empirical in
which the photograph is a captured moment; 2) Narrative in which photographs are used
to tell stories; 3) Photo elicitation in which a researcher presents informants with an
image in order to elicit their explanations; and, 4) Phenomenological mode in which
photographs capture artistic or emotional expressions. In this section I focus on narrative
and photo elicitation as two areas of the literature I have explored.
Visual narrative. According to Roderick Coover (2004), ethnographers can
compare photographs taken in the field with field notes and interviews in order to ―tell a
story‖ (p. 199) about the research context, participants, and experiences, as well as
sequencing photographs to form a visual narrative. Gillian Rose (2001) suggested that in
visual narrative analysis, there are three sites of meaning making for an image, the
context of production, the image, and its audiencing. The context of production includes
the situation in which the image-maker produced the image, the process the image-maker
used to produce the image, and the social, historical, and political context of the image.
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Analysis of the image looks at 1) What does the image include?; 2) How are the
component parts arranged?; 3) How are techniques and color used?; and, 4) What story
might it suggest? The audiencing of an image examines the contexts in which audiences
view an image and how different audiences at different times respond to the image (Rose,
2001; Riessman, 2008). While some researchers use visual narrative analysis to ―tell a
story with images, others tell a story about images that themselves tell a story‖
(Riessman, 2008, p. 141, emphasis in original). The difference lies in whether the
researcher combines images to tell a story visually, or tells a story verbally about how
images were made and viewed, or what they mean. Images are also used in interviews as
visual prompts to elicit responses.
Photo elicitation. In photo elicitation researchers use photographs as discussion
prompts for interviews (e.g., Aldridge, 2007; Faulstich Orellana, 1999; Harper, 2002;
Jorgenson & Sullivan, 2009; Moss, 2001; Twine, 2006). The photographs may be taken
by the researcher (Harper, 2002), taken by the participants (Aldridge, 2007; Faulstich
Orellana, 1999; Moss, 2001), chosen by participants from personal photo archives
(Twine, 2006), or collected from public photo archives (Harper, 2003). Two interesting
examples of photo elicitation studies have been used to explore race and intimacy
(Twine, 2006) and children‘s home literacy practices (Moss 2001). France Winddance
Twine used photo elicitation interviews for a visual ethnographic case study of one
family within a longitudinal study on race and intimacy in British interracial families.
Twine and her informant counted and discussed 500 photographs from family albums.
Twine then used comparative analysis to examine her informant‘s narratives of family
albums to look at how she negotiated race, how her narratives changed over time, and the
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tensions between the visual representations of family in the photos and the narratives she
revealed in conversations. Twine found that over time her informant‘s narratives revealed
―What stories stayed outside the frame?‖ such as the problems she and her husband had
before they were married and the tensions between the families-in-law. She concluded
that photo elicitation interviews were an effective to method to analyze how her
participant narrated her experience over time.
Gemma Moss (2001) used photo elicitation to investigate children‘s home
literacy. She gave the children in her study cameras, after providing instruction on using
the camera, to record how reading was embedded in their everyday activities at home. In
reading the photos Moss looked at: 1) The context of what is recorded, the setting of
photo (where, when, how, what activity, what relationships are evident); 2) The
composition of pictures, their place in longer sequence of images, who took them, and
who is featured; 3) What is striking? What conventions were used, such as framing and
posing?; and, 4) What was not included in images? Moss found that some of the
photographs were taken by the children of family members reading materials such as
newspapers, while other photographs were taken of the children reading by another
person. Some children also took photographs of print in their home environments such as
the posters decorating their walls. Moss concluded that schools should support children
reading a wide range of texts.
According to Harper (2002), an advantage of photo elicitation is that it ―mines
deeper shafts into a different part of human consciousness than do words-alone
interviews‖ (p. 23). I believe his view is in line with John-Steiner‘s (1995, 1997) work in
that Harper‘s comment alludes to the idea that visual stimuli in interviews allows the
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researcher and informant to think visually and prompt responses beyond what is possible
with verbal language alone. In addition, Harper‘s comment is in line with Smagorinsky
and Coppock‘s (1994a, 1994b, 1995) argument that in stimulus recall interviews new
meaning is constructed through the interactions among the researchers, informants, and
stimuli. In addition to photography as a means of documenting research and prompting
responses in interviews, photography and other visual texts are also framed as creative
constructions in arts based educational research.
The Arts in Educational Research
According to Graeme Sullivan (2005), Arts Based Educational Research (ABER)
was influenced by John Dewey‘s (1980/1934) concept of an experience and the work of
Elliott Eisner (1998) at Stanford University. While researchers have been using arts in
research since the 1970s, one important breakthrough came when Elliot Eisner held the
first Arts-Based Research Institute for the American Educational Research Association
(AERA) at Stanford University in 1993. In the 1990‘s researchers began to explore the
use of multiple forms for research including ―narrative writing, autobiography, dance and
movement, reader‘s theater, multi-media, hypertext, visual arts, photography, music,
poetry, and creative non-fiction (among others)‖ (Sinner, Leggo, Irwin, Gouzouasis, &
Grauer, 2006, p. 1226). As ABER has evolved into a ―distinctive inquiry tradition‖
(Piantanida, McMahon, & Garman, 2003, p. 184) some researchers have called for a
―map of the discourses‖ (p. 187) as a way to formulate talk about the nature of ABER,
how it should be judged, who gets membership to the discourse community that has those
discussions.
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While some theorists and researchers have argued for setting parameters for what
is considered arts-based research (Piantanida et al., 2003), others caution against only
fitting arts practices into traditional qualitative research paradigms (Sullivan, 2006).
Patrick Slattery (2003) argued against being labeled as either artist, researcher, or
educator because identities cannot be pulled apart by categories, and attempting to use
such artificial borders leads to marginalization of those who do not fit in nice neat boxes.
He advocated for ―multiplicity in educational research‖ (p. 194) as a way to avoid strict
categorization. The multiplicity Slattery argued for has been a focus of a/r/tography,
which I discuss next.
A/R/Tography
The methodology called a/r/tography (Irwin, & Springgay, 2008; Springgay et al.,
2005, 2008) recognizes the complex and simultaneous identities of being an artist,
researcher, and teacher. The term a/r/tography, coined by Rita Irwin and her colleagues
(e.g., de Cosson, Grauer, Irwin, & Kind, 2005; Irwin, 2003; Irwin & de Cosson, 2004;
Irwin et al. 2009; Irwin & Springgay, 2008; Kind et al., 2005, 2007; La Jevic &
Springgay, 2008; Leggo et al., 2010; Sameshima, 2006; Sameshima & Irwin, 2008;
Sinner, et al. 2006; Springgay et al., 2005, 2008; Springgay, Irwin, Leggo, & Gouzouasis,
2008), first appeared in the research literature in 2003 (Sullivan, 2005). According to
Graeme Sullivan (2006), a/r/t identities combine when the ―Artist en-acts and embodies
creative and critical inquiry; the Researcher acts in relation to the culture of the research
community; and the Teacher re-acts in ways that involve others in artistic inquiry and
educational outcomes‖ (p. 25, emphasis in original). In other words, a/r/tography is
about coming to understandings about teachers, students, education, curriculum, and
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pedagogy through research using creative and artistic means and participating in
communities of learning. Anita Sinner, Carl Leggo, Rita Irwin, Peter Gouzouasis, and Kit
Grauer (2006) explained that using expressive strategies created space for the
artist/researcher/teacher to actively engage in critical reflection of research and teaching.
A/r/tography has been used to research a variety of phenomena. In research of
teacher preparation a/r/tography has framed the use of visual journals (La Jevic &
Springgay, 2008; Lymburner, 2004; Naths, 2004), artist-in-residence programs (de
Cosson et al., 2005), and using poetry to disrupt how student teachers‘ identities are
formed in schools (Leggo, 1998). A/r/tography has also framed studies of teacher‘s
experiences of an artist-in-residence programs for in service professional development
(Kind et al., 2007) and to study curriculum and pedagogy issues in K-12 education (Kind
et al., 2005; Leggo et al., 2010; Springgay, 2005; Vaughn, 2009). A/r/tography can also
be used as a way to explore students‘ knowledge about a concept and expand their
thinking, such as exploring relationships between space, corporeality, and subjectivity
(Springgay, 2005).
Exploring identity. In a study looking at the role artists-in-residence play in the
formation of teachers‘ and teacher candidates‘ pedagogy, Alex de Cosson examined his
roles as researcher, artist-in-residence, and sculptor while making environmental art (de
Cosson et al., 2005). The sculptures provided space for de Cosson, the teachers, and
teacher candidates to reflect on how identity is constructed in school spaces and how that
identity construction might be different for those who are artists, researchers, and
teachers. A/r/tography has also framed studies of academic identities through a variety of
creative and artistic practices including 1) a poetic and visual inquiry of visual identity in
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university professors‘ visual re/presentations of self (Blaikie, 2009); 2) a performance
piece deconstructing the researcher‘s experience of feeling silenced by colleagues
because of her use of artistic research methods (Mackenzie, 2008); 3) a reader‘s theater
script examining questions of whose research is legitimized in academia and who gets to
teach research (McMillan & Price, 2010); and, 4) a poetic inquiry of the multiple
meanings of silence (Leggo, 2007).
Studying the Self. Many researchers use a/r/tography for self-study and
autoethnography (Bickel, 2006, 2008; Irwin & de Cosson, 2004; Leavy, 2010;
Lymburner, 2004; McMillan & Price, 2010; Naths, 2004). An example of this is Barbara
Bickel‘s (2006) autoethnographic self-study in which she used ritualistic gesture and
photography to create an art installation exhibit documenting her exploration of the
―inner collaborative relationships‖ (p. 86) between her identity as artist, researcher, and
teacher. Her process included taking digital photographic documentation of a
performance, creating a gallery installation, and observing the audience as they passed
through the floor installation throughout a week long exhibit. Her essay described each
step, her decisions throughout the process, and her impressions. The essay also featured
photographs of Bickel in the floor installation, some of the artwork included in the
exhibit, and a poem reflecting on the study.
Mapping journeys. Through a study of community engaged art projects Irwin
and colleagues (2009) explored the concept of place with migrant families and what it
means to ―feel at home‖ (p. 62). A large gate was created as a visual narrative
representing each participating family‘s immigration experience compiled based on
interviews with the families, images families collected representing their respective
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journeys, the field notes and photographs of the researchers, and art work made related to
the project. Each of the gates was arranged as a procession, an aesthetic cartography, or
―walking form of mapping and creating community‖ (p. 62) representing the community
of immigrants and the commonalities and diversities of experience, a storied evocation.
The act of walking through the procession of gates became a/r/tographic cartography in
which they ―use their bodies to define spatial relationships within the community orients
them to movement through objects and places‖ (p. 68). They used the symbol of the gate
as image-based symbols of each family‘s experiences through visual narrative. By
walking through the visual narratives the movement is both figurative and literal in that
the viewer‘s path represents the family‘s immigration to the United States as well as the
movement through time and space. This type of exploration of experience and place
could be used in English as a Second Language curricula as a means for students with
limited English proficiency to share their experiences with their school community and to
empower them through visual arts which do not need a common (verbal) language to
understand.
Choosing visual and artistic methods. A/r/tography appealed to me and became
an influence on my research methodology for this study because it offered a ―multiplicity
of ways of encountering and representing experience‖ (Sullivan, 2005, p. 60). It allowed
me to use both visual arts and writing to come to new understandings about teaching an
integrated visual arts and literacy curriculum, and provided artistic frames for conducting
research in ways that recognized my multiple identities as an artist/researcher/teacher. In
addition to a/r/tographic renderings, I also chose to use photo elicitation and visual
narrative. Photo elicitation provided a visual structure to my final interview with teachers
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to ask about their classroom experiences and reflections on the photographs. Visual
narrative allowed me to bring the teachers discussions together with the photographs and
the visual texts they created in the interviews to mediate my understanding. The
combination of visual narrative and a/r/tographic renderings helped me combine the three
teachers‘ experiences to explore my understandings of the research.
In my first chapter I framed my study of visual arts integration by high school
English teachers of students with learning dis/abilities in theories of complexity, meaning
making, experience, dis/ability studies, and a/r/tography. In the second chapter I explored
the literature on visual arts integration and the arts in educational research. In the next
chapter I outline my methodology, detailing the specifics of my research study.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
I studied high school English teachers of students with learning dis/abilities who
used arts integration because I wanted to find out how they experienced using arts in
English and what their experiences meant to them in order to understand why certain
experiences stood out for the teachers as important. In this chapter I provide an overview
of a/r/tography as an influence on my methodology and the specific methods I used
throughout my study.
A/r/tography: Understanding Teachers’ Experiences
A/r/tography is a methodology that came out of Arts Based Educational Research
(ABER) beginning with the work of Rita Irwin and her colleagues (de Cosson et al.,
2005; Irwin, 2003; Irwin & de Cosson, 2004; Irwin et al. 2009; Irwin & Springgay, 2008;
Kind et al., 2005, 2007; La Jevic & Springgay, 2008; Leggo et al., 2010; Sameshima,
2006; Sameshima & Irwin, 2008; Sinner, et al. 2006; Springgay et al., 2005, 2008). One
area of interest for a/r/tographers is in examining the complex and simultaneous identities
of being an artist, researcher, and teacher (Springgay et al., 2005, 2008). A/r/tographers
also use complexity theories (Davis et al., 2008) to investigate education by looking at
how the phenomena under study are part of multiple complex systems and incorporate a
rhizomatic (Deleuze & Guattari, 1983) view of education instead of a unidirectional
linear model in search of alternative metaphors that allow for multiplicity in thinking,
questioning, and understanding through renderings (Springgay et al., 2005, 2008). A
rendering is an act of interpretation or a representation. Renderings provide ways to
reflect, interpret, theorize, and represent research through artistic and creative practices
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and are considered methodological concepts or theoretical spaces that mediate
researchers‘ understandings of their studies (Springgay et al., 2005, 2008). The
renderings described in Chapter 1 consist of contiguity, metaphor and metonymy, and
openings.
For my study, a/r/tography influenced my methodology and suggested ways for
using expressive strategies of making images to reflect on my research of teaching and to
investigate my study through multiple, active ways that allow for movement in different
directions, looking from different perspectives, and seeking out new possibilities. I
believed these strategies were appropriate for my study because a/r/tography is about
coming to understandings about teachers, students, education, curriculum, and pedagogy
using creative and artistic means. I hoped to expand the use of a/r/tography studies of
teachers‘ experiences (e.g. Irwin, 2003; Kind et al. 2007; La Jevic, & Springgay, 2008;
Leggo et al., 2010; Sameshima & Irwin, 2008; Springgay, 2005; Vaughan, 2009) to
include the experiences of teachers in the unique context of my study as an independent
school for students with learning dis/abilities. The strong emphasis on valuing artistic and
creative practices as important ways to theorize educational research allowed me to
capitalize on both my strengths in visual thinking (John-Steiner, 1997) and my past
experiences with arts-based practices (Zoss, 2009); and the a/r/tography emphasis also
served as a means for mediating my meanings and understandings throughout my
research process.
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Context
Marian Academy
The research site was a small independent school located in a city in the United
States. Marian Academy (all names are pseudonyms) specialized in teaching students
with learning dis/abilities and differences by providing differentiated instruction focused
on student needs. The school‘s philosophy highlighted methods of instruction focusing on
students‘ individual learning styles through curricula integrating subject content and
study skills for depth of understanding. Teachers were encouraged to integrate arts into
curriculum and provide multiple ways for students to express themselves. Class sizes
were kept small in order to allow for more individualized attention from the teachers, and
many of the classes also utilized support teachers. During the 2010-2011 school year,
238 students were enrolled at the school in kindergarten through twelfth grade and almost
100 faculty and staff were employed at the school. Student demographic information can
be found in Appendix A.
The campus included a main school building, gym and soccer field, a playground,
and a business office. The main building had three floors with the lower school and
middle school on the first floor, high school on the second floor, and a library on the third
floor. The high school floor included nine classrooms, a teachers‘ lounge, student locker
area, kitchen, and student lounge where students ate lunch and socialized.
Participants
The teachers in this study included the three high school English teachers at the
research site. The teachers were chosen using purposeful, criterion sampling (Merriam,
2009) when they self-identified as secondary English teachers of students with learning
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dis/abilities who were interested in teaching with arts-based methods and in participating
in a study of teaching experiences.
Elise. Elise was a 57-year-old Caucasian woman with a Bachelors of Arts degree
in English and a Masters of Arts degree in Teaching in English Education. In the initial
interview she described her teacher education preparation as an excellent program in
conjunction with a reading center. She elaborated that in the late 1970s research was
going in the direction of reading, and in her masters program she tutored in the reading
center with a variety of different types of readers working on phonological processing,
comprehension, and also speed reading, which she said ―has kind of gone out the
window.‖ Elise taught at Marian Academy for 27 years starting in 1978 with a five year
break when her children were young. While the main courses she taught were high school
English and writing lab, she has also taught yearbook and middle school writing lab
classes. She also taught American history and biology in the early days of the school
when a lot of teachers taught outside their content areas. In addition, Elise served on
Marian Academy‘s reaccreditation committee in 2002 and 2005, preparing reports to
present to the regional school accreditation association.
When asked if she identified herself as having a dis/ability or a family member
with a dis/ability she stated:
I think every one learns differently. That‘s one of the things about working
in this job is you‘re very aware that everyone, myself included, has
strengths in learning and not so strong areas. In my family, I have a
brother whose never been diagnosed, but I‘m almost certain he is, what we
would say, on the autism spectrum. And, my dad, I believe, had some
early reading issues, again never diagnosed. And, definitely my son has
some writing learning differences. He‘s very good at thinking, but it‘s
hard for him to get his ideas down on paper.
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Elise‘s quote demonstrated that she had previous experiences with people who struggled
with learning. She went on to explain her view that her experiences with family members
who struggled in academic areas gave her insights into her students‘ struggles.
When asked if she identified herself as a creative person and to describe her
creative outlets Elise said:
I definitely believe I have a creative side…And I‘ve written a couple of
books that are nonfiction, more scholarly historical, but I‘m working on
some historical fiction now. So I really like the idea of blending history
with the creative story. I‘m not an artist at all, but I really enjoy going to
museums, and I‘m not a singer at all but really enjoy music, so more in the
appreciation area.
Marlena. Marlena was a 28-year-old Caucasian woman with a Bachelors of Arts
degree in English, and at the time of the study she was halfway through a Masters of
Education degree in English Education. After completing her undergraduate degree she
worked as a tutor at Lindamood-Bell for ten months receiving training in the reading
programs. Lindamood-Bell was a private tutoring program that explicitly taught students
to visualize by associating a word with its meaning and context of use. Starting at Marian
Academy in fall 2005, Marlena taught literacy lab in the lower school for two years, and
then in the middle school and high school for one year. Literacy lab included one-on-one
and small group instruction in reading. She began teaching high school English in 2008
after completing an alternative certification program. The certification program was a
collaborative effort between a university and a local private school (different than Marian
Academy) to provide coursework and field experiences for initial certification.
When asked if she identified herself as having a dis/ability or a family member
with a dis/ability she stated:
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I have spina bifida, and my brother and my mother have it as well. For me
it‘s not a big deal, but my brother had a lot of surgeries, has been in a
wheelchair and had braces on his legs. So, I feel that a lot of times I can
relate to students going through hardships because of growing up with my
brother. I also feel that I can relate to my population of students with
language learning disabilities … sometimes when I struggled with things,
especially in lower school, I always had to get extra help and stay in from
recess…
When asked if she identified herself as a creative person and to describe her
creative outlets she said:
I would consider myself a creative person, not that I have any specific
talents, like you know, I‘m definitely not going to be an artist; I‘m
definitely not going to be the next hit on Broadway, maybe in my mind.
But I have a hard time shutting my brain off, I‘m trying to go to sleep and
I‘m thinking ―Well, this worked in class, but this didn‘t, and this worked
for this student, but didn‘t work for that student.‖ And, how can I bring
more of the visual arts into the class to help them? Because I know I‘m a
visual learner, so I can understand that if the kids are only ever hearing
things or maybe seeing written language, it‘s not gonna click for them. But
I also really enjoy that because it helps me understand things better too.
Sarah. Sarah was a 30-year-old Caucasian woman with a Bachelors of Arts
degree in English with a concentration in creative writing, and a Masters of Fine Arts
degree in children‘s and young adult literature. She began working at Marian Academy
in 2007 as a support teacher in the high school teaching the yearbook class and assisting
the high school faculty. For two years, she taught yearbook and one writing lab class. At
the time of the study, she was in her first year with a full course load teaching English,
writing lab, and yearbook. While she did not have teacher certification, she had taken and
passed the state certification exams for English in case she decided to complete a
certification program in the future.
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When asked if she identified herself as having a dis/ability or a family member
with a dis/ability she stated ―not documented, but I know I flip numbers, a little bit of
dyslexia, especially as I‘ve gotten older, and I noticed as an older teenager.‖
When asked if she identified herself as a creative person and to describe her
creative outlets she said ―creative writing and drama in high school. I still enjoy doing
plays with English classes and reading parts. I enjoy making things, I mean I‘m not super
crafty, but drawing can be relaxing.‖ For her graduate thesis she wrote a 150-page novel
for a young adult audience. When asked to describe her experience of writing a novel she
stated ―It went well. I got to see how much work a novel can actually take. It was a good
experience, definitely.‖
The High School Curriculum
The Marian Academy high school teachers‘ planned curriculum (Burroughs &
Smagorinsky, 2009) rotated through a year of American studies and two years of world
studies framed in a different theme each year. For the 2010-2011 school year the
curriculum related to American history and literature centered on the theme of
consumerism. All the high school teachers used the theme of consumerism to merge
concepts from each content area course and make connections across disciplines with the
intent to integrate their curricula to the greatest extent possible. According to the
continuum of curriculum domains established by Applebee et al. (2000) and discussed at
length in Chapter 2, integrated curriculum creates reconstructed knowledge by merging
concepts, redefining domains, and stretching beyond the boundaries of content area
course divisions. While the high school teachers planned to get as close as possible to an
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integrated curriculum, their courses remained bounded in domains of distinct content area
courses.
American Literature Curricula. The high school English teachers at Marian
Academy, Elise, Marlena, and Sarah, organized their American literature units in
chronological order and focused on the theme of consumerism (see Appendix B). All
three teachers taught The Crucible (1952, Miller) and Transcendental essays in the fall
and a major research paper in the spring. In addition, each teacher added some pieces of
literature that only her classes studied. Elise taught The Light in the Forest (Richtor,
1953), literature excerpts from the turn of the century about the Chicago World Fair, and
the 1930‘s Radio Hour. In addition, Elise had a separate curriculum for her senior English
class that included memoirs, coming of age novels, science fiction short stories, and a
focus on research paper writing over the course of the year. Marlena taught Gothic short
stories of Edgar Allen Poe, The Great Gatsby (Fitzgerald, 1925) and How to Succeed in
Business without Really Trying (Mead, 1952). Sarah taught the play Death of a Salesman
(Miller, 1949), and Catcher in the Rye (Salinger, 1951). Sarah also taught two writing lab
classes that studied a variety of writing genres. In addition to the core texts, the teachers
taught vocabulary, reading strategies, grammar, and composition.
Weaving in the arts. Almost every unit of study or lesson the high school
English teachers talked about had some form of arts integration. They blended visual arts,
drama, music, and film seamlessly into each literature unit. Some units or lessons focused
more on one art form than the others, while some units interwove several different art
forms simultaneously. For example, Sarah‘s students completed a culminating project on
Catcher in the Rye with choices for creative products including making a playlist of
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songs, drawing a graphic novel, making a PowerPoint of photographs, and writing a
creative short story. I was fascinated by the teachers‘ multilayered, multipurpose use of
all of the art forms, but alas, needed to hone in on the art form I set out to learn about for
the purposes of my dissertation. Since the focus of this study was to understand how
teachers experienced blending English content with visual arts, Chapters 4 and 5 focus on
the visual, except where multiple forms of arts were so woven together that the teachers‘
images or responses did not differentiate between forms.
Teachers used visual art in multiple ways, including using images to introduce a
new topic, photography writing, and vocabulary drawings. In addition, teachers
encouraged students to volunteer as a class sketch artist, had students create character
body biographies, symbol collages, and sketch-to-stretch drawings. While I explore the
teachers‘ arts integration in detail in Chapters 4 and 5, I provide three quick examples
below.
Vocabulary drawings. All three teachers encouraged students to use drawing in
vocabulary study. In this context, drawing was a mediational activity (Smagorinsky,
2001; Wertsch, 1991) for forming associations between word meaning and context of
use. Marlena stated her purpose in having students draw pictures on vocabulary
flashcards was to support their understanding (see figure 11). She said that when students
write the word on one side and draw a picture on the back with the definition ―they start
to associate the word with the picture. And, when they see the word somewhere, they‘ll
pull that picture up in their minds. That picture will explain to them the definition.‖ In
addition to traditional paper flashcards, Elise explained that many students used Quizlett,
an Internet program for making flashcards, which allowed students to add a picture to
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each flashcard. Elise lead class discussions about
the visual strategies students preferred, and stated
―I tell them what my favorites are, like with the
‗strata‘ meaning layer, I picture a layer cake with
the word strata‖ (see Figure 11). By sharing her
own visual strategies for learning vocabulary,
Elise modeled how to make meaning of new

Figure 11. Drawing from field
notes of layer cake for root
‗strata.‘

vocabulary words.
Both Sarah and Elise stressed the importance of allowing students choice in
methods for learning vocabulary. When Sarah had students make vocabulary flashcards
to help them remember new words, she gave them the option of either drawing pictures
or writing sentences with each word. She said it was important to give students the choice
because ―some really did not want to draw, but some always want to draw a picture.‖
Elise described her vocabulary discussions as a brainstorming activity ―because so many
of our students learn in so many different ways. I try not to make it, ‗you must do this‘ or
‗you must do that,‘ but ‗here are some choices.‘‖ In a Universal Design for Learning
(UDL) model of differentiation, offering choice and autonomy are important aspects of
multiple means of engagement (CAST, 2011). Helping students figure out which
strategies work best for them provides them with opportunities to learn self-regulation
and self-advocacy.
Class sketch artist. One way that the high school English teachers provided
images for students was by encouraging students who identified themselves as artistic to
draw images for the class. Sometimes the images were quick drawings on the whiteboard,
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such as when Elise had a class artist draw a map of Salem Village to illustrate the setting
of The Crucible. She said being the class artist is ―a great role for students, and it really
does help people who are not as visually strong to really see how things kind of connect
together.‖ The student-made drawings were used as provisional texts (Smagorinsky,
2001) to make meaning of the literature read. The class artist played the role of more
capable peer (Vygotsky, 1978) by providing an illustration and verbal explanation of
course content and modeling how to form a mental picture from a reading passage.
Collage.For Marlena‘s unit on the Great Gatsby students assembled small
collages to represent a symbol they were assigned to track on a graphic organizer.
Students used old manila folders as the base of the collage and cut images out of
magazines to represent the symbol. They presented their findings about the symbol‘s use
in the novel and their collages to the class. To discuss her experiences of using visual arts
during the first interview, Marlena presented samples of student collages and explained
what students did for the assignment. For example, one student tracked the use of the
color the white as a symbol. Marlena explained that:
not only did [the student] focus on getting things that were white, but she
tried to hone in on things that were white in the novel. This woman was
supposed to be Daisy, who often dressed in white. This house was
supposed to be the old like Colonial style mansion, also white. This
picture of all these women in white is a throwback from the 1920s. And,
so she imagined that this was the picture of Daisy on her wedding day,
because there‘s a flashback to Daisy in her wedding dress in the book.
Marlena‘s description above recognized that her student had a more nuanced
understanding of how the color white was used as a symbol for the character Daisy in the
novel. The student represented actual people and places in the novel that were described
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as being white, but also connected the character of Daisy with the white of her wedding
dress and the concept it symbolized in the novel.
Establishing Entry into the Field
I had a relationship with the teachers at Marian Academy for several years before
I began my doctoral work. Knowing that the teachers there valued arts integration, I
designed my dissertation study to align with Herbert Rubin and Irene Rubin‘s (2005)
discussion of the importance of building trust with people one would like to include in a
research study. To gain access to the school for research purposes, I spoke informally to
the teachers about my proposal and asked them to self-identify if they were interested in
participating in the study. I requested permission from the professional development
committee, which included three principals, the head of school, and the school
psychologist. I provided them with a research proposal summarizing my prospectus
document. When the professional development committee approved my proposal, they
provided me with a letter stating their approval of my study to submit with my IRB
protocol.
Timeline for the Study
The timeline for my study spanned from May 2011 through March 2012. (see
Appendix C). I received IRB approval in late April and the data collection occurred
between May and August. In May, I conducted the first set of individual interviews,
conducted participant observations, and collected field notes and sketches, photographs,
and artifacts. In late July, I conducted the arts-based focus group interview with all three
teachers, and in early August, I conducted the second set of individual interviews as
stimulated recall interviews. The individual interviews were audio-recorded and the arts-
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based focus group interview was video-recorded and audio-recorded. Data analysis was
ongoing and recursive throughout the study. Interviews were transcribed and analyzed
between May and December. I began analyzing field notes, sketches, photographs, and
artifacts in May, returning to them again after the interviews were analyzed. I used artsbased activities for analyzing, theorizing, and representing the study, such as creating
visual journals (La Jevic & Springgay, 2008; Lymburner, 2004; Naths, 2004), which
were ongoing throughout data collection, analysis, and representation. I describe my use
of visual journals later in this chapter.
Data Collection
I collected multiple sources of data to explore a variety of perspectives and ways
of making meaning. Data sources included field notes and memos, drawings of visual
notes and maps, images created by teachers, photographs taken during observations,
artifact data consisting of documents such as teachers‘ lesson plans and hand outs, an
initial individual interview with each teacher, an arts-based focus group interview with all
three teachers together, and a stimulus response interview conducted individually.
Following Eisner‘s (2002) argument that ―meaning is not limited to what words can
express‖ (p. 230), I believed my interpretations of the teachers‘ experiences were more
fully expressed by including opportunities for the teachers‘ visual, gestural, and verbal
expression. I took this position based on three theories. First, I used the theory of
cognitive pluralism (John-Steiner, 1995, 1997), in which people think and express
meaning in multiple ways as a means for analyzing how teachers express their
experiences through visual, gestural, and verbal means in social interactions. These
interactions potentially benefited their reflections and enhanced the meanings I made as
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the researcher. Second, I considered the use of visual, gestural, and verbal expression as
mediating both the teachers‘ and my meaning-making (Smagorinsky, 2001). In other
words, the teachers and I made meaning together by sharing our ideas through images,
gesture, and talk. Third, a/r/tography influenced my methodology by valuing use of a
variety of artistic and creative means to both gather and interpret data. This means that
a/r/tography gave me a way to think about how I understand the world and this study by
viewing images, forming mental pictures, and creating my own visual representations of
my ideas.
Participant Observation and Field Notes
In May I took field notes as part of my data collection in each teacher‘s room. I
spent one to two class periods a day with each teacher. While observing their instruction,
I spent a total of 20 hours with each teacher. The observation schedule took into account
the school calendar and worked around the hectic nature of the end of the school year
(see Table 2).

Daily Observation Plan: High School English Teaching Schedule
Time
Elise
Marlena
Sarah
8:00-8:30
Planning
Planning
Planning
1
8:30-9:20
*
2
9:25-10:15
*
Break
3
10:30-11:20
*Before May 18
*After May 18
4
11:25-12:15
*May 2-10, 23-24 *May 11-19
Lunch
5
12:45-1:35
Planning
Planning
Yearbook
6
1:40-2:30
*
2:30-3:00
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
3:00-4:00
Planning
Planning
Planning/Tutoring
Table 2. Observation schedule. *Observed classes highlighted by color for each teacher.
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Through participant observation (Dewalt & Dewalt, 2002), ranging from
moderate to active levels of participation, I took field notes in a research journal to
document the day-to-day progress of my research, how I made my research decisions,
what I noticed, and questions I had. My active participation included assisting the teacher
with a lesson or helping a student with an assignment as needed. I helped with daily
routines such as checking that students wrote homework in their planners. The
observations provided me with context for interpreting the teachers‘ reflections on their
arts integration. For example, I saw firsthand how images were used on a day-to-day
basis. I noticed details in observing classroom routines that were useful to the discussion
in the interviews.
Field notebook. During participant observations I took field notes (Dewalt &
Dewalt, 2002) in two ways. I kept written notes in an A6 spiral notebook called ―Artistic
Frames: Field Notebook May 2011‖ and drew sketches and diagrams in a spiral
sketchbook called ―Artistic Frames: Research Sketchbook May 2011.‖ While the month
and year indicate when the book was started, I continued to use both books throughout
collection and analysis. I labeled each field note with the date, class period, teacher, and
the participant observation (PO) number. The PO number represented the number of
times I observed each teacher. For instance, my first day in the field I observed Elise
during 1st period (PO-1) and 3rd period (PO-2). This numbering system helped me track
that I was visiting the teachers an equal number of times. On the first day of observations
I also recorded the grade and number of students in each class period. Field notes
included details such as daily routines, descriptions of classroom environment, teacher
and student activities and talk, materials used, course content covered, how teachers gave
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directions, how students responded to assignments and activities, and interactions
between teachers and students or students with each other. I also recorded reflections and
commentary on my observations to begin analysis of my field notes.
Research sketchbook. In addition to a traditional, language-based field notebook,
I also kept a sketchbook with me in the field (see Figure 12). The research sketchbook
was a space for me to record images of classroom activities, representations of curricular
materials, school-wide and high school events, and spatial maps. I drew a map of the
scene (Dewalt & Dewalt, 2002), or a diagram of the physical space of the research site,
for each teacher‘s classroom and the floor plan of the second floor of the building where
most of the high school was housed. Both maps helped me gather background
information about the classroom environment. I drew 30 sketches between May 2 and
May 24 using a woodless graphite pencil, charcoal, and black ink pen. The content of my
sketches included representations of characters in the literature studied, students playing a
game to analyze character relationships in a play, and students role playing as 1930s
radio announcers (see Figure 12). Since I
did not collect data on students, the
sketches that feature students portray the
classroom activity or lesson and do not
include enough detail to identify the
students.
Photographs. During participant
Figure 12. Students in role play as radio
announcers.

observations, I took photographs of each
teacher‘s classroom environment, looking
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at content and spatial organization of the room, how wall space was used, and how the
physical environment functioned in the teacher‘s practice, and how images and artifacts
were used. I took photographs of the furniture arrangement, materials posted on walls and
bulletin boards, books and materials on bookshelves, and computer equipment and
technology. I also photographed the dry erase boards including daily homework and
agenda notices, assignment directions, language arts content, and drawings. I uploaded
the photographs to my computer and then filed them according to the teacher and subject
of the photographs. I also kept a list of the photograph groups taken for each teacher in a
data inventory spreadsheet.
The photographs served three purposes. First, as visual thinking is one of my
strengths and a mode I rely on heavily, taking photographs during observations served to
mediate the meaning I made of my research (Smagorinsky, 2001; Wertsch, 1991). Sarah
Pink (2004) explained using photographs in this way as ―visual records/data; as
representations of research experiences; and as material artifacts/material culture‖ (p.
400). The photographs of the teachers‘ classroom spaces helped me contextualize their
experiences by helping me record the physical spaces in which their teaching experiences
took place. In taking photographs of the teachers‘ classrooms I was conscious of
respecting their spaces by asking permission before taking photographs. Second, the
photographs became visual stimuli for the photo elicitation (Harper, 2002) questions I
posed in the stimulated recall interviews conducted in August. I used these photos to find
out the teachers‘ stories of the visual arts in their classrooms. Third, I used some of the
photographs in a/r/tographic renderings for my analysis to understand what visual arts
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meant in these spaces. For an example of my renderings see the section below on visual
journals.
Artifact Data. Artifact data included documents (Prior, 2003) such as classroom
materials the teachers wished to share with me. Classroom materials included lesson
plans, handouts, mind maps, Power Point slideshows, or other visual aids the teachers
created to give to students. Artifacts also included examples of images the teachers used
in their curricula over the course of the year. Such images could be teacher made, out of
a book, or from the Internet. Sometimes the teachers had an extra copy to give me and
sometimes I made a photocopy of the document. On each artifact I wrote the date, class
period, the teacher, and an artifact number to track my collection of artifacts. When I got
home, I added the artifacts to a notebook organized into sections for each teacher and one
section for artifacts used by all three teachers, such as the directions for the research
paper assigned to all high school students that spring.
Interviews
I conducted three different kinds of interviews for this study. The initial
individual interviews were semi-structured interviews with each teacher early in the
study. After the conclusion of my classroom observations, I conducted an arts-based
focus group interview with all three teachers together with audio and video recording.
Shortly after the arts-based focus group interview I conducted individual stimulated recall
interviews with each teacher using the video clips from the arts-based focus group
interview and photo elicitation. Next, I discuss in more detail my use of each type of
interview.
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Initial individual interviews. In May, I conducted an individual interview with
each teacher following an interview protocol (see Appendix D). The individual
interviews were digitally audio-recorded and transcribed. I used a responsive
interviewing model (Rubin & Rubin, 2005) in which the researcher views those being
interviewed as conversational partners instead of ―subjects‖ which connotes a
hierarchical relationship. Viewing interviews as conversations frontloads a level of
respect for the person being interviewed as a whole person, and not someone considered
the means to an end. It also suggests that the researcher is giving back to the conversant
in a reciprocal manner. I designed the initial interview protocol to ask questions about the
teachers‘ educational backgrounds, English curricula, and use of arts integration.
Arts-based focus group interview. The arts-based focus group interview, with
all three English teachers as a small group, was designed based on Rita Irwin‘s (2010)
format for prompting teacher reflection and teacher research in which teachers reflect on
their teaching and learning through visual symbols, gesture, written journals, and small
group discussions. I used Irwin‘s format for teacher reflection to design the arts-based
focus group interview I conducted in July with all three teachers. I used a question
protocol to prompt discussion of the teachers‘ experiences during the workshop (see
Appendix E).
We met in the afternoon of August 7, a few days before the next school year
began. After catching up on summer trips and getting refreshments, we sat down to get
started. I began by welcoming the teachers and thanking them again for participating in
my research. I explained my purpose for the focus group and gave an overview of what I
would ask them to do. I posed three prompts, then the teachers had time to draw and
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think about a gesture in response to each prompt, and then we discussed the prompt, the
drawings, and the gestures. We repeated this process for each of the three prompts. I gave
them drawing paper and asked them to choose between colored pencils, markers, and
pastels—all three chose colored pencils. In the first prompt I focused on their arts
integration experiences. I asked them to reflect on an "Aha!" moment in their arts
integrated teaching from the school year, draw a representation of that moment, and think
of a gesture to go with it as well. For the second prompt I asked the teachers to think
more generally about the entire school year and think of any "Aha!" moment they had,
draw a representation of that moment, and think of a gesture to accompany the drawing.
For the third prompt I asked them to think again about the entire school year and of
something from their teaching experience they struggled with, draw a representation of
the struggle, and think of another accompanying gesture. After time to reflect and draw
for each prompt, they talked through the drawings, gestures, and what the drawings, the
gestures, and the experiences meant. Next, I asked them to think about how they might
use the prompts from our activity in their own classes. Elise thought she would like to use
the prompt ―How would you express this visually?‖ to ask students to think about their
assignments. Marlena thought it would be a good stepping stone for brainstorming
writing ideas. Sarah said her instinct was to assign drawing after a reading assignment,
but thought the prompts might help her include ongoing drawing activities throughout a
reading assignment. In addition to talk generated by my question prompts, the teachers
also discussed topics that came up through the talk about their drawings. The discussion
was thus a combination of prompted responses and free-ranging discussion around issues
related to teaching. For example, at one point the teachers discussed several examples of
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supplemental texts they paired with classical texts to support struggling learners, e.g.,
using multiple versions of Edgar Allen Poe texts, including graphic novel versions,
illustrated editions, audio versions, as well as paperback mass-media editions. Two
digital video cameras recorded the activity—providing a visual recording of the
drawings, gestures, and talk. I also used digital audio recorders to complement the video
recordings and provide additional resources for recording the teachers‘ conversation and
verbal responses to my questions. The teachers‘ drawings and the video were later used
in stimulated recall interviews with each teacher.
Stimulated recall interviews. Smagorinsky (2008; Smagorinsky & Coppock,
1994a, 1995) used stimulated recall interviews to study students‘ thought processes by
videotaping a classroom activity and then using the videotape as a prompt ―to explore the
range of processes recalled by the student‖ in an open ended interview (Smagorinsky &
Coppock, 1994a, p. 292). Smagorinsky and Coppock (1995) considered their roles in the
interview as part of the data because the interactions between researcher and participant
during the interview mediated new understandings. They based their view of the
interview as mediating new understandings on Bakhtin‘s (1981) notion of ―the dialogic
nature of meaning-construction‖ and that all thought is social (Smagorinsky & Coppock,
1994a, p. 292). Stimulated recall, then, adds to the participant‘s meaning of the stimulus
through the discussion with the researcher and reflection on the stimulus.
I used the stimulated recall interview to further explore the experiences of the
teachers. The stimulated recall interviews were conducted in August in the teachers‘
classrooms. I met with each teacher individually to reflect on the arts-based focus group
interview through watching and discussing the video recording and examining the
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drawings they created. The teachers‘ discussions reflecting on their teaching experiences
and the arts-based focus group interview was audio recorded and took two hours for each
interview. The questions were not preplanned, but were ―stimulated by the activity on the
videotape‖ (Smagorinsky & Coppock, 1994a, p. 295). I used open-ended questions to
prompt reflection on meanings the teachers made of their teaching experiences during the
arts-based focus group interview. For example, I asked each teacher to explain what they
drew and what it meant to them. In addition, I showed the teachers photographs I had
taken of their classrooms during my observations and asked photo elicitation questions
(Harper, 2002) to find out about their thoughts on items in their rooms. For example, I
asked each teacher to tell me about the artwork hanging in her room.
Data Management Plan
I used a locked filing system to store and organize hard copies of data and an
Excel spreadsheet to create a data inventory chart to track what I collected, the date and
time for each piece, and storage location. I used the transcription program Transana to
transcribe audio of the interviews and the Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis
Software (CAQDAS) Atlas.ti as a database for storing and analyzing data. The computer
I used was password protected in order to ensure confidentiality.
Analytic Procedures
Qualitative Analysis Methods
I transcribed the audio recordings of interviews using Transana and then analyzed
the transcripts using Atlas.ti. I began with open coding (Ezzy, 2002; Miriam, 2009) to
identify quotes relevant to my inquiry, categorize the codes, and look for themes, such as
trends in the comments teachers made about their arts-based practices. I used attribute
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coding (Saldaña, 2009) in the initial individual interviews to code the teachers‘
demographic information and descriptions of their educational backgrounds. I wrote
memos (Charmaz, 2006; Ezzy, 2002) and drew mind maps to define codes, categories,
themes, and relationships. I compared the themes found in the interview transcripts with
the photographs and field notes, and teacher-made images. I also used axial coding
(Saldaña, 2009) of the interview data to explore my research questions in a more
structured fashion by relating main categories and subcategories by conceptual
groupings.
During open coding I labeled sections of the interview transcripts as quotes based
on the content. While I did not have a set list of items to search for, I facilitated open
coding by using topics and terms recorded in my field notes, sketches, and photographs to
name the codes. For example, I coded quotes in which teachers discussed literature units
as the title of the piece of literature read, and coded writing assignments based on the
names teachers used. I also coded the quote by the skills or strategies the teacher
discussed and how the teachers talked about working with students with learning
dis/abilities. In addition, I coded how teachers expressed their emotions, experiences, and
impressions of the topic. During axial coding I organized my code list by categories and
narrowed the code list to concepts related to my research questions. My four main
categories include ELA, visual art, learning, and emotion (see Table 3).
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List of Codes from Interview Analysis

Table 3. Code list.

ELA. The broad category of ELA was divided by codes for curriculum theme:
consumerism, grammar, literature, vocabulary, and writing, and grouped codes for
specific topics such as the titles of literature read. The code for curriculum theme:
consumerism was used to label quotes in which teachers discussed the high school
overarching theme of consumerism that stretched over the entire school year and was
used to integrate across content areas. In all, teachers discussed one grammar program, 12
literature titles or units, three vocabulary topics, and nine types of writing assignments.
The literature studied focused on American literature and followed chronological order
from early Americans to the present. The vocabulary included studying Greek and Latin
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roots, the program Wordly Wise, and making note card drawings by sketching the
meaning of a word or root on a note card to study.
Learning. I used the broad category of learning to group codes related to teaching
students with dis/abilities through differentiation, and building toward skills by explicitly
teaching skills and strategies for learning. I coded quotes as dis/abilities when the
teachers discussed their general views on teaching students with dis/abilities and specific
examples of their experiences. Teachers used a variety of methods for differentiation
such as explicitly teaching visualization, organizational strategies, using graphic
organizers, and guiding students in relating to ELA content. Teachers talked about
understanding learning concepts such as memory and various forms of learning styles
such as abstract/concrete, visual and auditory.
Visual art. Within the category of visual art teachers discussed students making
art, looking at art, and art in the classroom space. Making art included collage, drawing,
and the internet program Textorizer. Teachers discussed several different drawing
activities, such as advertisements, character body biographies, maps of setting, sketchesto-stretch, and drawing software. Looking at art included choosing images, design,
historical/professional, photography, art as a springboard for writing, and symbols and
symbolism. Codes grouped as visual art hung in the classroom were items hung or placed
in the teachers classrooms that were intended as both curriculum materials and decoration
and included book cover art, post cards, posters, student work, and teacher artifacts, such
as personal items brought from home to decorate the classroom. In addition, the code for
comics/graphic novels fit under all three categories. Teachers offered drawing a comic
strip as a choice for creative writing assignments. Both students and teachers brought in
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comics and graphic novels to view and discuss, and teachers had comic strips posted in
classrooms.
Emotion. To understand the teachers experiences of the incorporating the arts, I
coded transcripts for elements related to emotion such as fostering classroom culture with
art, the role of emotion in ELA content, student group dynamics, students’ negative
feelings toward drawing, teacher/student enjoyment of art, and teacher/student
relationships.
Sample of coded text. Using the interview excerpt below, I illustrate how I used
codes to analyze interview data. In the excerpt, Marlena discussed her use of body
biographies and reading parts in teaching The Crucible.
Alright, so for the Crucible, we did body biographies …Classes were
given the large butcher paper and asked to outline themselves and include
characteristics of the various characters, using symbols as well as written
language, and the histories of the characters, and relationships with other
characters, so that they‘re keeping that character development in mind as
our focus…Because of the language in that play, I was really apprehensive
for our kids reading it and understanding it. I was pleasantly surprised at
how absorbed they were in the play itself. One, because I think they were
excited that they got parts, so that‘s how we read it. We had a class set and
we read together, so that I could support their understanding. They also
took parts if they wanted and we read it aloud as a class. They really got
into it, and one student raised his hand in the middle of reading and said
―Ms. Craven, I think I like reading now.‖ It was so cute! I didn't want to
embarrass him by getting really excited about what he had said, so I kind
of just played it off. I was like ―oh, that‘s good‖ and we just kept reading.
But that was really awesome.
First of all, I coded the excerpt as ELA: Literature: The Crucible both as a marker
to find sections of text dealing with that reading, as well as assignments students
completed throughout the unit. I noted the ELA concepts Marlena focused on with this
text included characterization and plot. Next, I used the code Learning: dis/abilities to
look at how Marlena talked about her worry that the language in the play was too difficult
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for her students with language learning dis/abilities. From her statement ―because of the
language in that play, I was really apprehensive for our kids reading it and understanding
it‖ I understand that she thought it was possible some students would struggle with
reading the text. The code for learning: differentiation helped me consider how Marlena
supported students‘ understanding of the text by structuring the reading activities to
accommodate for student needs. Students read parts, meaning that they took turns reading
the dialogue as characters in the play, and they read together in class, instead of at home,
so that Marlena could help them understand what they read. Because she discussed her
use of body biographies as a visual art assignment to support students‘ understanding of
characterization, I coded the quote as Art: Visual: Making Art: Body biography. I noticed
that she described how she organized the activity through use of both art materials
(butcher paper and symbols) and literary concepts (characterization). Lastly, I coded the
excerpt for emotion: teacher/student enjoyment of art based on her use of the words
―excited‖ and ―they really got into it‖ to describe her impression of students‘ reactions to
the activity and the word ―awesome‖ to describe her feelings about the experience. I also
considered the interaction Marlena described having with a student when he told her ―Ms.
Marlena, I think I like reading now‖ as an example of how a teachers‘ use of
differentiation to accommodate students‘ needs during reading activities can frame their
emotional response to reading.
Visual Methods
The visual data included photographs of classroom environments and activities,
drawings in my research sketchbook for visual note taking and mapping the scene, and
the drawings teachers made in the arts-based focus group interview. In analyzing the
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visual data, I conducted visual narrative analysis as well as created visual journals to
come to understandings about all of the data collected.
Visual narrative analysis. I used visual narrative analysis (Rose, 2001;
Riessman, 2008) to compare the teachers‘ stories found in their interviews, the
compositional content in the images the teachers created, and in the photographs I took in
the field. I focused on the content of the image, what each teacher said about her image,
and what story the image and her talk told me about her arts-based teaching experiences.
Analysis of the image looked at: 1) What does the image include?; 2) How are the
component parts arranged?; and, 3) What story the image might suggest? (Rose, 2001;
Riessman, 2008). I was interested in both the stories I saw in the images and the stories I
could tell by presenting the images in my findings (Riessman, 2008). During the artsbased focus group interview, the teachers each created drawings about three different
moments in her experience: an Aha! moment from an arts integrated teaching experience;
an Aha! moment from any other moment during the year; and, a struggle that each faced
during the year. They had materials available to draw each image on separate sheets of
paper. Sarah chose not to draw on three separate sheets of paper, choosing instead to
draw all three responses on the same sheet with the same blue colored pencil (see Figure
13). She began the drawing at the top and continued down to the bottom. To illustrate
how I analyzed the teachers‘ drawings, I explain my analysis of Sarah‘s first response
(see Figure 13).
In her first response relating an ―Aha!‖ moment in her arts integration, Sarah drew
an open book on the left represented by a polygon shape with a vertical line down the
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middle and several curved horizontal lines on each side. Three circles sit side-by-side
with symbols for musical notes placed inside the circles. There is a notation next to or
inside each circle with ―p.‖ and a number. There is an arrow pointing to the book from
the circle on the left. Another arrow starts at the middle circle and points to a square with
the words mood, setting, and conflict written inside. A larger circle placed in the bottom
right of the first response has several circles decreasing in size as they move toward the
center, resembling a spiral-like set of circles. There is a dark jagged line dissecting the
circle from the top left down to the bottom right.

Figure 13. Sarah‘s drawings for arts-based focus group.
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I had planned on analyzing the images first for what the image alone
communicated; however I found it impossible to take the drawings out of the context of
the stories the teachers told. In looking at Sarah‘s first response, I remembered that she
talked about the project she assigned for The Catcher in the Rye. Her drawing represents
one of the five prompts, which Sarah described in the first interview:
One choice was to make a mix CD for Holden Caulfield where they
picked out twelve songs, and then for each song they wrote five sentences
about why this would be a good song for the Catcher in the Rye or for a
mix CD. And then for three of the songs they were supposed to put when
the song would occur in the novel.
In the context of Sarah‘s description, I read the book symbol as the novel The Catcher in
the Rye. I read the three circles with musical notes as the songs chosen for Holden, and
read the ―p.‖ with numbers to be the page numbers for scenes in the novel for which the
songs were matched. The square with the words mood, setting, and conflict represented
the literary terms the students were to consider while choosing the songs. I remembered
that Sarah said the larger circle with the jagged line was meant to be a broken record, but
I could not remember how it related to her project.
After taking notes on what objects the response included and how they were
arranged, I looked for places in the interview transcripts where Sarah discussed the
project and her drawing. The following is an excerpt of the stimulated recall interview in
which Sarah interprets her first response:
Sarah: Alright, this was what mood would be for different scenes, what
song [would match the scene]. Then page 48, page 78: for a few of the
songs they had to put where they would be in the book, but not all of them,
some of them could just be to communicate what [the character, Holden]
would like on a mix CD and why. And then, the broken record.
Alisha: Was it a scene from the book?
Sarah: Yeah. So, three scenes from the book, 10 songs total, 3 of them
had to correlate with scenes from the book, but the rest of the songs could
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just be a good song and why that would be a good song for a CD for
Holden Caulfield.
Checking Sarah‘s description in the interview provided me with confirmation of the
objects she intended to represent in the drawing. In viewing her drawing alone, I found it
hard to draw conclusions about her experience of assigning the project. As a response to
the first prompt in the arts-based focus group interview when I asked her to represent an
Aha! experience with arts integration, I categorized this project as an experience with arts
integration that Sarah characterized as something good that happened . I also noted that
the drawing illustrated only one of five prompts for the assignment. I looked more closely
at the interview transcripts to understand why this one stood out. When I asked Sarah
how she thought the students reacted to the project she talked about one student in
particular:
Sarah: [Student] actually, her project stands out the most to me. Hers was
really great, the kind of thing that you might read in Spin. I told her that,
so she said, ―maybe now I‘ll think about writing like music journalism.‖
Hers was really good. And she played bits of the song as she went
through, so that made it really engaging. Told why she picked it. She has
pretty good taste for a teenager. She had some 90s, some contemporary,
one 60s song, so it was a good mix.
From Sarah‘s story, I concluded that the music choice prompt stood out to her
because she associated it with a student‘s product of which she was proud. She
judged the product as being worthy of publication in the music magazine Spin.
Sarah chose to illustrate and narrate this experience as a shining moment in her
teaching because her student demonstrated a deeper understanding of the novel
through considering a character‘s personality in terms of his taste in music. The
student‘s presentation was engaging, because she played the songs along with
giving her explanation. Sarah also enjoyed the presentation, because she approved
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of the student‘s taste in music, making it ―a good mix.‖ For me, this example was
also an illustration of how the teachers at Marian Academy incorporated multiple
forms of art into their curriculum. While I focused on the integration of visual
arts, the teachers at Marian Academy also integrated music, drama, and film
regularly.
Visual journal. Throughout the entirety of this study I created visual journals (La
Jevic & Springgay, 2008; Lymburner, 2004; Naths, 2004) as a way to explore my
experiences, thoughts about the data collection and analysis, and theorize my findings. I
saw the visual journals as mediating the meaning I constructed of my research study
(Smagorinsky, 2001) and as opportunities for expressing, through sensory interactions
with artistic materials, my reactions to my research experiences and my interpretations
and theories (John-Steiner, 1995, 1997). My visual journals were spaces for creating
a/r/tographic renderings of my research. Renderings are concepts used to interpret and
theorize research creatively (Springgay et al., 2005, 2008). My visual journal established
a space to reflect on my research experiences, question my interpretations in different
ways, and value my artistic practices throughout the entirety of my study. In addition, my
metaphor of artistic frames provided a means for me to create renderings to consider the
meaning I make of my study. To illustrate how renderings functioned in my study, I next
provide an example from this study. I noticed that art materials such as markers, crayons,
scissors, and glue were available for students‘ use in the classrooms. I took photographs
of these items and altered them in Photoshop creating a representation of access to art
materials (see Figure 14). An explanation of my renderings became part of Chapter 4.
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Figure 14. Rendering of access to art materials.

Early in my observations I spent an afternoon photographing objects in the
teachers‘ classrooms that I thought might tell me about the teachers‘ arts integration.
Figure 13 started as a photograph in a series depicting the contents of Marlena‘s supply
shelves. I chose this photograph to manipulate not just because the content was crayons,
but because I liked how the photograph turned out. I liked that Marlena didn‘t just have a
nice cardboard box of crayons, but a big drawer full of crayons in a chaotic mess. In
manipulating the photograph in Photoshop, I tried various filters until I found the effect I
liked best. As I worked, I considered what it might mean that the teachers provided
students with art materials. I felt it was significant that teachers did not relegate art
materials to specific times when art was allowed. Instead, students could use the
materials when they wanted for their own purposes, whether for an assigned art project or
for an independent idea. Marlena described the shelf as the students‘ area:
[These] are the drawers of the art supplies that [students] can use. There‘s
glue sticks, glue bottles, scissors … and then highlighters, markers,
crayons, colored pencils, pencil sharpeners, tape, hole punchers. It‘s really
just their area, so they can get supplies if we‘re ever doing anything. I
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think there‘s also note cards in there they use for doing vocabulary and
drawing pictures on their vocab cards. And so this is where they can go
easily and know where everything is and use them for the projects that we
might do.
Here Marlena listed the supplies she kept in here room and explained her purpose for
providing students with the materials. She wanted students to know what materials were
available and where to find them, so that it was up to the students to decide which
materials to use and when to use them. Giving students opportunities to choose what
materials are appropriate for the idea they want to convey may help them discover the
affordances of different materials (Eisner, 2002). I explore my own thoughts on deciding
what media to work in later in Chapter 4.
Rigor and Ethics
Based in an interpretive model of rigor and ethics, I aimed for close scrutiny, thick
description, focus on process, appreciation of subjectivity, and tolerance for complexity
(Ezzy, 2002). I aimed for close scrutiny by spending time with the teachers‘ in their
classrooms, conducting interviews before and after the arts-based focus group interview,
and having follow up conversations with them throughout my research process in order to
notice the details in their experiences. To achieve thick description I collected a range of
data to develop a more complex picture of the teachers‘ experiences by collecting not
only the teachers‘ talk, gestures, and visual representations through interviews, but also
photographs, artifacts, my own drawings of the classrooms and class activities in a
research sketchbook, and my field notebook with notes and memos in an effort to make
sure my interpretations included multiple views and perspectives. To focus on process I
used my field notebook to record my impressions, how I made decisions about the study,
and how I formed my interpretations. I aimed for an appreciation of subjectivity by
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examining how the meanings I constructed of my study were situated in my subjectivities
and by including those in the write up of my study. Lastly, I recognized the need for
tolerance for complexity by viewing the teachers‘ experiences as situated in a complex
web including the social, institutional, and cultural contexts of their classrooms, school
community, relationships, and personal histories (Vygotsky, 1978; Wertsch, 1991).
Subjectivities
As a qualitative researcher I acknowledge that my subjectivity (Peshkin, 1988)
during this study was shaped by my own schooling and teaching experiences. Alan
Peshkin defined subjectivity as ―an amalgam of the persuasions that stem from the
circumstances of one‘s class, statuses, and values interacting with the particulars of one‘s
object of investigation‖ (p. 17). In other words, subjectivity is related to how a
researcher‘s personal qualities and background form her lens for seeing her research
study. Peshkin advised researchers to perform subjectivity audits by attending to feelings
and reactions throughout the research process in order to disclose relevant subjectivities
to readers. In the context of a/r/tography I wanted to notice how my artist-self,
researcher-self, and teacher-self might impact how I conducted my research.
Artist-self. My artist-self was present throughout my research in a variety of
ways. I had particularly positive experiences in visual arts throughout my life and used
this strength to accommodate my learning needs in my doctoral program. The entire
design of my study and focus of my questions relate to my artist-self in that I used artsbased methods of data collection, analysis, and representation. I worried that I might pay
more attention to teacher participants who incorporated arts more, so I tracked the time I
spent with each teacher to monitor that I was not favoring one teacher over the other two.
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I also used photo elicitation to hone in on the role of image in the classroom environment
providing prompts for teachers to talk about examples of art they might not have thought
to discuss. Knowing that my focus was on arts integration my teacher participants
pointed out to me students who were interested in arts which led to my having more
conversations with those students. I made a point to talk to different students each day so
that I could gather a variety of student perspectives.
Researcher-self. My researcher-self related to balancing my need to complete a
dissertation research study and not taking advantage of my participants. One of the
tensions I noticed was that I did not want to impose on the teachers and worried about
balancing offers of support with my requests for their time, teaching artifacts, and
permission to occupy their spaces. I was aware of my presence in their classrooms and
felt it was important to notice when a teacher needed me to give them space. I was
careful to avoid observing private conversations or confidential discussion of students
unrelated to my research. In addition, because this was an arts-based inquiry, my artistself and researcher-self were intertwined. I wanted to see how my arts-based methods
would work, but felt the need for qualitative methods to provide a ―safety-net‖ so to
speak. I worried about not being able to produce images to represent my understandings.
Writing field notes in addition to research sketches and interviewing teachers in addition
to taking photographs helped me to make sure I was getting the teachers‘ views and
comments and not just my own.
Teacher-self. My teacher-self included my past experiences as a high school
English teacher of students with learning dis/abilities and my current status as a teacher
of undergraduate preservice teachers. Because of my previous experiences with Marian
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Academy and collegial relationships with my participants, I was aware of wanting to
show the school and teachers in a positive light. As Peshkin (1988) suggested, I
monitored my feelings and tried not to avoid the tensions I observed and noticed. I tried
to remain open to the unexpected by focusing on my purpose of understanding what it
meant for teachers to integrate visual arts into their curricula, while also recognizing that
my understanding of their experiences was filtered through my own subjectivities.
My subjectivities related to my identity as someone who sometimes struggles
with learning and being labeled as having learning dis/abilities and who taught students
with dis/abilities. In addition, I tried to reflect on how my previous experiences at
Marian Academy and relationships with the faculty, students, staff, and administrators
affected my study.
Role of the Researcher
I developed a relationship with the faculty at the location of my study over the
course of several years, forming an insider or emic perspective (Merriam, 2009). I
gathered detailed knowledge and experiences of the culture, routines, and traditions of the
school. As a researcher interested in a/r/tography, I did not believe it was possible to
separate my multiple a/r/t identities (Leavy, 2010) as artist, researcher, teacher, and
therefore, believe I inhabited multiple roles at the research site. My teacher and artist
roles were established from previous experiences teaching and subbing, and my
researcher role began to develop through a study I conducted at the research site with a
middle school teacher for a qualitative research course. As I collected multiple sources
of data, my researcher role also included being an observer, photographer, and
interviewer.
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As defined under the section on data collection, participant observation is a
research method in which the researcher collects data on site through observing and
actively participating in the daily routines, leisure activities, and special events of the
research participants (Dewalt & Dewalt, 2002). My observations and participation
included moderate participation, at times sitting at a teacher desk or student table to
observe and take notes without having a role in the activity, and active participation, at
times when I helped teach lessons, spoke with students about their work, and spoke with
teachers about teaching, students, and curriculum.
Ethic of care. Throughout this study, I attempted to take all precautions to protect
the teachers and others at the research site from anything unethical that might arise from
my interactions at the research site. To do this I worked from an ethic of care (Noddings,
2005; Preissle, 2007), by developing relationships with the teachers involved that
fostered ―the capacity for empathy, a receptiveness to the experience of another that is
both affective and cognitive‖ (Preissle, 2007, p. 519). This meant planning my
interactions with the teachers so that I was cognizant of possible power issues at play in
the research context, as well as being aware of the possible impact participation in the
study could have on subjects and limiting negative impacts as much as possible. For
example, when I ate lunch in the workroom with the high school teachers the
conversations ranged from good books and movies to worries about students. If the
conversation turned to student issues best kept confidential, I was careful to ask if I
should leave the room. I was careful to give the teachers privacy to discuss student issues
without the worry that confidential information might end up in my dissertation.
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Reciprocity. In an effort to offer reciprocity (Merriam, 2009) in my relationships
with the teachers and the school, I offered a couple of incentives for participating in my
study. First, as a teacher and participant observer in classes, I offered to consult with the
teachers about arts-based teaching practices and arts integrated curriculum. I brought in
resources from my doctoral work that related to lessons they discussed with me. In
addition, I believe the teachers benefited from the opportunities to reflect on their
experiences of the school year through the interviews and informal conversations we had
during observations. I also suggested we might present together at professional
conferences in the future. Next, I gave each of the teacher participants a gift bag with
books and materials I got for free from book publishers at a conference the previous
November. Lastly, I extended an offer to the professional development committee
to present a workshop or lecture to the school on arts-based practices and art integration
curriculum. I believe offering to share what I have learned with school would generate
relationships that went beyond a researcher using a participant as a source of information.
Representing the Study
Douglas Ezzy (2002) described writing about research as ―a multidimensional
tangled ball of wool‖ (p. 138) in that the various dimensions and facets of the process of
developing and creating a research study are complex and nonlinear, yet there is an
expectation that the end result be a linear sequenced report. Ezzy‘s metaphor appeals to
me because it recognizes that just as in a tangled ball of wool, in a research study there
are multiple ways to unravel the story. Ezzy also recognized that ―writing is an act of
constructing meaning‖ (p. 149), what Richardson (2000, 2005) called writing as analysis,
in which the process of writing about research in itself is an act of interpretation. The end
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result of this study was a six chapter dissertation completing my doctoral program. I
included: Chapter 1 for the introduction, theoretical framework, problem statement, and
research questions; Chapter 2 for the literature review; Chapter 3 for the methodology;
Chapters 4 for a/r/tography understandings; Chapter 5 for qualitative findings; and
Chapter 6 for discussion. I anticipated needing two chapters to explore my findings in
order to fully explain my a/r/tographic renderings in Chapter 4 and a separate chapter to
explain the findings from the qualitative methods for analyzing interviews and visual data
in Chapter 5. I believe splitting the findings into two chapters is necessary to provide
enough space to value both sets of findings fully.
As a/r/tography, the write up of my study included renderings (Springgay et al.,
2005, 2008) as visual representations of my understandings, in addition to traditional
forms of academic writing. My visual art included photography, sketches, watercolor
paintings, and collages. In addition, I included visual narratives (Rose, 2001; Riessman,
2008) of field photography and teacher-made artwork for both telling my research stories
by presenting images and by analyzing images (Riessman, 2008). I used my theme of
artistic frames as a recurring theme throughout this dissertation study in order to guide
my renderings toward different understandings of my research.
In conclusion, my arts-based education research study used theories about
meaning construction (Smagorinsky, 2001) to explore three high school teachers‘
experiences integrating visual arts into literacy curricula. The study included collecting
data from participant observation and field notes, sketches, photographs, artifacts,
interviews. Data analysis included qualitative analysis of interviews through coding,
writing memos, and visual narrative analysis (Rose, 2001; Riessman, 2008). Analysis
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included a/r/tographic renderings such as metaphor, contiguity, and openings (Irwin, &
Springgay, 2008; Springgay et al., 2005, 2008). I strived for an interpretive model of
rigor and ethics through close scrutiny, thick description, focus on process, appreciation
of subjectivity, and tolerance for complexity (Ezzy, 2002). I represented my findings
through multigenre writing that included both a variety of visual media and a variety of
written genres.
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CHAPTER 4
UNDERSTANDINGS THROUGH A/R/TOGRAPHY
In Chapter 3, I described my methodology of making meaning of data by
combining arts-based research methods with qualitative research methods to learn about
teachers‘ arts integration for students with learning dis/abilities. In this chapter, I present
my understandings of the data, the images I created to think through and analyze the data,
and represent my experiences conducting arts-based research. In Chapter 5 I present
findings that were established by the understandings outlined in this chapter and then
developed through the use of qualitative research methods. The art I made throughout my
research process began with sketches of classroom activities, drawings of characters from
literature, and photographs of classroom images and objects. From the data collected
during observations and from interviews I altered photographs, drew, and painted images
that represented my feelings and impressions of what I noticed in teachers‘ classrooms
and in what they said in interviews. As I transcribed and analyzed interviews, the
elements of how the teachers described their experiences and purposes for using visual
art turned into labels for organizing and coding the data. My use of complexity theory
meant that I did not separate a/r/t analysis from qualitative analysis. I see my artistic
understandings as tightly interwoven with my qualitative findings and consider both valid
frames from which to situate my data. Figure 15 represents the interweaving of my a/r/t
renderings as openings connected with my coding categories. In this chapter, my a/r/t
pieces represent multiple iterations of the concept of access as an opening. Specifically, I
examine the concept through access to art materials, art as a springboard for writing,
making visual art, and visualizing. In Chapter 5 I explore the data through coding
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Opening
Access to
Materials

Visualizing

Language
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Coding
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for writing

Learning
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Making
visual art

Figure 15. A visual representation of the coding categories in connection with openings.

categories of ELA, visual art, learning, and emotion.
Previously, I explained the influence of a/r/tography on my methodology
combining image making and writing to come to understandings by producing creative
pieces. I considered the images to be renderings that represented the understandings I
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came to through the research process. A rendering is a creative piece that represents an
understanding about the research study (Springgay, et al., 2005). The creative piece can
be in many different forms, including but not limited to written language, visual image,
musical composition, dance, drama, and film. In my use of a/r/tography renderings the
creative process of making a piece of art held as much importance as the finished
product, if not more, because it was through the creation of the piece that I came to
understandings about the meaning of what I did. Put differently, the renderings were
articulations of the meanings I created about the analysis of the data. I viewed the artmaking process as an important part of understanding both what meanings I made from
my data and what I learned about myself through conducting the research study. My
renderings shown in this chapter were openings to discuss what it meant to integrate
visual art in English language arts. As I discussed in Chapter 2, in a/r/tography openings
are invitations to engage in conversation and create spaces for perspectives to shift
(Springgay, et al., 2005). My discussion of four openings here focuses on my experiences
throughout the study and introduces my understandings. In Chapter 5 I examine in the
data based on these openings and present those trends through frames of visual narratives
representing the teachers‘ experiences.
The Concept of Access
Access is a concept that I encountered in different ways throughout my study.
Access is a ―way of approach or entry…a right or opportunity to reach or use or visit;
admittance‖ (Abate, 1997, p. 5). In other words, access is how one enters, as well as the
right to enter. Access can be a physical place or door one moves through, a tool or
strategy one uses to accomplish a task, or intangible effects of gaining admittance or
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being rejected. For the Disability Rights Movement, access was the goal of gaining
entrance to places, resources, information, and opportunities previously unattainable
(Anti-Defamation League, 2005). In Disability Studies, access is positioned as an
alternative to previous metaphors, such as steep steps representing exclusionary practices
of the ivory tower (Dolmage, 2008). Access is a main component of Universal Design
(CAST, 2011) as a frame for teachers to plan their curriculum and instruction with the
greatest access possible, increasing both the amount of content accessible to students and
increasing the number and range of students with access to the content. Access is
discussed as part of accommodation as a form of flexibility to ―compensate for less than
ideal campus spaces and make learning more accessible‖ (Wilson & Lewiecki-Wilson,
2008, p. 154). As an a/r/tographic opening, access represented the interconnections
between the ways teachers provided access to visual arts as an integral part of the English
language arts curriculum and the ways teachers accommodated the needs of students with
learning dis/abilities through access to visual arts. The openings presented in this chapter
are situated within the concept of how the teachers in my study used visual arts to help
students gain access to language arts content and concepts.
Access to Art Materials
My rendering of access to art materials (see Figure 16) is an opening for
understanding how teachers provided students opportunities to communicate in multiple
ways and with a variety of materials. The original photograph was taken of a drawer of
crayons in a container holding various art materials in Marlena‘s room. I filled the
camera frame entirely with crayons spilled into a drawer, layered chaotically, without
organization. This mass of colors reminded me of the experience of holding an idea in
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mind, a mental picture, the
smysl, while digging for just
the right color. There is a
kinesthetic spark to choosing
artistic media. Each type of
paper has a different weight
and texture. There is a
different feel to making a mark
Figure 16. The importance of access to art
materials.

with a pencil, wax crayon, or
charcoal stick. The amount of

pressure needed, how it is held, and the sound it makes on the paper, are all part of my
creative process and experience. That search for the right color, texture, and weight is an
important part of the process of producing a drawing that articulates a mental picture.
Without access to art materials, the ways students can represent their ideas is limited
(Eisner, 2002). While a lot of images can be created with notebook paper and a number
two pencil, something different, something more complex is possible with medium
weight textured paper and charcoals, crayons, and markers.
There was more to my rendering than just representing access to traditional
artistic media, because my image started as a digital photograph. This rendering also
represents the evolution of images through digital technology. In the 21st century digital
technology shifts, evolves, and multiplies at lightning speed (Knobel & Lankshear, 2010;
Leu, Kinzer, Coiro, & Cammack, 2004), constantly increasing the available means of
creating and manipulating images (Pahl & Rowsell, 2010). For my rendering of access to
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materials I used the software program Photoshop to crop and resize my original
photograph, adding filters to change the style and effect of the image.
My use of a digitally altered image doubles as an opening for redefining art
materials to include digital means of creating and manipulating images. Just as knowing
what is possible when painting with watercolors versus oil paints, learning what is
possible with different artistic software programs changes what can be expressed. As a
new generation grows up making images on tablets and smart phones, the definition of
artistic materials expands and opens up possibilities for thinking and learning through
new media (Potter, 2010).
Art as a Springboard for Writing
Sunny spring morning
Flowers blooming all around
Walking in the grass
Art as a springboard for writing is an opening for understanding how teachers
presented students with images to prompt writing. Teachers used images to help students
develop and practice writing skills through visual thinking (John-Steiner, 1995, 1997).
That is, teachers invited students to think about the
visual image and to develop their thinking about that
image prior to writing. Photography can inspire poetry,
as exemplified by the haiku I wrote in response to the
flower in Figure 17. I photographed the flower at

Figure 17. Spring flower photograph.
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Marian Academy to use with a writing prompt for students. On a bright sunny morning in
May, Sarah took her second period writing lab outside as part of their poetry and
descriptive writing unit. After students completed a journal prompt to brainstorm twoword descriptions for colors, such as brilliant lemon for yellow, Sarah provided a handout
on sensory descriptions to guide a 30 minute sojourn outside. There were several areas
around the main school building where students could sit and write, such as picnic
benches by the lunch area, benches by the school entrance, or sitting in the butterfly
garden by the younger children‘s playground. Sarah and I both took photographs of the
views around the school campus. I took several photographs of the flowers blooming in
the butterfly garden and sketched the students sitting in the sun (see Figure 18).
Early in my observations I brainstormed ideas for creating art pieces to analyze

Figure 18. Students sitting outside for descriptive writing activity.
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my data, and one was to represent my experiences with each teacher during the study. As
an example of my time with Sarah, Figures 17 and 18 represent her expressed goal to
balance her writing curriculum among structured essay writing, creative writing, and
grammar practice. One way she achieved that balance was by alternating days of the
week for grammar instruction and writing genre instruction. For Sarah, the descriptive
writing activity with accompanied by the time spent outside was an opportunity to
provide students with a creative assignment that entailed multiple forms of inspiration for
writing. Sarah explained to me that both students and teachers were tired and antsy in the
spring, so taking her classes outside to look for sensory details gave them fresh air and
sun, the chance to move around, and a multitude of scenery and objects to describe. The
fact that she took photographs while they were outside meant that the students had
concrete images to guide their descriptive writing after they returned to the classroom.
Since the next day would be a grammar day, students wouldn‘t write about their
experience outside until two days later. Thus, the photographs also served as memory
tools, in addition to offering inspiration.
As an opening for access, art as a springboard for writing provided students with
concrete ways to initiate and compose writing assignments. Students with learning
dis/abilities may have difficulties throughout the writing process (Essley, 2008). By
providing visual art as writing prompts, teachers represented the object of the assignment
through multiple means of representation (CAST, 2011). While the directions for the
writing assignment were still communicated linguistically, the images provided access to
the assignment by stimulating responses through interaction with the visual piece.
Students looked at the images and considered what they noticed. Starting with an image
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could be a way for students to generate ideas for writing by observing the content of the
picture, the story suggested by the picture, and how the qualities of visual art elements
and principles combine to portray emotions and relationships (Piro, 2002).
An extension to Sarah‘s writing from photographs assignment, which she has
done in the past, could be to ask students to take photographs outside and incorporate
their photographs into their writing. By shifting the role of photographer from the teacher
to the student, the student becomes a composer of both visual and linguistic texts,
opening up opportunities for making and representing meaning even further (Zoss, 2009).
In other words, having the students taking their own photographs to prompt their writing
responses would position students in a more active role of creating and analyzing a visual
text to form a written linguistic text in response. I explore this emphasis on students as
creators of visual arts in the next section, on opening for access through making visual
art.
Making Visual Art
I considered the sketches I made in my research sketchbook during observations
as openings to engage with literature and literature discussions through making visual art.
In planning the arts-based methods for my dissertation, I was aware that I could not
predict what images I would create or which media I would want to work in. The
sketches I drew during observations recorded both the activities of the teachers and
students, as well as my impressions of the curriculum. For example, in observing
Marlena‘s class, I drew sketches of characters in How to Succeed in Business, while
students listened to an audio recording and watched a movie version of the musical (see
Figure 19).
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Marlena and her students read
along with scripts of the musical at
their desks with scripts while listening
and viewing. While I did sketch
Figure 19. Sketch of characters in How to
Succeed in Business.

students reading and listening at their
desks, I didn‘t feel the drawings

conveyed my enjoyment of listening to the Broadway musical in Marlena‘s class. On the
other hand, I felt my drawings of the characters conveyed the fun hairstyles the actresses
wore in the movie version. In enjoying my experience of drawing the characters, I
considered the role sketching had in my engagement with the text of the musical. The act
of focusing my attention on visual details in the movie in order to commit them to paper
allowed me to notice qualities in the costuming and design of the movie and the
characteristics of the actresses. I was pleased to find out that I was not the only one
noticing the costuming and styling. In one of Marlena‘s classes a group of girls discussed
the differences between how they imagined the characters as they listened to the audio
recording of the production in contrast to how the characters were portrayed in the movie
version. This discussion became a provisional text (Smagorinsky, 2001; Wertsch, 1991)
of what the characters meant to the students that they later used in creating body
biographies of the characters. Additionally, my drawings provided me with an opening
for conversation with a student who also sketched characters from the musical as we
listened and viewed the productions.
In addition to sketching my impressions of the ELA content I observed, I also
drew the arts-based activities I observed. Marlena‘s students made body biographies for
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the characters in How to Succeed in Business, and then hung them around the classroom.
Marlena directed students in a gallery walk of the body biographies, in which they took a
few minutes to look at each character drawing and talk about their understandings of the
character and how their classmates portrayed the character. Students also played a game
with the body biographies racing from drawing to drawing as Marlena asked questions
about the characters. I drew Marlena and two students standing in front of a body
biography to represent the discussion and game Marlena led as students physically moved
from one character drawing to the next around the room (see Figure 20).
The drawing of Marlena and her students discussing their character body
biography represented the opening of access through making visual art in that the
students not only made images in response to literature, but also used their artwork to
discuss interpretations with each other and demonstrate understanding to teachers. Both
Marlena and Elise discussed making visual art as a way for students with learning

Figure 20. Marlena and two students with body biography.
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dis/abilities to access literature texts by creating representations of the mental pictures
they formed when reading (Essley, 2008; Wilhelm, 2008). The teachers considered the
process of having students visualize what they read an important part of guiding students‘
reading comprehension. In the next section I expand on the notion of visualization as an
opening for access.
Visualization
Teaching students how to visualize can create access to ELA content, an opening
important for students with learning dis/abilities (CAST, 2011). All three teachers talked
about teaching their students visualization as a comprehension strategy. While Marlena
assigned drawing activities as a way for students to articulate their mental pictures, and
Sarah had students view photographs to generate ideas for composing journals, Elise used
role play to encourage students to imagine what it was like to listen to programs on the
Radio Hour during the first half of the 20th century. On the day she started playing an
audio recording of War of the Worlds, Elise had students read about the panic caused by
the October 31, 1938 CBS airing of the dramatic rendition of War of the Worlds. All over
the United States, the radio audience thought the events in the broadcast were really
happening and panicked, swarming storm shelters and fire departments. Elise showed
students a photograph of Orson Wells and described his deep voice asking them to
imagine what it was like on the streets in Atlanta on that night. She asked students to
consider whether or not they might be fooled by a similar hoax. To set the scene, Elise
had students pretend to be either Orson Wells reading the story on the radio, the sound
effects person helping Wells in the studio, or the audience listening at home, sitting down
for a night of entertainment. At the first commercial break in the radio program, Elise
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paused the recording to ask for students‘ first impressions. At that moment, my
experience listening to the recording with Elise and her students made me think about
how it felt to make meaning in school and how teachers‘ emphasis on the importance of
visualization helped students access ELA content.
Listening to the recording of War of the Worlds in Elise‘s class, I was struck by
the fear-provoking imagery used to describe alien creatures and mechanical U.F.O.s. In
my field notes I wrote descriptors used to evoke a sense of suspense and panic. In my
sketchbook I drew curling tentacles that later became a rendering of a creature
reminiscent of H. P. Lovecraft‘s Cthulhu (see Figure 21). Along with Elise‘s students, I
tried to imagine what it was like for the radio audience to feel a growing fear that the
radio program was real. I tried to put aside years of watching science fiction movies to
picture myself as a more naïve audience. I was aware of how hard it might be for the
teenagers sitting next to me to set aside their memories of watching a recent movie
version of War of the Worlds. Use of role play was one way Elise attempted to overcome
the skepticism of her modern teenaged students so accustomed to world already filled
with images of aliens and destruction.
Elise stopped the recording often to prompt students to monitor their
comprehension by verbalizing what they visualized while listening (Wilhelm, 2008). She
guided their role play of people in the 1930s by asking specific questions. Of the two
students pretending to work in the radio station, she asked what they would have been
thinking while on the air. Would they care that the audience thought it was real and
panicked? Of the students playing roles as family members at home listening to the radio
program she asked what they felt as they listened to their world being attacked by aliens.
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Were they making plans to leave town? Participating in these conversations also helped
my understanding of the process of articulating my own meanings.
Because I was an observer in the class and did not need to learn the content for
school purposes, I was afforded the opportunity to reflect on what it meant to me to
understand literature texts in school and use role play as a tool for visualization. I wrote
about how clearly I could ―see‖ the creatures in my mental pictures, but had a hard time
following the dialogue between characters, making it hard to follow the plot of the story.
I considered how different it felt to have a mental picture to work from to understand the
story, than it felt to listen without following
the flow of dialogue and not making
connections to create a mental picture. When
I felt lost from not understanding a portion
of the story, I didn‘t know what to write
down or sketch. There was only haze where
a clearly defined picture should have been.
The act of visualizing was an important part
of my meaning making, because without it,
what was there to articulate? While the alien
creatures in War of the Worlds came out of
an opening in the earth to wreak havoc and
destruction, the image of my creature

Figure 21. Tentacles of a creature rising out from the ripped earth.
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represented visualization as an opening of access for students with learning dis/abilities to
making meanings of ELA content.
Several months after completing my data collection, and soon after completing
my analysis of interview data, I returned again to the concept of visualization. I wanted to
consider what happened in the process of taking in something new and trying to make
sense of it. I explored this question in the context of an artist who lacks inspiration.
From Blue Swirls to Flowing Lines
Figure 22 represents visualization as an opening to meaning making. In creating
the piece I imagined the process of learning to visualize, of taking information from
reading or listening about a new concept, narrative, or story and forming a mental picture
that works as a placeholder for meaning. I pictured the process starting off as swirls in
my mind before the smysl, or sense of meaning, takes form. The painting represents the
mist of water droplets before a cloud forms, using Smagorinsky‘s (2001) metaphor of
clouds representing smysl and rain representing znachenie, the articulation of meaning.
Listening to War of the Worlds in Elise‘s class I was struck by how it felt during the
times when I wasn‘t following the story. Listening to dialogue from characters I was
unfamiliar with made it hard for me to process the conversation. It felt as if the words I
heard from the recording were swirling around my brain unable to take shape. This
feeling contrasted greatly from hearing the detailed descriptions of the creatures which
quickly took shape as mental pictures. Once the cloud of what my meaning making
process in that moment meant, it took shape as a cloud of smysl and I felt driven to
articulate it as a znachenie—my altered painting of a creature became a representation of
articulated sense of the association I made between aliens in War of the Worlds, sea
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Figure 22. Blue Swirls.

demons created by Lovecraft, and my own process of making that meaningful
connection.
To represent the process of producing the znachenie, or articulated sense, I
painted lines of blue flowing down from one corner and spreading out along the bottom
(see Figure 23). The lines are different shades of blue, different widths and lengths, and
contain different textures to illustrate the diversity possible in both the meanings
articulated and the forms for producing the articulations. While both Blue Swirls and
Flowing Lines are watercolor paintings, I was able to represent different concepts by
changing the painting techniques used. I illustrated the feeling of having an image in
mind and a plan to create it, the feeling of certainty and confidence of having a concrete
idea to articulate. This certainty contrasts with not having an idea, not knowing what to
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Figure 23. Flowing Lines.

say or write or draw. I point this out because I considered the teachers‘ use of visual arts
as a way of helping students access both the ELA content they taught and the students‘
interpretations and ideas about that ELA content. The openings in this chapter
represented my way of framing the opportunities teachers gave students to use art
materials to draw images, view photographs to spark ideas for composing, make visual
art, and practice visualization for reading comprehension.
Weaving Openings with Coding Categories
The openings in Chapter 4 are not limited in what they symbolize or how they are
interpreted. Through my complexity theory frame I assert that my renderings served
multiple simultaneous functions, as well as changing functions and meanings over time
and in different contexts. For me, in the context of this dissertation, they served as
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provisional texts that gave me a starting point for considering what I learned and
experienced in doing this study. The act of producing the images allowed me time and
space to think about my data, and provided me with a means for articulating my ideas. In
this chapter, I presented understandings that blended my produced images and reported
experiences, thoughts, and feelings to explore teachers‘ visual arts integration to provide
students with learning dis/abilities access to English language arts curriculum. These
openings to access, access to art materials, art as a springboard for writing, making visual
art, and visualizing, frame Chapter 5 in which I further explore the data to understand the
arts integration experiences of the teachers. In the next chapter, the coding categories of
language arts, visual arts, learning, and emotion provide an additional frame for
understanding the teachers‘ experiences.
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CHAPTER 5
FINDINGS
In Chapter 4 I presented the a/r/tographic renderings I created to analyze my study
through artistic means. The openings I explored included access to materials, art as a
springboard for writing, making visual arts, and visualization. In this chapter I continue to
explore the opening of access through the qualitative data analysis methods described in
Chapter 3. I viewed the teachers‘ experiences of arts integrated curricula through the code
categories of English Language arts (ELA), visual arts, learning, and emotion. Figure 24
illustrates that the frame from which I viewed my study and situated my findings, labeled
Alisha‘s A/r/t Frame. My a/r/t frame contained what I brought with me to the study, such
as my theories, the literature in which I situated my study, my methodology, and my past
experiences and subjectivities that frame how I interacted with the people, research site,
and data in my study. At the same time, I considered data collected from the teachers as
frames through which each teacher viewed her own curriculum and art integration
practices. Each teacher‘s talk and drawings about her curriculum and art integration
practices were influenced by her past experiences and subjectivities. Thus, a frame is
labeled with each teacher‘s name representing her curriculum, pedagogy, past
experiences, and subjectivities.
While I present in this chapter findings based on evidence from the data I
collected, I considered my findings within a complexity theory that frames learning and
teaching as complex, interconnected, and partial (Davis et al., 2008). In other words, I
recognized that I could only present a partial view of the situation, because a complex
system cannot be broken down into its component parts.
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Alisha’s A/r/t
Frame

Elise

Sarah

Marlena

Figure 24. Visual art integration from each teacher‘s
curricular frame and filtered through researcher‘s
frame.

For example, I narrowed my focus to visual arts instead of looking at the
simultaneous uses of multiple art forms. In addition, for the sake of time and length, I did
not present examples of evidence from all three teachers for every point I made.
Therefore, I chose one or two examples that all three teachers‘ had in common and at
least one example specific to each teacher. I represented my findings with a combination
of images drawn by the teachers expressing their experiences during the arts-based focus
group interview, and excerpts from transcripts of the initial individual interviews and the
stimulated recall interviews of the teachers talking about their experiences and their
drawings. In addition, I include description and images from my field notebook, research
sketchbook, and photographs taken in their classrooms to fill in pieces of the story. I
represented the teachers‘ experiences by combining their drawings from the arts-based
focus group interview, their talk about the drawings and their experiences in the
stimulated recall interviews, and my analysis of all three—teacher drawings, interview
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transcripts, and participant observation data. The topics presented in this chapter include:
(a) Access to materials – access to materials for art making, digital composing, and
images to introduce new topics; (b) Visualization through role play; (c) Art as a
springboard for writing – writing about photographs; and, (d) Making visual arts and
sketch-to-stretch.
Access to Materials
In Chapter 4 I introduced access to materials as an opening for understanding how
providing access to visual art materials offered students opportunities to express visual
thinking (John-Steiner, 1995, 1997). Through analyzing the data focused on the teachers,
I found that access to materials included materials for students to make visual art,
including digital art compositions, as well as historical and professional reproductions of
art used by teachers to introduce new topics and used by students to demonstrate literary
understandings.
Access to Materials for Art Making
Using multiple media for communication is one option for differentiating student
expression and communication (CAST, 2011). All three teachers had art materials
available for student use including drawing paper and construction paper, colored pencils,
markers, crayons, scissors, tape, and glue. Students were free to use these supplies
anytime they wanted; for instance, a student could take visual notes by drawing or mind
mapping or color coding information within notes. Making sure students had access to art
materials was one way teachers demonstrated that they valued students representing their
learning through multiple means (Smagorinsky & Coppock, 1994a, 1995). Several times
throughout my data collection I was struck by how often students chose colored pencils,
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markers, or crayons to draw an image during a lesson or color code notes during study
hall. If the only materials available to students were pens, pencils, and lined notebook
paper, their thinking and expression might have been limited to the constraints of those
media. On the other hand, since teachers provided multiple media for students to work in,
the affordances of multiple media opened up the possibilities for students‘ thinking and
expression to move in different directions (Eisner, 2002). In addition to materials for
making visual art on paper, teachers also utilized digital technologies for working with
and making images.
Access to digital composing materials. While searching the You Tube website
for a video on how to create animated text movies, Marlena found an instructional video
on Textorizer, which gave her an idea to write about visual memories and merge the text
with a photograph of her eye (see Figure 25). Textorizer is a software program used to
form an image with text. Users upload and combine a digital photograph and a block of
linguistic text. The final digital composition is the image from the photograph formed in
the words. Marlena used Textorizer both for her high school English class and for an
assignment in a graduate course that included methods for integrating visual arts in
English. Marlena used Textorizer herself to create a digital composition, and liking the
result, she designed a lesson for her students. In the lesson she taught to students, they
wrote about visual memories and combined their writing with photographs of their eyes
using Textorizer. For Marlena‘s lesson, which focused on using figurative language in
descriptive writing, she taught her students to use Textorizer to create a digital
composition combining words and image. Marlena drew a representation of this lesson in
Figure 26.
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Figure 25. Marlena‘s digital composition for her graduate course assignment.

Figure 26. Marlena‘s representation of using Textorizer in her classroom.
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In both the image she drew in the arts-based focus group interview and her talk
about the drawing, she described her figurative language digital composition lesson as an
example of her use of visual arts in her curriculum, providing the context in which it took
place, her purpose for having students complete the assignment, and her impressions of
how students reacted to the assignment. Her drawing has an image of an eye with just the
pupil, cornea, and eye lid represented. Inside and around the eye she wrote words
representing the ELA content of the project: metaphor, simile, onomatopoeia, alliteration,
repetition, language, and descriptive. Here, she described in words the visual
representation:
For the figurative language digital composition project that we did with
Textorizor, [students] had to recount their visual memories, and it was
actually hard, because they weren‘t allowed to write in complete
sentences. I really wanted them to focus on the meat of the description.
And then they used the program Textorizor to take a picture of their eye
and incorporate that story into their eye, which they really enjoyed. Yeah,
they really liked it, and I was excited. They had four days to do [the
project] because it was a four day week, and we had to start a new unit
coming up…but they did really well with it, and they really seemed to like
it. So that was a big hit. I really enjoyed doing that with them.
Marlena‘s digital compositing assignment blended several elements found in a
traditional English language arts lesson. The ELA curriculum content focused on writing
and included practicing personal writing, using visual imagery in descriptive writing, and
using figurative language, such as metaphor, simile, onomatopoeia, alliteration, and
repetition. Specifically, students wrote about personal memories in short phrases using
figurative language and visual imagery. The learning in this lesson included building
writing skills in that the assignment provided students with an opportunity to practice the
skill of using being concise in their writing to ―focus on the meat of the description.‖
Marlena expressed her observation that students found the writing ―hard, because they
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weren‘t allowed to write in complete sentences,‖ suggesting Marlena‘s assignment
strayed from teachers‘ expectation that students always write complete sentences. The
lesson also entailed a memory exercise of retrieving personal memories as writing
prompts. In particular, Marlena asked students to ―recount their visual memories‖
requiring them to retrieve memories they could visualize and describe in words.
To understand Marlena‘s experience teaching the digital composition assignment,
I found the emotions she discussed in her interviews as teacher/student enjoyment of art.
Her impression of students‘ emotions was that they enjoyed working with Textorizer and
the assignment was a ―big hit.‖ Marlena expressed her own enjoyment of the assignment
as excitement that students enjoyed it. For example, in her statement ―Yeah, they really
liked it, and I was excited,‖ she expressed that her students enjoyed doing the assignment
and that was part of her excitement. Perhaps this shared enjoyment of making visual art
through digital composing software is the reason Marlena chose this assignment as
representative of her visual arts practices.
The visual art content of this lesson included making art as digital photography of
students‘ eyes, which students altered using an online software program to combine the
eye photograph with the verbal text of their visual memory. The students‘ digital
compositions were printed, mounted, and hung in the hallway in front of Marlena‘s
classroom. The students‘ images thus created a visual composition that could be seen
from the other end of the hallway, becoming an example of art in the classroom space.
The presentation of students‘ eye image/text compositions then became visual art for
consumption of the entire high school. In addition to providing students access to
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materials for making art, teachers also provided them access to images to support their
learning of ELA content and connect across content areas.
Images to Introduce New Topics
Another way teachers provided students with access to art materials was through
showing images to introduce new topics in literature study. All three teachers used
images to introduce a new unit or topic of study as a method for establishing students‘
background knowledge on a topic and providing the historical context of literature
studied. In this case, looking at visual art was a method for teaching both ELA content
and learning strategies. Establishing prior knowledge improves reading comprehension
because it provides an anchor for learners to connect new information (Harvey &
Goudvis, 2007; Tovani, 2000). Sarah said showing art from the time period in which a
novel was set could ―show the theme or an idea…with the arts especially, some of our
kids can really relate, and that can open the ideas for them.‖ For example, before
beginning a unit on The Crucible by Arthur Miller, all three teachers showed a Power
Point slideshow with images related to historical witch trials. Elise said the art ―showed
what the people dressed like, what their houses looked like, how the village of Salem was
laid out at that time.‖ In addition, during the Transcendentalism unit, all three teachers
asked students to bring in an image or piece of music that represented an aspect of
transcendental philosophy. Students brought in comic strips, prints of paintings, and
lyrics to songs about love of nature, civil disobedience, and individual freedom. Elise
explained that the images and songs were ―jumping off points‖ for students to think and
talk about the themes in literature.
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Marlena described her experience of presenting Power Point slideshows on
symbols and The Jazz Era to introduce a unit on The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald.
The first slideshow on symbols ―walked [students] through a series of symbols. What are
symbols? Why do we use symbols? Where do we see them? And the main idea there was
that symbols send a message.‖ Marlena began the slideshow with symbols the students
were familiar with, such as symbols for common commercial brands, connecting the
lesson to the high school curriculum theme of consumerism. In addition, she incorporated
her knowledge of symbols as signs that represent meaning from her graduate coursework.
She stated that she ―started from very concrete symbols to more abstract symbols, colors
instead of objects. And then the ideas that are often associated with those objects or
colors.‖ Marlena recognized that when teaching students with learning dis/abilities it was
important to guide students‘ understanding of new concepts from basic understanding to
a more nuanced understanding. She used the slideshow to build up to more complex
symbols.
To guide students‘ study of symbolism in The Great Gatsby Marlena assigned
each student a symbol to track throughout the novel using a graphic organizer to facilitate
sharing how each symbol related to the novel. Marlena divided up the work of tracking
symbols in the novel and set up the expectation that students would collaborate with each
other and learn from each other. Marlena‘s second slideshow for introducing The Great
Gatsby was on the history of the Jazz Era to provide students with information about the
author and time period in the book. She spent an entire class period showing students
images to illustrate the popular culture at the time, the economy, the politics, and the
context of the end of World War I. In addition, she played jazz to give students a taste of
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the contemporary music. She stated that the slideshow ―was a lot of fun to make. I made
it for my [teacher licensure program], so I put a lot of time into it and research.‖
For the teachers, access to materials meant providing tools for making images,
including both media for hand making images and technology for creating digital images,
and providing images for looking at art to establish background knowledge. For students
with learning dis/abilities, teachers used access to materials to value visual thinking
(John-Steiner, 1995, 1997) as one important avenue for supporting learning. Furthermore,
providing art materials for students to create images with writing assignments could
expand how students define literacies. Showing students historical images in connection
with novel study could support students understanding the historical, social, and cultural
situatedness of literature and art (Cole, 1996).
The level of curriculum integration varied across the examples for access to
materials. Having image-making materials in the classroom without providing instruction
on use of the materials or art education curriculum, is an example of multidisciplinary
curriculum in that the visual art concepts were not taught side-by-side with ELA concepts
(Applebee et al., 2000). Showing slideshows of visual art was also multidisciplinary
when the discussion focused on connecting the content of the images to ELA content in
order to provide students with the historical context of a novel. However, when teachers
showed slideshows of images teaching art concepts and ELA concepts simultaneously,
such as teaching about the history of art movements along with the historical context of a
novel, the curriculum became interdisciplinary (Applebee et al., 2000). The example in
which disciplines were most blended occurred with Marlena‘s slideshows that interwove
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background knowledge on the historical time period, culture, art movements, and the role
of symbols as signs that can be both visual and linguistic.
Visualizing through Role Play
Elise said that she had students act out scenes when reading plays because it
―helps with their empathy with the characters, because many times a piece of literature is
about a far away time period. It‘s hard for our students to put themselves in the shoes of
the characters. So [role play] is very helpful.‖ In other words, Elise‘s purpose in having
students acting and role playing drama scripts was to learn ELA content related to
literature, specifically understanding character perspective. Visualizing and showing
empathy were learning skills that teachers at Marian Academy emphasized. Intrator
(2003) found that forming emotional connections to subject content was an important
aspect of engaging with literature. Throughout reading The Crucible, Elise had students
acting out small scenes to get a better sense of what was happening. In addition, she
asked a student who was a strong visual learner to draw a map of Salem Village to help
all of the students visualize the setting. When asked to give an example of her arts
integrated curriculum in the arts-based focus group interview, Elise drew and described
her use of role play with a scene she considered a turning point in the play (see Figure
27).
This is Abigail [pointing to figure in bottom left of image]. At this point,
she is trying to have John as her lover. She is very manipulative and really
doesn‘t care too much about what is going to happen to Elizabeth. This is
Elizabeth [pointing to figure in top left of image], John Proctor‘s wife, and
she is a very honest person, a good person. She is in the position of being
asked to answer yes or no. Did she believe her husband was an adulterer?
And since they‘ve already had an exchange where he‘s already confessed,
he wants her to speak the truth. But he can‘t say anything, he‘s not able to
speak, and he knows this is a turning point. And sadly, she lies and says ―I
never thought that he was interested in Abigail.‖ So it‘s a very dramatic
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moment in the play the Crucible…. When we did The Crucible we
actually acted out the scene where Elizabeth Proctor is being asked to
decide whether her husband is telling the truth or what‘s really going on.
Is he really having an affair with Abigail Williams or not? So we set up a
sort of a mini courtroom with the [students] facing the same way
characters [in the courtroom]. Because the way the judge set it up is, he
didn‘t want Elizabeth to be able to see her husband and his reactions. The
judge knew that they‘d been married for a long time. They‘re very close;
they‘d be able to read each other‘s body language. So I wanted students to
get the idea of how you would answer questions without having the
feedback from the person's body language…I had the idea because I felt
like it was such an important moment that I didn't want [students] not to
get it.
The ELA content in Elise‘s unit was literature study of the play the Crucible and
empathizing with characters. Elise taught the learning skill of visualizing through role
play by having students stand where characters would have stood to picture how their
placement created tension in the scene. In recreating the courtroom scene, Elise wanted

Figure 27. Elise‘s representation of her arts integrated curriculum.
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students to consider the perspective of the different characters, such as questioning the
judge‘s purpose in making Elizabeth face away from John. Having students physically
stand where Elizabeth and John would have been allowed them to see that the couple
would not have been able to communicate and the emotions involved in the situation. The
role play activity was a provisional text for having empathy with characters and
understanding what the characters were experiencing (Smagorinsky, 2001). In this case,
the visual for students to consider the play was formed by students‘ bodies to picture
character interactions and the significance for the play.
Art as a Springboard for Writing
Using art as a springboard for writing was a way for teachers to make writing
assignments more accessible for students with learning dis/abilities by providing
illustration through multiple media (CAST, 2011). In addition to providing access to
materials for creating visual art and teaching visualization, all three teachers also showed
students images as writing prompts. The teachers used photographs to prompt writing
responses for informal writing and creative writing. They found photographs in coffee
table books, old calendars, and on the internet.
Elise used photographs taken from old calendars as writing prompts for creative
writing and genre study. She described a comparison/contrast writing activity comparing
two sunflower photographs. The ELA content was to write a comparison/contrast paper
of two sunflowers using two different sunflower images to find what the flowers had in
common and different. Elise explained ―they‘re both sunflower pictures, but one may be
a close up and the other may be a distance shot. You know there are all different types of
nuances.‖ By discussing the framing of the photographs, Elise made explicit connections
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between concepts used in photography and details needed to compose a comparison
paper. Having the sunflower images to look at provided a model for Elise to demonstrate
explicitly how to find the similarities and differences in the images and how to organize
the details for structuring a comparison/contrast essay. The kind of explicit demonstration
Elise used helped her students with learning dis/abilities learn how to reproduce the
structure in their own essays.
Writing about Photographs
Sarah used images found online as writing prompts for her writing lab classes.
The purpose of the course was to extend students‘ writing skills instruction, including
composing in a variety of genres, forming habits to support the writing process, and
practicing correct usage of grammar and mechanics, all of which are components of ELA
curriculum. During the first five minutes of each writing lab period, Sarah and her
students wrote in and shared their journals. Sometimes she assigned photography writing
prompts showing photographs she found on the Internet. In this context, photo-prompted
writing was multidisciplinary curricula (Applebee et al., 2000) because Sarah did not
incorporate lessons on photography into the writing assignments. Sarah also used
photographs she took outside with a digital camera to prompt students‘ poetry writing. I
found the use of photographs to prompt writing as an opportunity for students to look at
art. During a unit on figurative language Sarah took her writing lab outside to take notes
on sensory details they noticed. She took photographs as they walked around campus,
and uploaded them to her computer. The next day students viewed the photographs and
chose one to write about to practice using figurative language and sensory detail. Sarah
said writing from a photograph ―gives [students] something to focus on, and then you get
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a lot of different responses.‖ Similar to Elise‘s class discussion of two different sunflower
images, Sarah‘s use of photographs to prompt writing provided students who struggled to
initiate writing with a place to start. Looking at photographs prompted students to notice
sensory detail and consider the language that might express the imagery. Sarah noted also
that because her photo prompts were open ended questions, students had more freedom in
choosing how to respond.
Sarah‘s experience of assigning photographs as writing prompts to focus students‘
writing contrasted with her experience of students struggling to think of a topic for
journal writing. That is, when Sarah assigned images as writing prompts students were
more likely to find a topic of interest to discuss. In the drawing from the arts-based focus
group interview (see Figure 28) and transcript excerpt below, Sarah represented an aspect
of her curriculum she struggled with during the year of the study.
[This is] to show a blank sheet of paper with lines on it… some [students]
are on a blank laptop, and then just blank thoughts, like ―Oh, what am I
gonna write? This is so challenging!‖ …So, sometimes I think just the act
of writing is too much, especially, 6th period on Friday is like, ―I do not
feel like doing this!‖

Figure 28. Sarah‘s drawing of her student in writing lab.
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Sarah‘s drawing included a frowning stick figure holding a pencil and piece of
paper with a blank thought bubble coming from the figure‘s head, a close up of the sheet
of paper with no writing on the lined paper, and a blank laptop screen to indicate that
students who compose on computers may also have trouble thinking of writing topics.
Sarah explained the clock appears to read 4:00- time to go home because she ―felt like the
kids were just watching the clock for the end of the day.‖ To illustrate her experience
with students struggling to compose journals in class, Sarah represented the student‘s
lack of an idea with an empty thought bubble and the student‘s emotion about the
challenge by drawing the student frowning. While the blank paper and laptop screen
represented that the student had not yet articulated any meaning, or znachenie, the ―blank
thought bubble‖ represented that the student may not have formed a sense of an idea yet,
or smysl. According to Sarah, using photographs as writing prompts helped students
generate those initial ideas, leading to her receiving papers with ―a lot of different
responses.‖ Sarah noted her experience that with some journals her students ―wanted to
keep going, or had gotten a good start,‖ meaning once students had an idea and were able
to begin, they were more likely to want to continue. The photographs then were a starting
point for forming an idea that made composing the articulation of that idea more
accessible. In this sense, viewing images was used to enhance writing (Alejandro, 2005;
Buckelew, 2003; Ehrenworth, 2003) because the viewing helped students generate topics
and details for their compositions.
In the example of Sarah‘s use of photographs, she and I took the photographs
while students took notes on their sensory experiences outside that day. Students viewed
and discussed the images to generate ideas, making this activity a multidisciplinary
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(Applebee et al., 2000). As an example of interdisciplinary curriculum (Applebee et al.,
2000), the next narrative illustrates drawings used as provisional texts to mediate
meaning making (Smagorinsky, 2001).
Making Visual Art
Elise and Sarah offered making visual art as a choice for culminating projects
with a variety of options from which to choose. They also provided opportunities for
students who preferred to make visual art to create images for the class. Sarah assigned
students word art activities in writing lab for designing print advertisements and synonym
posters. Marlena assigned drawing as whole class activities throughout the year. Marlena
began assigning body biographies and sketches-to-stretch after she learned about them in
her graduate courses. She had students create body biographies of characters in the
Crucible and How to Succeed in Business without Even Trying. To make the body
biography students drew an outline of one student on large pieces of butcher paper. In
small groups, students added aspects of their specific character using symbols and written
language to represent the history and development of the character, relationships with
other characters, and the plot development of the story.
Sketch-to-Stretch
Marlena‘s use of sketch-to-stretch (Short et al., 1996; Whitin, 1996) guided
students‘ visualization of literature as a means for accessing English language arts
content and differentiating her instruction (CAST, 2011). Marlena asked students to
―draw pictures of what they were seeing in their minds‖ and share the drawings
―explain[ing] what was going on in the picture, why they drew it the way that they did,
and how it helped support their understanding.‖ She explained that sketch-to-stretch
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―helps with memory, visual imagery, and reading comprehension, but it can also help
with vocabulary. As we‘re reading and examining different vocabulary, they have to
translate it to a picture.‖ The act of creating the drawing seemed to improve students‘
memory of the story, their understanding of the vocabulary and imagery used in the story,
and their overall comprehension of the story. As a comprehension strategy, imagery
training teaches students to form a mental image of what they read which ―improves
memory and assists connection making as well as supporting inferential reasoning‖ (Hall,
2003, p. 108).
Marlena explained to students that her purpose in using sketch-to-stretch was to
help them visualize what they read. She told them ―you‘re showing me you can produce a
representation of what you‘re visualizing in your head, and in that way you‘re supporting
what you‘re visualizing.‖ Teaching visualization as a reading comprehension strategy is
an important way to help struggling readers (Wilhelm, 2008). For Marlena, sketch-tostretch was a drawing activity that helped students gain access to English language arts
content by giving them a way to form and represent a mental picture of a story.
According to the Universal Design for Learning Guidelines (CAST, 2011), guiding
visualization is one way to provide options for comprehension in differentiating multiple
means of representation.
Another way sketch-to-stretch provided a means for differentiating instruction for
students with learning dis/abilities was that it fostered collaboration and community
(CAST, 2011). During a unit on Edgar Allen Poe short stories, students completed
drawings each day related to the readings in order to aid their comprehension. For
example, for their reading of Fall of the House of Usher, Marlena explained that while
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the story was descriptive, students had a difficult time understanding it because the story
had ―higher level vocabulary‖ than what students were used to. In sharing their drawings
of the house of Usher, students extended each others‘ understanding of the story. Marlena
explained what she noticed about students‘ drawings:
you just have all the different variations of the House of Usher, which was
nice when we presented them, because everybody could see that there
were different interpretations for the house. If they had missed pieces, they
could see them in other people‘s drawings. Because the descriptions [in
Poe‘s writing] are so detailed, they probably aren‘t going to get
everything. And so that was nice. Some people really took the literal
version [from the story] that [the] house really looks like a face, and they
made it look like a cartoon character drawing of their house. Other people
drew more realistically what they thought [the house] would have looked
like.
Making and sharing drawings of the house provided a means for students to mediate their
meanings of the short story by talking about their drawings, looking at other students‘
drawings, and listening to others talk about their drawings. Smagorinsky et al. (2007)
found this kind of interpretive movement back and forth between a piece of literature,
students drawings, and their talk about both the drawings and literature helpful for
students with attention issues. According to Marlena, visualizing through sketch-tostretch was important because ―if you‘re not visualizing, you‘re not comprehending.‖ The
movement back and forth between the visual imagery in the story and multiple
interpretations of the house provided options for comprehension (CAST, 2011).
Despite being pleased with what students produced, Marlena had a concern about
the sketch-to-stretch drawings. She had explained the stories to students because the
vocabulary in the stories was hard for students to understand, and she felt the students
needed her to explain the meaning of the stories. While drawing sketches-to-stretch
helped students visualize Poe‘s short stories, Marlena worried that students‘ drawings,
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then, were based on what she said in explaining the passages instead of students‘ own
reading (see Figure 29). Marlena represented this experience visually during the artsbased focus group interview in response to a prompt to draw and discuss an aspect of her
curriculum with which she struggled.
I want [students] to feel capable, and when you give them something that
they aren‘t capable of figuring out on their own, it makes them feel
defeated. They were able to draw the pictures because I was explaining
and describing a lot after I read it. But, what I would like for them to do in
that kind of exercise is to read something and not have me explain it first. I
want the picture to be their direct translation of what was written, so
they‘re learning how to do the work on their own.
Marlena‘s drawing of her experience with sketch-to-stretch for teaching Poe‘s
short stories represents the vocabulary students struggled with as ―big words‖ within a
book labeled ―Poe‖ and arrow pointing to the ―big picture.‖ Her drawing shows that in
order to get to an understanding of the story students had to understand the difficult
language. Marlena wanted students to interpret the stories independently and draw
sketches-to-stretch without her help. However, her practice of teaching the stories relied
on her doing the initial interpretation of the ―big words.‖ She worried that if their
drawings were based on her explanations, students would ―feel defeated,‖ because she
had assigned a reading they were not ―capable of figuring out on their own.‖ She equated
not needing her help to understand the vocabulary with students having self-efficacy, or
the belief they can accomplish what they attempt. She worried that having the experience
of struggling with a difficult reading may lead to students ―feeling defeated‖ and thus,
lack self-efficacy. Marlena‘s experience not only included what she and students did
during class, but also her consideration of students‘ feelings and experiences in her class.
She wanted students to feel capable of succeeding in her class.
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Figure 29. Marlena‘s drawing to represent her experience she struggled with.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION
This was a study of three high school English teachers at Marian Academy and
their teaching of literature and writing curriculum. Their literature curriculum in 20102011 consisted of American literature spanning colonial through modern periods, and
included reading fiction, drama, nonfiction, and poetry. Their writing curriculum
consisted of instruction in composing essay papers, research papers, memoirs and
personal writing, short story, and poetry. They integrated vocabulary instruction within
literature study through Greek and Latin roots related to literature themes, as well as
practice with the Wordly Wise vocabulary program. While the teachers‘ main concern
was their English curriculum, they were not just English teachers. They were English
teachers of students with learning dis/abilities. Their philosophies of teaching students
with dis/abilities stressed the importance of considering the students as complex human
beings and the need to value students‘ strengths, as well as accommodate their needs.
Teachers‘ curriculum was designed to differentiate instruction and accommodate the
needs of their students through explicit teaching of learning strategies, such as how to
monitor and improve reading comprehension and how to initiate and expand writing.
Teachers spent time in class modeling note taking skills and strategies for learning
vocabulary, such as drawing images to connect a word to its meaning. In this study, I
used the concept of access to understand what it meant to teach students with learning
dis/abilities through arts integration.
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Teaching students with learning dis/abilities through arts integration
Visual arts were an integral part of both the English curriculum and
differentiation. To understand visual arts integration in the high school ELA curriculum, I
looked at what kinds of visual arts the teachers used and how their visual arts integration
supported their teaching of students with learning dis/abilities. The teachers‘ use of the
visual arts fit with a Universal Design for Learning model for differentiation (CAST,
2011). The teachers used visual arts as a means of differentiating the English curriculum
through looking at visual art, making visual art, using visual art as prompts for writing,
and teaching visualization. Looking at art included showing students images to introduce
new topics in literature and to illustrate themes in literature. Showing students images to
make connections to literature was an alternative form of presenting information (CAST,
2011). The teachers helped students make connections across content areas by providing
information on the historical context of the literature read and viewing images from art
history that corresponded to the literature studied. Teachers also assigned students to
search for and present images to make connections to literature. For example, students
brought in photographs and comic strips to illustrate themes found in transcendental
essays. Teachers also had students look at visual art made by other students, such as maps
of a novel setting and character drawings in the body biographies.
Art making included quick informal drawings during class discussion of
literature, sketches-to-stretch completed as homework to articulate students‘ mental
imagery and comprehension of literature, and digital compositions combining linguistic
text and visual image to practice descriptive writing. Students drew images to make
meaning of what they read and share that meaning with each other. Teachers drew
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pictures or had students draw pictures on the whiteboard to guide students‘ thinking
about what was read. Teachers gave visual art as an option for demonstrating
understanding to provide students with choice and autonomy and to help students learn to
advocate for strategies that worked best for them (CAST, 2011). Using visual art as
prompts for writing meant that teachers showed students images and lead discussions
about what students noticed in the images as a starting point to initiate their writing.
Teachers assigned multiple options for creative culminating projects so that students
could demonstrate learning in a variety of forms, including drawing and choosing images
to represent understanding.
Teachers taught visualization as a strategy for comprehension and to guide
students in self-monitoring their comprehension (CAST, 2011). Their strategy instruction
on visualization included guiding students to visualize from auditory/linguistic
information, having students draw images to represent their mental pictures, and having

Figure 30. Sketch of students visualizing Rosemary singing and dancing about love.
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students role-playing to visualize the scene and consider a characters‘ emotional state.
Teachers said explicitly teaching students to visualize as they read was important because
some of their students did not know how to create mental images to support their
comprehension.
Teaching with emotional connections
Emotional connections were also important in the teachers‘ curriculum. Teachers
used visual arts to help students make emotional connections with literary characters.
They also made emotional connections with incorporating visual arts to allow creative
students to access their strengths and to model creative thinking for students who needed
to expand their thinking in visual ways. Teachers also emphasized the importance of
emotional connections in developing student-teacher relationships and empathizing with
their students. In discussing their role as teachers of students with learning dis/abilities all
three teachers emphasized the importance of understanding students‘ frustrations with
their struggles and excitement for their successes. Visual art was a way of providing
means for engaging in discussions with students about the English curriculum.
Understanding teachers’ experiences of integrating visual arts for students with
dis/abilities
I considered visual arts integration as different for each teacher in my study.
While there were some practices all three teachers used, each had her own way of doing
it. For Sarah, visual arts integration meant using images to improve students‘ writing, but
specifically their creative and descriptive writing. She used images as a starting place for
writing, a way to initiate the task of writing, generate ideas, and make writing less
intimidating. She also offered visual art as creative options for culminating projects for
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students to show connections they made to literature. For Marlena, visual arts integration
meant putting art in the hands of students. In other words, her students drew art to make
connections to literature and expand their interpretations, to visualize what they read to
improve comprehension, and to understand the complex notion of signs in both linguistic
and visual texts. She talked about the importance of students transcribing their mental
images to paper and using their drawings to talk to each other, because she felt students
expanded each others‘ interpretation by talking about their drawings (O'Donnell-Allen &
Smagorinsky, 1999). For Elise, visual arts integration meant understanding students‘
different needs and incorporating different learning styles into her teaching. She used
visual arts for both valuing the visual thinking of her artistic students and helping other
students develop visual thinking (John-Steiner, 1995, 1997).
In considering my study through a complexity theory frame, I did not separate the
teachers‘ experiences of teaching English, teaching students with dis/abilities, teaching
visual art integration, and teaching emotional connections. I viewed each of these aspects
of their experiences as interconnected and intertwined with other aspects of their
professional and personal lives. My a/r/tographic understandings are presented separately
from my qualitative findings into two chapters, but I considered them simultaneous and
interwoven pieces of a single thread. Complexity theory allowed me to move my analysis
back and forth between understanding through making and manipulating images about
my data and understanding by listening, transcribing, and coding my data. As a separate
chapter, my a/r/tographic understandings allowed me to position my art making as an
important means of investigating and representing of my study.
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Figure 31. Complexity.

Moving into A/r/tography
While the purpose of my study was to investigate ELA teachers who integrated
visual arts with students with dis/abilities, there were multiple layers to designing and
conducting my research. In this section, I discuss the influence of a/r/tography on my
research and the tensions I found in writing my dissertation. A dissertation is essentially
the exit exam of doctoral programs, a culminating project to assess the growth of a
scholar. Designing my study was not just about choosing theories and methods for how
they might help me answer my research questions, but for how they matched my view of
the world and supported my thinking. As a metaphor for my view of the world, my
research embraces the complexities of being a researcher with learning dis/abilities,
processing information in different ways in various contexts. In this section, my images
are not necessarily concrete representations of ideas or experiences. Some of the images
represent associations or emotions, while other images are the result of processing
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through painting, without words to express what it
was I was thinking at the time. My images are part
of my research process but cannot necessarily be
linked to a specific idea or finding. Often when I felt
frustrated with language, I turned to art as a space
where a jagged line and deep red color could
illustrate complex emotions that words did not do
Figure 32. Window access.
justice. I encourage my reader to consider the
images as windows to access my experiences as a
fledgling scholar.
Artist-Self
I considered the images presented in my dissertation as research because they
played important roles in my inquiry process. My research sketchbook provided a visual
means to document the teachers‘ curriculum and pedagogy practices I observed in their
classrooms. The photographs I took of their classrooms provided a means for
documenting and analyzing the role of images in the environment. My visual journals
allowed me to think through art-making. The art images I made for my research
represented a variety of experiences and included multiple media and styles. I made
images to represent what it was like for me in the teachers‘ classrooms. These images
were tied to specific events that occurred during data collection. I also made images to
represent more abstract experiences, such as the contrast between feeling ideas flow
smoothly into articulation (see Figure 33) and feeling frustration when my writing
process was stymied (see Figures 34-36).
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Figure 33. Forming Raindrops.

Figure 34. Frustration 1.

Figure 35. Frustration 2.

Figure 36. Frustration 3.
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While creating images gave me the time and space to process my analysis
visually, it was sometimes difficult to turn from thinking visually to writing Chapters 4
and 5. I worried that as a dissertation, my images could not stand alone. I felt pressure to
find words to explain every image whether or not I had a concrete idea assigned to them
already. I felt an expectation that I should have a specific reason for including an image,
not just because making it helped me think. I felt I needed to explain how the image
helped me and where it led. I chose the images in Chapter 4 because I associated them
with the teachers‘ curriculum or an experience I had during observation. Narrating the
experience and how I got to the opening concepts gave me a structure for finding
language for Chapter 4.
Researcher-Self
One tension I found in using a/r/tography for this study was the issue of how
much of my experiences to include in the dissertation. Much of the literature from
a/r/tography is presented in the first person and explores autobiography for professional
development (Leggo, 2008). Thus, while I planned Chapter 4 as a presentation of images
about my understandings and experiences of my study, my self-exploration became much
more subtle. I worried about whether I should be a subject of my research. Did learning
how to do research and how to be a researcher mean studying the self? Is learning about
the self in research unavoidable or inconsequential? I struggled with how to weave my
understandings of my experiences conducting the study with my understandings of the
teachers‘ experiences of their curriculum. Where was my focus meant to be? On my
process of coming to understandings or on my understandings of the teachers‘
experiences of arts integrated curriculum? I worried if, perhaps, exploring my a/r/t
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identities did not fit with my study of the teachers. I worried that I should preserve
exploring my a/r/t identities, and thus my dis/ability identity, for a manuscript after
beginning my career. I felt conflicted, because I could not provide a deep understanding
of the teachers‘ experiences without also sharing how I got there, which was through my
art-making. For example, I may have never considered the role of access to materials
(e.g., art-making tools, images, technology), if I hadn‘t had a visceral reaction to
photographing Marlena‘s shelf of supplies (office supplies, art supplies, and even scented
hand sanitizers), which occurred as I photographed her classroom. My personal reaction
to watching students freely choose markers and colored pencils as they needed inspired
me consider what those materials afford students in the English classroom. Altering a
photograph of Marlena‘s crayons provided me the opportunity to think about and
represent my experience of using visual media. I wanted to represent what I felt when
drawing with a crayon versus painting with watercolors, or any number of other media.
Making a new image by altering a photograph created a space to consider what the
teachers were providing the students with, not just in tools, but in experiences, by having
art supplies available. I felt connected to students who I observed choosing colored
pencils to take notes in color. I felt connected to teachers who told me how important it
was to them that they offer students multiple means of representing what they learned.
Thus, the image in Chapter 4 I made about what it is like for me to use visual media was
tied conceptually and chronologically to what I observed and heard of the teachers‘
practice of providing students with art materials (see Figure 15).
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Teacher-Self
In seeing myself as an artist-researcher-teacher, I drew from my memories of
teaching high school English to understand the teachers‘ experiences. I could empathize
with the teachers‘ struggles with the end-of-year crunch and preparing for final exams,
because I knew what it was like. I remembered the stress of wrapping up language arts
content, writing final exams and preparing students to take exams, all while passing out
yearbooks, planning prom, and writing graduation speeches. Interacting with teachers and
students during my observations reminded me that I did not stop being a teacher when I
quit my job to become a doctoral student. I still commiserated with faculty during lunch
and gave rowdy students the teacher look that says ―I‘m watching you, so behave.‖ One
of the main reasons I wanted to do education research is that I wanted the research about
teachers to be done by teachers. I wanted the academy to value teachers‘ voices in our
scholarship, and allow teachers‘ ideas to guide inquiry.

Figure 37. Antique hat used for role-play.
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Another way I envisioned myself as a teacher during this study, was as a mentor
teacher to my participants. While my primary purpose was to learn from my participants,
I also hoped to share with them what I learned in my doctoral program about arts
integration. I brought in resources from my coursework and printed copies of my
conference presentations and papers to offer resources to expand their use of arts
integration. In our conversations, we shared successful arts-based lessons and
brainstormed new lesson ideas. Sarah liked one of my ideas and asked me to guest teach
the lesson during the following year. My lesson, created as a conference workshop on
teaching drawing with literature study, asked students to consider how anatomy from
multiple real animals were combined to form mythical creatures. Initially students
reviewed familiar creatures found in the Greek myths they just finished reading. Then,
students analyzed animal photographs for anatomy shape and line discussing how they
could combine different parts to make a new whole. For example, one set of photographs
were of winged animals (birds, bats, and insects), a second set of photographs were of sea
animals (whales, dolphins, fish), and third set of photographs were of four legged animals
(lions, leopards, and lizards). I asked students to investigate the different possible
anatomy shapes, consider which would make interesting pairings, and draw their own
creatures. For my teacher sample (see Figure 38), I added butterfly wings to a jaguar cub.
Given more time, the drawing lesson could lead into a composing activity for writing a
short story about their creature in the style of a myth.
While conducting my research, I was also in the process of transitioning into the
role of teacher educator. I worked as a graduate teaching assistant at my university
teaching a course on methods for teaching middle school language arts. My research
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influenced my own teaching in
that I incorporated stories of my
participant teachers‘ methods into
classroom discussions. I offered
my student teachers perspectives
on teaching students with
dis/abilities based on what I
learned from my participants. I
also gave my student teachers
practical ideas for managing
classrooms I learned from
participants. One example I used
from Elise, who was introducing
routines for filing assignments to

Figure 38. Winged cat.

give students the responsibility of
making sure work is filed on time. In considering how my participant teachers‘
experienced arts-integration, I contemplated what my future student teachers may need to
know in order to integrate visual arts into their own curriculum. For instance, I think it
will be important to introduce student teachers to language for analyzing images in the
classroom (Zoss, 2009), so I plan to incorporate readings on medium-specific language
(Suhor, 1984) for viewing art and visual discourse analysis as a method for analyzing the
images students make (Albers, 2009, 2010).
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An A/R/Tist with Dis/ability Disclosure
I considered this research an arts-based study incorporating multiple perspectives
on images and image making. My study was a move toward a/r/tography in that I used
perspectives and concepts from a/r/tography, such as metaphor, openings, and contiguity.
For me, a/r/tography was about honoring the artistic, creative part of my identity that so
fiercely shaped how I saw the world, was an important part of how I defined myself, and
did not become invisible during my work life. As a doctoral student and researcher, I saw
the world differently after four years of training in research, and I saw my art life and
teaching life as changed by my new research life. I saw arts-based inquiry as a form for
exploring my process of thinking through art-making. I was interested in investigating the
curiosities and complexities of teaching and learning. In particular, I was curious to see
how what I learned about my own thinking and teaching and art-making might inform my
career in teacher education. For me, moving toward a/r/tography meant valuing the
contributions artistic expression might make in my research endeavors. But, a/r/tography
also provided a language for examining how multiple aspects of who I am were
intertwined and could not be separated.
When planning my study, I felt it was important to include how using art-making
as a research method was intertwined with my position as someone with learning
dis/abilities. However, in the context of writing a dissertation while conducting a national
job search, I worried about disclosing my learning dis/abilities. Disability Studies
scholars have explored the complexities of disclosing dis/ability identity for students
(Wilson & Lewiecki-Wilson, 2008) and professors (Mossman, 2008; Pence, 2008). At
the start of my doctoral program, I was excited to change perspectives on dis/ability by
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Figure 39. Butterfly mask: Hiding dis/abilities.

discussing my personal experiences. However, by the time I wrote by dissertation I had
had several conversations in which I was cautioned about the risks of disclosing
dis/ability before solidifying my career in academia. While I was unsure how I felt about
letting those risks curb my mission, I backed away from my dis/ability identity publicly
to give myself time to consider it. In the last decade I have been comfortable publicly
disclosing my dis/abilities in both my work as a high school teacher and doctoral
candidate. I believed by openly discussing how my thinking and learning worked (my
dis/abilities) and my experiences of going through school and life as someone who
learned outside the lines (Mooney & Cole, 2000), I could alter the stigma associated with
dis/ability labels. I believed that because I was comfortable talking about the way my
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mind works, the ups and the downs, the inspirations and the mistakes, I could help others
see that the categories used to position learners within a hierarchy are artificial and
socially constructed (Foucault, 1969, 1972). However, once I began my job search, the
thought of moving to a new state and starting a new job with people who do not know
me, scared me into silence, closing off access to part of myself. In writing my
dissertation, there were times when I explicitly discussed my positionality as a doctoral
student with learning dis/abilities, such as in my subjectivities statement, written early in
my process. On the other hand, as I composed the final chapters, I waited anxiously for
offers to interview with universities and questioned the logic of disclosure. By opening
myself up to the stigma of dis/ability in order to change perspectives, I risked losing job
opportunities. The idea of discussing my dis/abilities with strangers scared me into
backing off the self-study aspect of a/r/tography. Instead of Chapter 4 focusing only on
my research experiences, I wove narratives of my experiences as openings for
considering the teachers‘ experiences.
What would it mean to my research to take out or hide my learning dis/abilities?
If someone asked why I used arts-based methods, would I simply say because I like art?
If someone asked about my writing process, would I leave out my frustrations with
finding words to put ideas on paper? Everyone gets writer‘s block now and then, but my
frustrations weren‘t about writer‘s block, they were about auditory memory, word
retrieval, and organizing. Not discussing my thought processes in analyzing and
representing my research meant hiding how I came to understand my data. Omitting any
talk of my frustrations meant cutting out why it was so important for me to focus on
teachers of students with learning dis/abilities. When it came down to it, the risks of
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being stigmatized were not worth feeling silenced. It would be one thing if my dis/ability
labels did not affect how I conducted my research, but because my frustrations with
things like auditory processing and word retrieval affected how I collected and analyzed
data and wrote up my research, to omit those would mean hiding my research processes.
It felt like I would be hiding behind masks, not revealing part of my identity. In choosing
to openly examine my learning dis/abilities my dissertation became in a sense a
dis/ability narrative (Mossman, 2008).

Figure 40. Steam punk mask: Hiding dis/abilities.
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In rejecting the advice to omit my learning dis/abilities from my research, I came
to think of disclosure as an a/r/t opening. Disclosure means to reveal or expose to view
(Abate, 1997). Dis/ability disclosure is often spoken of in a legal sense in the context of
someone seeking accommodations at work or school. In order to ask for accommodations
one must have documentation determined by medical or psychological evaluation. On the
other hand, my dissertation is in many ways a universally designed study which did not
require legal documentation for the accommodations I planned for myself. Incorporating
arts-based research methods to build on my strengths and incorporate my own
accommodations is a (re)positioning strategy (Collins, 2011). Because I could plan my
research to fit my needs, I chose methods that I thought would match how I think best.
My research sketchbook allowed me to document observation through visual notes as
sketches. My visual journals provided structure to extra processing time I needed to draw
conclusions from my analysis. Watching the video recording of the arts-based focus
group interview supported my analysis by refreshing my memory of the conversation.
Utilizing Atlas.TI for qualitative coding analysis provided me with a database to organize
the data and track my analysis. Using the code manager function in the software to find
the quotes for a specific code saved me countless hours I would have spent searching for
the quotes in paper transcripts. The memo function allowed me to document my thinking
and progress throughout my analysis. These are just a few of the ways my research
methods served as accommodations.
I could have planned my study with arts-based research methods that allowed for
collecting and analyzing images without necessarily considering my own positionality
and role as an artist. Including a/r/tography concepts in my methods allowed me to
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recognize that my long history with art classes
and dabbling in different media impacted my
use of arts-based research methods. Setting a
place in Chapter 4 for my own experiences
conducting my study helped me value what I
learned, not just about my research questions,
but also what I learned about being an artistresearcher-teacher with learning dis/abilities. As
I move toward a/r/tography in my future
research, I will continue to explore how my
multiple identities are intertwined with my

Figure 41. Orange wash.

understandings and how using arts-based
methods allows me to (re)position dis/ability.
Looking Forward

I have two recommendations for how the high school English teachers at Marian
Academy could expand the way they integrated visual art for differentiating curriculum
for students with learning dis/abilities. The first is to bring their use of images into more
formal academic composing. The writing with images I saw during my study included
informal personal writing and creative writing, such as poetry and short story. I would
like to see teachers incorporate visual art into the formal research paper taught each
spring. Perhaps students could use visual note taking to collect their research sources.
Another option would be for students to produce a piece of artwork to represent their
research findings. In the school year after I conducted this research, the teachers added
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Figure 42. Green wash.
visual analysis and drawing prompts to the spring field trip. My second suggestion for
the English teachers is to incorporate the concepts of art education, such as design
principles and elements, more fully into their integration practices. For instance, when
showing images to introduce a new topic, the teachers could include discussion of the
artists‘ techniques and how images work.
Implications for English Language Arts Teachers
Integrating visual arts into English language arts is an important aspect of
providing students with dis/abilities multiple ways to access ELA content and represent
understanding. The teachers in my study shifted the view of visual art integration from
an elective only available to students already engaged in art classes to a view of visual art
integration as an important element of a universally designed curriculum (CAST, 2011).
By including visual arts teachers can value multiple ways students already think about
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and express school content, as well as support students in developing ways of thinking
they may not have considered previously. The teachers in my study talked about having
multiple reasons for including the arts, depending on the interests and needs of students,
and the importance of valuing students‘ strengths while developing newer areas. Elise
encouraged students who enjoyed drawing to serve as class artists sharing their literary
interpretations through image and guiding their peers in visualizing what they read. She
thus drew on the strengths that particular students already had to help support students in
the class for whom the visualizing through drawing strategy was a new way of thinking
about a text. John-Steiner‘s (1995, 1997) argued that creativity is not a trait that one
possesses, but rather creative thinking is developed over a lifetime through practice and
apprenticeships. Elise‘s example shows how students and teachers can support each other
in developing practices for arts integrated learning.
Providing students with opportunities to view and create art can also guide
teachers in learning more about their students‘ interests and world views. Smagorinsky
(2010) argued in support of the possibilities for assessment available in having students
create visual responses to literature. The open-ended nature of visual protocols used in his
studies allowed students to bring personal experience and emotional responses into the
school context. Sharing their images through discussion with peers mediated the
meanings students developed by incorporating ways of thinking often overlooked in
schools. My teacher participants discussed how viewing students‘ artwork and listening
to students‘ talk about their artwork helped teachers see the connections students made to
the literature they read or find the gaps in students‘ comprehension. Marlena described
how listening to students‘ explanations of their sketches-to-stretch about Edgar Allen Poe
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short stories helped her consider the role understanding language played in students‘
reading comprehension. Sarah found that in giving students a variety of artistic choices
for responding to The Catcher in the Rye, she learned about one students‘ interest in
music journalism, thus giving Sarah the opportunity to tailor her instruction to the
students‘ interest. By allowing students choice in the forms used to represent
understanding of course content, teachers can provide students with multiple means of
engagement in a universally designed curriculum (CAST, 2011).
There is not a formula to follow, lock-step, for teaching visual arts integrated
language arts for students with learning dis/abilities. The teachers in my study integrated
visual arts in a variety of ways, sharing some methods in common, such as using images
to introduce new content, while each teacher also integrated visual art according to her
individual curriculum and student needs. Research on how teachers integrate curriculum
recognized that even within the same school there may be differences in integration
across content (Applebee, Burroughs, & Cruz, 2000; Boix Mansilla, Miller, & Gardner,
2000; Burnaford, Aprill, & Weiss, 2001). One way teachers can integrate curriculum is
by planning interdisciplinary units (Berghoff, Bixler Borgmann, Helmerick, & Thomas,
2010). The kinds of visual art integrated in ELA can, and should, vary across the school
year, and can include viewing, creating, and discussing visual art. Teachers can provide
images for students to view in order to guide discussion of specific aspects of the image.
Teachers can also assign students to search art databases and museum websites for
images or assign students to create their own images to allow discussion of the
associations students make between images and ELA content.
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A background in visual arts is not a requirement for teachers interested in
integrating visual arts, but if interested, there are various ways to acquire knowledge and
methods for teaching students to analyze and create images. The teachers in my study
expanded their use of visual arts by attending seminars and workshops, such as the
Project Zero workshop hosted by their local art museum. Another opportunity for
expanding teachers‘ use of visual arts is by continuing their education through graduate
school. Marlena learned about several of the art lessons and projects she discussed in
interviews through her arts integrated graduate education courses. In her discussions,
Marlena reflected on connections between her coursework and experiences implementing
newly learned methods and cited the sources from which she learned about the lesson.
Implications for preparing future teachers
While none of the three teachers in my study considered themselves visual artists,
they all had varying degrees of exposure to arts-based practices ranging from attending
conference presentations to taking graduate courses. Thus, teachers do not have to think
of themselves as artists to provide support for students to think and express their thoughts
through visual art. They do, however, need to have knowledge of the resources and
teaching practices necessary to teach using visual art and to teach students how to think
and express themselves through visual art. One implication of my study is defining
aspects of what future teachers need to know in order to integrate visual arts as a means
of differentiating their ELA curriculum for students with learning dis/abilities. First, and
perhaps most important, teachers need to know how to use teaching methods that value
cognitive pluralism by offering students multiple ways to think and represent their
thinking (John-Steiner, 1995, 1997). Teachers need to teach how to make images and
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critique images, because increasing their exposure to visual art making and viewing may
increase their comfort with teaching through arts integration. Teachers need to learn how
to teach visualizing to students using multiple modes of representing their mental
pictures. In other words, in role playing a scene from literature, students use talk as well
as gesture with their bodies to articulate their visualizations. Also, in drawing sketchesto-stretch of a scene from literature, students articulate their mental pictures through
visual images. Methods courses in teaching could include multiple ways to integrate
visual art, such as art as a springboard for writing, looking at art to introduce new topics
as a means of establishing background knowledge, making visual art as a means of
responding to literature, and teaching visualization as a strategy for monitoring
comprehension of literature. In taking the teachers from my study as a model, I would
lastly like to point out that there is not one way to integrate art, but many. Each teacher
must find the methods of arts integration that works best for him or her.

Figure 43. Blue angle wash.
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Further Research
Throughout my study I kept a list of ideas for how I would like to expand this
research in the future. For instance, I would like to follow up with the teachers in this
study and do a longer study using photo elicitation in which teachers take photographs of
their curriculum experiences over the course of a school year to look at how they would
represent their experiences through photography. I would also like to do an arts-based
ethnography of the high school including other subject area teachers and the students to
get a more in depth view of how the whole high school integrates curriculum. Including
student data would allow me to show more aspects of what happens in the classroom, a
move that Intrator and Kunzman (2009) argue is essential and yet strikingly missing in
literacy research. I would also like to propose using a/r/tography as a form of inquiry for
both teachers and students. I believe adding the use of image-making to the formal
research paper the high school students do each spring, would add a layer of
differentiation currently missing from the research paper. In addition, a/r/tography could
be used for investigating experiences of students with dis/abilities by creating what Mark
Mossman called ―narratives of disability‖ (2008, p. 169). Lastly, as I begin my career as a
teacher educator, I would like to see how the teachers I educate experience arts
integration.
My hope is that my study will encourage other researchers to investigate the role
visual arts can play in differentiating instruction for students with dis/abilities. More
research needs to be done in contexts similar to Marian Academy to find out more about
the role the context plays in teachers‘ experiences. Are other small independent schools
for students with learning dis/abilities encouraging teachers to use art integration? Could
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Marian Academy be used as a model for bringing arts integrated differentiation to other
independent schools? In addition, more research needs to be done to see if findings would
be similar for teachers in public schools teaching in both inclusive classrooms and selfenclosed classrooms for students with dis/abilities.
While my study focused on the teachers‘ experiences of their planned and enacted
curriculum (Burroughs & Smagorinsky, 2009), more research is needed to learn how
students with learning dis/abilities receive such a curriculum (Burroughs & Smagorinsky,
2009; Intrator & Kunzman, 2009). One way to investigate the perspectives of students
with dis/abilities in arts integrated classes would be to see if integrating visual arts
provides students with access to re-positioning strategies of opting out, telling stories, and
doing it my way to re-position themselves as successful in classrooms where they were
positioned as deficient (Collins, 2011).
In addition, I hope my study might show researchers that incorporating a research
sketchbook into field work can add another layer for documenting observations through
both drawing concrete representations of what they observe as well as a space for
drawing impressions, associations, and conceptual understandings. One advantage I
found in keeping my research sketchbook was that I could express ephemeral interactions
I noticed that I could not put into words: a look, or gesture that communicated something
intangible, which I could quickly represent in a sketch. For example, Figure 44 is a sketch
of two students I noticed during a panel discussion. While they were not romantically
evolved, they sat in close proximity, leaning in toward each other. Their relationship did
not pertain to my research, as I was interested in how Elise used the format of conducting
a panel discussion as a final exam. Drawing the sketch helped me consider how Elise
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planned her senior English class to prepare
students to be successful in college coursework
by guiding them in thinking critically. By
incorporating a visual sketchbook into field
study, other researchers may find drawings can
what they learn from their research.
One of the affordances of painting with
Figure 44. Sketch of two
students during panel discussion.

watercolors is how easily colors blend to form new
colors (see Figure 45). As yellows and blues spill
into the middle they transform into greens. I have

always liked that while nonobjective art is unstructured, it still forms a picture that may
hold meaning. My dissertation became a watercolor painting blending multiple layers of
teaching arts-integrated English language arts, Disability Studies and Universal Design,
and arts-based education research and a/r/tography. The arts-based research methods I
applied in my study framed my data allowing me to view the data through multiple
perspectives. Exploring the use of images and image-making in both teaching and
research has the potential to expand how humans come to and communicate our
understandings of the world around us.

Figure 45. Color transformation.
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APPENDIXES
APPENDIX A
Reported Student Demographics at Marian Academy (2010-2011)
Level of School
Whole School

High School (9-12)

Middle School (5-8)

Lower School (K-4)

Total Students
238

74

82

82

Sex
M 153
F 85

M 47
F 27

M 54
F 28

M 52
F 30

Race/Ethnicity
Caucasian 170
African American 46
Hispanic American 11
Asian American 5
Middle Eastern American
Multi-Racial American 3
Native American 1
Pacific Islander American
Caucasian 55
African American 15
Hispanic American 2
Asian American 2
Middle Eastern American
Multi-Racial American 0
Native American 0
Pacific Islander American
Caucasian 54
African American 18
Hispanic American 6
Asian American 2
Middle Eastern American
Multi-Racial American 2
Native American 0
Pacific Islander American
Caucasian 61
African American 13
Hispanic American 3
Asian American 1
Middle Eastern American
Multi-Racial American 1
Native American 1
Pacific Islander American

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1
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APPENDIX B
English Curriculum Timeline

Teacher
Classes
Fall
Semester

Spring
Semester

Sarah
(9-11 English)
The Crucible
Image
Slideshow
Reading parts &
Role play
Watch film
Attend play
Persuasive or
creative essay

Transcendental
essays
Paintings,
music, film clips
Comic strips or
image
Theme essay
Death of a
Salesman
Journal writing
Film
American
Dream
Slideshow
(images and
music)
Catcher in the
Rye
Creative project
options (variety)

Research paper
School Trip
Into the Wild
Movie, journal
writing, creative
essay exam

Sarah
Writing Lab
Journals
Grammar
exercises
Personal/
Memoir
Technical
Creative (short
stories and
poetry)
Expository
Note-taking
Travel writing
Advertising
Review writing

Marlena
(9-10 English)
The Crucible
Image
Slideshow
Reading parts &
Role Play
Watch film
Attend play
Body Biography
Persuasive or
creative essay

Elise
(9-11 English)
The Crucible
Image
Slideshow
Reading parts &
Role Play
Watch film
Attend play
Student drawing
Persuasive or
creative essay

Gothic short
stories
Film
Sketch-toStretch

The Light in the
Forest
Image
Slideshow
Compare/Contra
st paper
Transcendental
essays
Paintings,
music, film clips
Comic strips or
image
Theme essay
Chicago World
Fair
Image
Slideshow
Field trip
Journal writing
Open note essay
exam

Transcendental
essays
Paintings,
music, film clips
Comic strips or
image
Theme essay
Figurative
Language
Digital
composition
Descriptive
writing
Visual imagery
Photography
Technology
The Great
Gatsby
Image
Slideshow
Symbol Collage
Character Map
Watch movie
Research paper
School Trip
How to Succeed
in Business
Teacher
drawings
Body Biography
Music choices

The Grapes of
Wrath
Film
Photographs
Creative writing
and Persuasive
essay
Research paper
School Trip
1930‘s Radio
Hour
Role Play
Website images
Essay exam

Elise
Senior English
All Year:
Research paper
(explanatory,
compare/
contrast,
persuasive)
Essay writing
(personal,
persuasive and
literary)
Public Speaking
The Past
Memoirs
the Odyssey

The Present
Unit: coming of
age and
consumerism
today
The Alchemist
The Future
Short Stories,
films and novels
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APPENDIX C
Dissertation Study Timeline
Dissertation Study Time Frame
Period from April 2011 - April 2012
Task Name

Apr

May

June

July

Aug

Prospectus Defense

◊

Study Proposal Approved IRB

◊

Admission to Candidacy
Data Collection

◊
▬

▬

▬

▬

Participant Observation/Field Notes

▬

Photograph & Document collection

▬

Initial Individual Teacher Interviews

▬

Arts-based Focus Group Interview

Sept Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

▬

▬

Visual Journal

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

Data Analysis

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

Analyze field notes

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

Analyze visual and document data

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

Transcribe and analyze interviews

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

▬

Write final chapters
Follow up conversations
Review Copy to Committee

Apr

▬

Teacher Stimulus Recall Interviews

Revise first three chapters

Mar

▬

▬
◊

Review Copy to OAA

◊

Defense Announcement to OAA

◊

Approval for Oral Defense

◊

Oral Defense

◊

Revisions and Committee Approval

◊

Manuscript Review

◊

Final Revisions and Approval

◊
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APPENDIX D
Initial Individual Interview Protocol
1. Intro Questions
General information: name, age, educational background, years teaching, years teaching at this
school

2. First Main Question and prompts
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Tell me about your classes this year.
What courses did you teach?
What grades/ages were the students in your courses?
What was the overarching theme for the curricula this year?
How did the theme fit into your literacy courses (including English, language arts,
reading, writing, literature)?
f) What were some of the main units of study, literature read, or assignments and projects?
g) How were visual arts integrated into the curriculum?

3. Second Main Question and Prompts
a) Tell me about your experiences integrating visual arts into your curricula.
b) Give me an example of how you have used visual arts to expand the opportunities for
student responses to literature and writing assignments.
c) How were the students asked to respond to literature using visual arts?
d) What did you learn from their responses?
e) What did you look for in the students‘ images?
f) How did you evaluate the students‘ images?
g) Give me an example of how you have used visual arts to support student learning.
(i.e. study skills, reading comprehension, writing development…)

4. Wrap up
(After any follow-up questions brought up throughout the discussion, we will conclude the
interview.)
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APPENDIX E
Arts-based Focus Group Interview Protocol
Introduce the plan for the arts-based focus group interview, what Rita Irwin called a ―quick
a/r/tography study.‖

First Main Question and Prompts
a) Think of something you taught this year that integrated visual arts.
b) How would you symbolize it? Draw a symbol or picture to represent the teaching
moment.
c) How would you dramatize it? Think of a gesture or action to represent the teaching
moment.
d) Share with each other your symbols and gestures, and discuss any similarities and/or
differences in your experiences and representations.

Second Main Question and Prompts
a) Think of something you taught this year that went well, an ―Ah-Ha‖ moment.
b) How would you symbolize it? Draw a symbol or picture to represent your ―Ah-Ha‖
moment.
c) How would you dramatize it? Think of a gesture or action to represent your ―Ah-Ha‖
moment.
d) Share symbols and gestures, and discuss any similarities and/or differences in your
experiences and representations.

Third Main Question and Prompts
a) Think of something you taught this year that did not go well or you are not proud of.
b) How would you symbolize it? Draw a symbol or picture to represent the teaching
moment that did not go well.
c) How would you dramatize it? Think of a gesture or action to represent the teaching
moment that did not go well.
d) Share symbols and gestures, and discuss any similarities and/or differences in your
experiences and representations.

Fourth Main Question and Prompts
a) Think of an artist or educational theorist whose work relates to a theme found in any of
the representations today.
b) How did today‘s activities help you ask new questions, see your teaching in new ways, or
engage in artistic modes in new ways?
c) What can you do as a teacher to prompt this kind of experience in students?

Wrap up
(After any follow-up questions brought up throughout the discussion, we will conclude the
interview.)
*Adapted from:
Irwin, R. L. (2010). Becoming pedagogical through a/r/tography in teacher education. Guest lecturer in art education course at GSU
July 6, 2010. Atlanta, GA.

